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ABSTRACT 
This report is Volume 9 of nine volumes of the final report on "Synthesis of Calcula­
tional Methods for the Designand Analysis ofRadiation Shields for Nuclear RocketSystems". 
Presentedin this volume is a description of the FASTERprogram, a FortranAnalytic Solution 
of the Transport Equation byRandom sampling.- -
FASTER is a Fortran IV Monte Carlo program whichcalculatesnergydependent 
neutron or photon fluxesat points, and regions of complex geometries. Thisprogramsurfaces 

contains all the data processingroutines required for a wide variety of nuclear vehicleappli­
cations. The FASTERprogramis complet6ly variable dimensioned, andhence, is capahle of 
treating problemsof varying complexity within the limitatinn oftotal computer storage.The 
programusesonly theinput.and output tape units on the 32K WANL andand isoperational
ACKNOWLEDGMENT MSFC IBM 7094computers--usng overlay--and on the 64K CDC 6600 computer atthe West­
euheatos
eppreoate the guidane provided hy Mr. Henry E.Soinghouse TelecomputerCenter in Pittsburgh. 
FASTERutilizes the general quadric surfaceequation for describing the geometry.
Manager, Nuclearand Plasme PhysicsDivision, GeorgeC. MarshallSpaceFlight elliptical cylindersThemorecommon equations for planes,cones, and ellipsoids canalso be 
Center, the technicalmonitar of the contract. used forinput description of the surfaces. 
The FASTERprogramhandleseither neutronor photon sources. Each source is des­
cribedin rectangular, or spherical and the source iscylindrical caordinates geometry uper­
imposedon theproblemgeometry. Thespatial, angular, and energy sourcedistributions are 
assumedto be separableandareinput as tabulatedrelative distribution data. 
The FASTERprogramdealswith the entire spectrum of particle energies simultaneously, 
thuseliminating costly repetition of geometric calculationswhichare usually required for 
treating individual mono-energetic portioles. The scattered energy spectra includeparticle 

the effect of everypossile scattering eventat each scattering point. This eliminates the 
variance assocated with the random selection Neutron transport calcula­of n single event. 
tionsutilize sections which areavailableaveragedmultigroup cros  from several standardtabu­






Biased random sampling is used excluslvely in the selection of source andscattering 
paints. In performing flux calculations at a point, the FASTERprogramincludes the singular- 
ity of the point flux estimator in the biasing functions. This permitsmore economical 
and 
more accurate point solutionsin source and/or scattering volumes. 
Analytic estimation is used to-compute point fluxes and/or surface andvolume aver-
aged fluxes. These fluxes can be processedwithin the programto obtain various responses 
suchas doserates and heating rates. Contributions to the fluxes are obtained by source, n-
Legendreangular momentsand length-of-flight mc-
mentsof the fluxes andresponses can also be obtained. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTIONAND SUMMARY 
A major problem in the analysis of nuclear rockets is accuracy in predicting neutron 
and photon radiation levels both internal and external to the radiation sources. The most use­
ful and fundamentalexpre:Ion of these radiation levels consists of energy dependent fluxes 
at specified points. These point fluxs con be utilized wish a variety of energy dependent 
functions to yieldintegral quantities such as doserate and heating rate. Thesepoentqunti­
ties con also be spatially integrated to obtain averages or totals for various surfaces and 
volumes, e.g., neutronand photon reactor leakage and volumetric heating. Theaccurate 
calculation of point fluxes requires a detailed treatment of sourceand materlal distributions 
and of basic partile cross sections. Accurate and economical calculationsare particularly 
difficult for space vehicles and nuclear rocket test stands because of their complex geometries. 
The FASTER programwas developed to handle these geometrically complexproblems. 
Energy dependent fluxes can be obtained, in principle, for any rodiation analysis 
problem by computing the flux contributions byorder of scatter. The geometric complexity 
of most realistic problems, however, limits o conventional numerical integration to the un­
colided and, at most, the single scattered flux components. Therefore, the method of randem 
sampling, 1.e., the Monte Carlo method is used in the FASTERprogram, TheMonte Carlo 
method permits , calculation of the flux compbnentsto an arbitrary order of scatter while 
the numerical procedures. 
The FASTER program is an integral part of the "final" design method schematically 
shown in Fig. 1. This "final" design method is described more fully in Volume1 of this 
report, As depicted in the figure, it beginswith the POINT program(Volume2) which pre­
pares cross section and other basic data for use in the ODD-K two-dimensional transport pro­
gram. The ODD-K two-dimensional transport program !Volume 6) provides neutron and photon 
energy fluxes throughout the reactor geometry. The NAGS data processing program (Volume 7) 
processes these fluxes and calculates neutron and photon radiation levels and neutron apd 
photon source distributions within the reactor system. Thesesourcescab be employedin either 
the KAP-V point kernel program(Volume 4) or the FASTER Monte Carl. program for obtaining 
ix I 
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radiation levels at locations internel and exteroal to the reactor system. In addition, the 
Z5 ­ - - FASTER program can computeheating rate distributions in the liquid hydrogen propellant 
- t|(in either an on-axis or off-axis tank)and the radiation level af the payload. Alternately, 
Z -
DZ= -i 
m the DAFTprogram(Voume 8) can prepare neutron cod photon energy end angular depandent 
fluxes at the reactor surface from the ODD-K programfor use in the FASTERMonte Carlo code. 
02Z 
I -T -Z 
z 
I 
I , Distinctive features of the Monte Carlo method as employed in the FASTER pTogram, 








application of random sampling to the spatial and angular integralions only, 

















3) approximation of importance functions by point kernel techniques, 
4) analytic treatment of the energy variable ove its entire range, and 
5) zero variance energy integration of the scattered source equations. 
The Monte Carlo method presented in this report Is basedon techniques described in Refer­
o20 
S 






L.... nons 1, 2, and 3. Considerahle improvementIn the treatment of paint detectors has beenmade 
alnethese edrly effortsware reparted. In particular, the singularity in the point detector 
n< z 9 
0 D 






I I 1 
----[ 1The 
flu estimator has been included in the spatial sampling functions withovt sac.ricing p 
detailed treatment of geometric effects. 
PASTERprogramutilizes this impsovementof the Monte Cario method to perform 
°o 1 I I I 1 Ineutron or photon transport calculations in complex geometries. Computer orientd features 
z I of this program include, 
E D0 1 'z­ 1) coded in FORTRAN IV, 
O I0 -2) completely variahle dimannioned, 
- I. I 3) completely internal--auxiliary lopes are not required, and 
I0. .. . I 4) compatiblewith hoth the lBM 7094 and CDC 6600 computers. 
z IZ The program logic is discussedin Section3. 0. Subsequent sections of this report deal with the numerical techniques used in the 
z t3 I zFASTER programto implement the Monte Carlo method. First, is the geometric framework 
02- 0 which usitze the quadric surface'equation. Basic features of the geometry described 16 
- I I J Section4.0 include: 




I) separatedescription of surfaces, 
2) simple input for the more common planes, cones, elliptical cylinders, and 
ellipsaids with an internal expaonsion to obtain the coefficients of the general quadrtcequation, 
3) exclusive use of the general surfaceequation in all computations, 
4) region description by listing bounding surfaces, 
5) an internal calculation of the (±) sign associatedwith region boundariesby using 
the ccordinates of an arbitrary point in each region, 
6) geometry consistency check using "point-in-region,' 
7) an internal calculation of "most-probble-next-regions" for boundary crossings, 
8) an internal calculatian of exterior boundaries, and 
9) elimination of the (s, ) boundary crossing search. 
The FASTERprogramwill treat multiple fixed sourceswhere each source has separable 
spatial, angular andenergy distributions. Other febtcres of the fixed sourcedescription, do-
cribed in Section 5.0, include: 
1) rectangular, cylindrical and/or spherical coordinates, 
2) each spatial variable con be continuous or discrete, permitting a variety of 
point, lne, surface, and volume source geometries, 
3) each angular variobe canbe continuous or discrete, running the range from 
monodirectional to angular, 
4) . spai.nidand angular distributions are specified by tabulating relative distributions 
at discrete points, in particular the distributions calculated by the NAGS and DAFT programs, 
5) spectra are spacified by tabulating either differential numberor energy spectrum, 
or groupwise integrated number or energy spectrum, either one in an arbitrary group structure, 
6) each source is normalized to total energy or partioles. 
Features of the treatment of crcss sectons for photonsand neutronsare described in 
Section 6. 0 and incude: 
3 3
1) compositionsare accepted in 1024 atoms/cm or'gm/cm , 




3) photon total cross sections are defined at group boundariesand interpolated 
meany in energy, 
4) photon scattering usesthe Klein-Nishina equation, 
5) photon energy absorptioncoefficients are computed internally by element and 
compositematerial, 
6) group averaged neutron crnsssections are accepted from severalstandard tabu­
lotions, e.g., GAM-1, 
7) neutron scattering cross sections are not limited in down scatter or order of the 
Legendre angular eopansiun, 
8) neutron crosssections are manipulated internally to define transport corrected 
values or to remove this correction, 
9) neutron kinetic heating responsesare computed by element and compasite 
material, and 
10) hydrogen densities can be specified by region, eliminating the need of des­
cribing several compositematerials which differ by hydrogen content only. 
urfae and/r volume detectors. All quantities are obtained by "aoalyric estimation", as 
shown in Section 7.0, and include: 
1) groupwise numberand energy flux, average energy, and varianoe,
2) grcupwoisedifferential end cumulative numberandenergy fluxes, 
3) groupuise responsesand toaol responsesmilk limits on variance,) graupwse nes and response wntion arance,4) groupwisenumberfiuo and responsefunction totals by sourot, 
5) group ise flux and responsetotals by scattering region, 
6) graup fluxnoseand response totals by ouwhr-of-coiisons, 
7) e angular moments of the groupwise flux and respon totals, and 
8) length-of-flight momentsof the groupwise flux and responsetotals. 
AstranucleaI 
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The sampling functions incorporated in FASTER,described in Section 8.0, ore rel-
tlively easy to use. Typical randomsampling input data or blosngdata for point flux calcu-
lations consist of: 
1) center and radius of a sphereenclosing all fixed sources, 
2) group importance, eg., flux-to-dose response, 
3) liner buildup coefficient bygroup, 
4) relative importance by group of forward-td-bcard scattering for heavy 
elements, 
5) relative importance by group of fornard-to-backword scattering for hydrogen, and 
6) a set of adjustment factors (ratios m 1.0) applied to internally calculated 
sampling paraeters. 
Detailed input instructions ore presented in Section 9.0 of sis report. Section10.0 
contains a description of the input and output for a sample problem involving the calculation 
of photon and neutron fluxes at , point above a liquid hydrogen propellant tank. The FOR- 
TRAN IV listing of the FASTER program is given In Appendix C. 
Computer times for the PASTERprogramdepend on the problem complexity and the 
mannerin which the program is used. Indivlduol point detector flux calculations in and 
around a nuclear reactor require about 3 minutesper point for photons (23 groups) and 6 mi-
utes per point for fast ieutrons (13 groups). Thesetimesare typical for the IBM 7094 computer 
and yield computedvariances in integral responsesgenerally lessthan10 percent. 
Flux calculations for points in vold regionsand/or flux calculations for surfaces and 
volumes require more computer time per problem, but the fluxes are al obtained simultaneously, 
A typical photon probleminvolving volumetric heating rates for 50 regionsof a reactorre-







2.0 	 THEMONTE CARLO METHOD 
Thissectiondescribesthe Monte Carlo Method as usedin the FASTER program. The 
first topic is a general discussionof order-of-scatter solutions of the transport equation. The 
order-of-scatter equationsare written explicitly starting with the equation for the uncollided 
scoler flux. The basicconcepts of random sampling are then summarizedand applied directly 
to the order-of-sctter equations. This is followed by a discussion of point kernel estimates 
of optimal sampliog functions. Finally, the equationsfor angular flux estimation are derived 
for point, surface, and volume detectors. 
2.1 	 GENERALCOMMENTS 
Fluxes at a point can be obtained in principle for any geometry by computing the 
order-of-scatter components,i.e., the uncollided flux, the single scattered flux, etc. This 
methodutiizes a known fixed source distribution, which is numerically integrated with a 
simple attenuation kernel over the spatial extent of the source, to obtain the uncollided 
angular flux at all points In space. Thisuncllided flux is integrated with the soattering 
crosssections, ever energy and solid ongle, to yield thesingle scattered source distribution. 
Next, the procedureis repeated to en arbitrary order of scattering, finally yielding the total 
flux within en inherent error given by the uncomputedhigher order-of-scattering flux om­
ponents. 
The FASTERprogramutilizes the Monte Carlo method in performing the numeeicol 
integrations. The Monte Carlo method involvesan application of rondomsampling to the 
evaluation of definite integrals and it can beapplied to all of the integrolons invoived in 
the ordei-of-scatter solution. Because this method is statistical in nature its application to 
each integration mustbe accompanied by an iteratlion procedureto reduce the associated 
variance. Therefore, it is desirable to perform as many of the integrations as posslible by conven­
tional techniques. For the order-of-scatter solution utilized in the FASTERprogram, the Monte 
Carlo method is applied only to the spatial and angular integralions, i.e., the methodis 






importnc of future scottering events by simplealtertions of the attenul on hereel, i. e., 
The applicationf the Monte Carlomethod con proceed in canydirectiecs. The 

removal theory for neutronsand buildup factors
for photons. This procedurewiii not yield 
procedureused in the FASTERprograminvolves the andm selection of a sicgle pointcho,-
zerovarlonce (orerror) fluxcalculatlon, but it will yield information os tothe approximate 
acterizing the distributed fixedsource. Then, the fied sourceis evaluatedet this pointand This importance functioni cludes the singulorities alreadymon­
is usedto computeenergy dependentuneflided fluxes throughout importonce of space
points. 
the resulting point source 
tioned andalso approximates the importance source distributions. 
thegeometry. first-sciv by 
of material and fixed 
Next, . peaintisselected aronMsmplling. Au energy-depey-
at this first ecwtter peint Is computedusing the point 2.2 THE ORDER-OF-SCATTEREQUATIONSdent engula, flux (mnodi eolinall 
of the timeindependent equation bycomputing
of thefied soorce This energy dependent angularflux,when integratedwith The solution transport canbe obtained 
representat n 

of thesingle-scattered source for the order-of-scatter componentsof theflux. Thismethodutilizes a known,differential sourcethe scattering cross sections, yields , point representatin 
This single point -ource is used to obtein the density is given by the Famliar q..t;-:wheretheuncalldedflux
allscatterednergies anddirections. scattered 
It is used tocalculate thefluxes
energy dependent single-scatered throughout the geometry. 
-et rho by rand..senendiectional flu x et so ttering point (obtained .. pling).This pro - -P 
d (t, f vffo(tcirfl ep [-Jzt t ',s ,)dj dV (2.1) 




sourne)untithestotistical error in computedfluxes is acceptble. 
As implicit difficulty with this poini-to-point procedureis the singularity in the 
in the where = , i= ( / Sskernel resulting fromthe inverse square l w. Thisdifficulty is presentottenuation 

It shallof fluxes ofboth thenextscatter pointand ot rhitrary detector points. 





be seen later, thatth se difficulties nre removedby considering the slngulaitles inthe random 
e is . unit directionct.,ofthe discrete psitie 

An importont consideration in every numerical of a E 

selection vectors. 
integration is the selection prO, is the particle energy (Mev) 
way
cedure which will'yieId inimumeerror. Since,the Monte Carl method is just another 
s' ore scllr distonces teonno 1 ong -i(vw(the spotiol integrations, the someconsiderations arepresent. Itis possible 3 )
 




the error in an integration performedby random'sae- 

piing. Themostfruitful technique Thus,in con- So 7, Mt E) is thefixed iferential seurcedens;ty
 
to devise many techniques forreducing 
involves the concept of spotial importonce. 
sidering eachpossiblesource or scattering point, the following question is asked How iw­
owst rdioc Mev .sc
 
portent will the selection
fthis point be tothe finalonswer, i. e,,how much flux,dose, etc. 
will eventually be derivedfrom its selection 
d (r,t( is thy solr fuc( e s e\ 




spatialimportance. This is the pointkernel methodwhich opptooistes the ­












This Integration coo be performedusing spherical coordinates i a oordinte system 

centered at thedetector point by usingthe transformation 

r' = r- si 
= s s 
= dpdodfr 
0 = the nzimuthal angii 
) =-o rs t 1'
- 4 jj "E) expOa (d E) S 0 - sit, Z (- s', E)dsjdsdi (2.2) 
2
The mostobvious reason for this transformation is that it removesthe 1/5 singular;ty. 
Theangularfluxat any point in the geometry canbe obtained from the inner spatial 
integration ofequation 2.2: 
1Elr'Joli"~E ( d'%(fitIiElii cp t ~ it s (.31aftera r-, 6 sO	 tE - s E)ds']s (2.3) 
The single scatteredsource density is given by on integration ofthe productof this angular flux 
and thetotal differentialscattering cross 
4 dd (2.4) 
Sui=TtI "(j 0)dO'dliJj ~t~i','l-( 0'-ii 
whre d2, ( 0 ) 
is the total differential s n ro souti e 4, . The 
isotahe diic nosattering crs Ieta~(~feronce augsingl4,p.2d5). 
scal'ted sourcedensity yields the single scattered fluxand theprocessis then repeated 
for higher order scattered sources and fluxes: 
10 

Or Astrnuciear\= 	 Laboratory 
ird, E) tf'h ( - s I, i, 1) cup t(, s' fd d(s
 1

Ok 0 e LJo E)d. J-ds (2.5) 
d2Z
 
sVd' (r-,fr', E) 1f (-, E (tTV, Ei'-l, E) d E' d Q (2.6) 
where k is the number of scattering events which the particles haveexperienced.
The FASTERprogramusesrandomsamplingtechniques
to perform theintegrations of 
tire order-of-icatter equations, 2. 5 and 2.6, therebygiving the uneollided and scattered co­
ponents ofthe flux. The program cans a groupwise representation of the errgy dependencein
with otherconjunction numerical techniques--described in Sectons.3. 0 through 8. 0--n per­
forming the integrations. 
The reinder of this ection discussion of random
 is a general of the applicati n
samplingto theorder-of-scatter equations. In particular, consideration will be givento the 
development of sampling techniques which shouldminimize the error in the integration. 
In devising optimal solutionsof these arder-of-scatter equations, it is noted that 
computing the (h-l th and lower order flux components, the unsolued portion aftie
 problem, corresponding to the 
 th and higher order flux components, is given by a summation 
over the"future" of theflux.Thisunsolvedcomponents portion oftheproblem is denoted by 
h (t II6E)--the angular fluxfromparticles having k or more coilisions--and is given 
by . summationofequation2.5: 
k
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For example, in initiating theorder-of-scatter solution, the unsolved portion of the 2.3 RANDOM SAMPLING CONCEPTS 
problem is:
 
r -Ei The conceptsinvolvedin applying random sampling to theintegration of equations
 
E)cop t- _sT, E)ds ds (2. 7b) 2.5 and 2.6 aresimplified notationally by considering the evaluation of a simple definite~,E l fS>o(V- si?, I, e -LSo jntegral with a non-negative integrand: 
where 0> 
( 
,, E) is the fatal angular flux, (tI, E),frm allorders-of-scatter and 
S 	 (

o	 I, tiE) is thetotal differential saure density, S(-,6, E),Including thescattered I f f( ) dx d f f..9 
In computing he kth order-of-scatter flux comporent, o hlWS ordercompojents R( I do W da o o 
should also be considered. If attenrion is givento a minimumerror calculation of * ('I, E),
 
this will not be the calculation in 0,>( where f*(x)a f(ol/p*(o
whichminimizes the error r,6, E). Hcweve,,it may 
be adequate since the two calculations arequite similar, i.e., it is theoretically possible to 
R(o) is therange ofsuchthe:define kernel  
E)dE dii] 	 p*o)o if f >(2.10),k (' 	E)R I f S ('- sr;E E''-)K, "I 
xep i ,E) ds' ds (2.8() 	 dx (-
where the kernel K It- s, E'-.,', 'E)usuallyI-', cries more slowly than thematerial 
farobtaining
The condiions imposedon p*() Permiitsuseasa samplingfunction
kernel. 





properly called a probality density function forwith an integration overthefixed e values x, of x. This funtionis the random variable o. 
source.However,this kernel is as difficult to obtain asthe order-cf-scatter solution is and The meac on expected rolueof f*(x)is simply: 
a similar iterative process, Reference5, pg. 522. The mostwell kown nexamplesit involves 
of this kernelare the dose kernels 	 1 = 1derlved f tow moments wshod calculations for point isotropic 
( 6 ).  
E F(x )I j (x ) p*(x)dx I (2.11( 
Use of the "resolvent" is not practcal geometrically 
in infinite 
sources media
kernel for complex problems. How- S lx)' 
over,the"success" of the approximate dose kernels geometriesleadsin complicated naturally 
to their use in estimating the importance of futurescatteringevents,Theuseof approximate 
kernels in moredetail in Section 2.5.i discussed 




The expected value of the meansquarevariation of f*(x)from its expected value 
(the variance of f(x)) isdefined by: since any discrete point will give the correct answer,Subsequentsectiondeal with apprIw­
materelationships result.which utiltze this obvious 
e F'x=E[(f.()l)1 Itshould be noted that a traneformation to the integraton variable u, where 
d

r , 21 x r 2 2 do= II f(x) dx,alsoyields a er error reet inn conventional neerital Integration. 
'v4 j u[. - "- I (o do h(x)f:(J - I Infect, the Monte Carlo and,conventional integrations would be the someexcept fo the:2R(x);" 





Boththe mean andvarlnceof f*(x)involve analytic integrations. It was possible in developing the order-of-scatter equations to explilitlyOf greater write an 
interest in numerical integrations arethe samplemean: equation for the kth order scalar volume lntegrationflux componentwhich involved a k-fold 
n (and a k-fold energy integration), i.e., spatial integrations overthe fixedsourcevolume, 
n= .> f,(xl),oi'srandomly eleoted from p*.o) (2.13) the single scattered .. , the kth scattered sourcevolume. The mannersource volume,. 
end the corresponding in which the order-of-scatter equations xplicitlysample variance: wasdeveloped obviated the need for 
2 
 displaying thesevolume intmtgrtis. .eve, in relating the discussionof Section 2.3 v2 = 4 [2- t 2 ' 
n - [f(n ) - In] = (2.14) to thetechniques usedin solving the order-of-scatter equations, this k-fold volume Integra-

Sim nipulatione tion 

1 
l must be recoodized. In porticular, the discrete randomvariable x used in the pre­
ceding nection Is eqlvolen to a seriesof discrete positin. vetors er rr.....
E~ln] 1 ,k obtained by randomsampling.
2 
[i ± 2 [f,()-l Fortunately, the techniques used in the Monte Carlointegrationofthe order-of-
Ln4 en L scatter equoations,i.e., the techniquessed in seleotingthediscretepositionvetor 
E[Vn2]= 2 [f)] r,kk = 0,1.....c be disoussedin an orderly fashionwithout displaying the k-fold 
The lastwo equationsimply that: volume integrations. Thediscussionof the integrationsisgiven belowwith the "outer" 
2 V iterationindex i of Section 2.3 suppressed. The "inner" iteration index k, on.sponding2 
n (2.15) to the hth order-of-scatter, will beretained. 
The "order-of-scattering" inner iterants areoblained forwardmanner.in a straightFinally, Itisnoted that since f(x)O for all x in R(x),thenthe optimum (zero
• . • '- 'A natural starting point is the equation for the kin component of the scalar flux:
 
variance)
integration isperformedby sampling from: 
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Then the contribution to the kth componentof the scolar flux is given by: 
4 r .1c 0 S r~I,0 eop Zt ( '-s"I, E)dsj Ok i E) = f! b It( E) dli f_~o 
+k .LfhE) 11.0) exio - C *'-), f) ds' dVwhr 	 s= t- edT C-i)/. 
U .	 (2.17) 
s 2 	 Note that the energy varies over its entire range, i.e., randomsampling hasbeen limited to 
the spatial variables. This is equivalent to defining an energy dependent angular point source 
2
where dV is the general differential volume element, equivalent to s dsdfl in. which representsthe kth scattered differential source density,
 
spherical coordinatesystemcentered at . This equation hos been transformed Inic a general
 
2
volume integration to display the singularity (?7/s) associated with the flux calculation. 	 'rk,r, E) (2.21)' k
This equation haso definite value end is manipulated in th some.. n on equon E) - p k)
 
2. 9, i e., the integacod is multiplied and divided by en arbitrary sampling functom 
f~si)sincnt ..	 the semneiningPaceor in equatien 2. 20 is associeted with the fluicc lulattons end de­
ff (7, "i, 0)ept {- Z r-s' ,l dsj; (2.18) pondson the variable position vector r . This point source is defined through the kt source 
s 2 P*k distribution and con be evaluated for any desireddirection R. 
with the restrctiorh 	 This procedure is also equivalent to representing the kth componentof the differential 
source density by: 
SkVk(16,E) 
) >_0 
(, ,E =(-r-r,)(2.-22) 
( ' ) )Pjk >0 iff S, (rf , , E) dE d a> 0 (2.19) where 6('- 'r is the Dirac delta functlon This representation is particularly useful in 
later discussionswhere fornal integrationsover the kth scattered source volumeore required.N (r) dV = 1 In particular, the point representation f the fixed source (k = 0) is: 
This equation con be eveluated in .menner enel.ogous to that usedin equation 2.13 	 Wr (6, E)= 0 (-a, ?t E) (2.23)
° 

for the snple neon, I.e.: select k at random from lP (7) 
 a ('r) 
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Theexpectedvalueof SO (C7 , E) is just the Fixedsourcedistribution: .. u )i7k-"-ir" - = - "_ , 
Note thatthe (k-l)th soure densit ) ponentwas replacedbyits equivalent point repre-
F). Thus, thts equasion tos eqoolity in the seese that the expected Vo seototien Wh-I (F) valueof the right handside is the left hand side. 
to define an energy dependent point monodireutionol 
rf So Io U E) '- 'r--t) Po (o) d7 
ItF(2 becomesexpedien
(2.24) tt rkwhich choraoterizes the (k-i)th compoent ot the flux: 
t 
P.p'X) r rW (I, F).. p f k i( -n E)&10v (i 
h-i h-I h, j k- h, J (2.26. 
se(7k ) p ' ) 
The definition fthe energy dependent,angular, sources order associated of the dise vector
point forhigher The factor with random selection position has been
 
the inner included inthis energy-dependent, point monodirectlioal 

the (k-I)th spatial then the(k-I)th componen of the source density Is represented the finalequation for the kth scttered, angularpoint source:
 
scattered componentsis moreinvolved. Assuming iterations hcue progressed through representaion of the fluxto simplify 
integration, 

by'fhe vector ah- point source ( E).
ond the angular WZ t Then the bihscattered 
energy ongolr point sourceot.' Wk Fd IV;. F dE' (2.27)k isgiven by, k-I(E) E 




( E),F) 0 k-,r,5,' ET d2F, , E) dE' The ofcalculations thisprocedure: 
4 du E dXE
 
f fe k ,u, )d t .h p, ­[r ,), - b)calcu Fo 
P 




c V W ,E') e -~t (ks'- ,E 'i)ds 42% Cr-f'i- E)dEi u(- Vd) calculate Wk.. (jk' ) for the discrete dire tion nk
 
dflEd k = , , equotion f?h io( from 2.22 for 
k W , ( kI E) from equation 2.27 for i= k using W ,_2 (E). J (2.25)>1, 

( k E e x E
i6k-1, ') p zt ) ',sPF)dsj (tl, E 4 E e) caIculote F) usingequotion 2.26.
'W
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Thus, W,(r, E)is not computeddirectly except as required for discrete directions. It is and then showingthat 
alowys avoiloble through the fiuci sourcedistribution for k = 1, or, for k> i, through W'_ (E) 
and the differential soottering cross sections. This is indicated in step d)above. [w
s 
,tk+l) | = (t, E, E I(,E ) j S ) 
For is = I, the verification of the representation of the source given by equation 
2.27 is obtained by calculating expected values: Simitar can also those used for verifications be obtained for arbitrary point kernels, e.g., 
flux colculotions (Section 2. 6). The resulting integrations aresmilIar to thoseabove and are 
Ef[wE(a (rv = JJa w; (NE)6(r-rj P,(%I) F d(lI d not shown,fff 
I The finalset of procedures used ina single outer iteration is shown in Figure 2, The 
inneriteratfons cannot proceed Indefinitely asis indicated by the order-of-scatter solution, 
Therefore, the inner iterations ore tenmineted using nor ions criteria suchcs total number off, IZ r, s Ed 
t iterations (collision cutoff), allenergies belem some minimum (energy cutoff), 




=SSi Sill { S'(Q6IE') cop ro-Po E')ds' or bi flu 
6> E ( ' (rls sr 2.5 SAMPLING FUNCTIONS 
S;aE E gaqrp ) () At this ptnt, the definllions of the smpling or probabilIty density funotie.s .e 
arbitrary except for the conditions imposed in Equation 2. 19. The criterion selected for 
2 
S " E defining optimal functions is thatthe variance in the contributions frcm all future inner 
- Po enp aE)r- sf, E d dl(E) ',Ed dE' )d7i iterations be minimum. 




SS (' E) (2.28) "<k (r,E =E k' SE) (2.29) 
The remainder assoclated with neglecting higher order componentsof the fluxor,alternatively, 
the importance of these components is given by:
 
Verification forhigher order componentscon beobtainedby induction, i e., by assuming: O
 
A~k~(Eb~tE((2,30) 
E [w i, El( f~ ir l%, (rbE)P, (,Ed .0 
= (, 6, E) Since a detailed treatment of these "future" componentsis asdifficult as solvingk the original 
prabeb--equation 2.7awould be solved--norlous approxlmations mustbe made. Itisnoted 
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Dkk = f f(E) +h(k E)dE (2.31) 
W(' S) fF) 0o ToE) 
WP.oE) 	 where f(E) isa responsefunction of particulor Importance to the problem being solved, e.ga., 
the flux to doseconversion factor if doserotesare being calculated, The solution and remain" 
kot 	 der corresponding to this responsefunction ore then given by: 
k-i
ktk+l 





I %k I DIk( )) E OW(Cr) (uncalculated vontr,buhtios to total resronse) (2.33) 
TV(k?-)B k'=k 
k 
Wk= (E) W-k-.k( ,E) 0xpw W IO2.t(tk_lk,E)daJ Thecalculation of the letter quantity is also es difficult es solving the originol pro­
2 p*Crk) blem However, Forestimating purposes,the "point-kernel method" is ovaileble forapproxi­
meting the remelnder. 
0.. ddE 	 k'=k
 
Q(E h (E) Sk i, 6,E) ep s' ?E)ds dVdECUTOFF NO 
tYES ~-1~~ 	 (~ 
STOP	 ((', e6,E)d, sEl f(E)d
, 
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Theform of this equation may be clarified by examining its equivalent for a one
 
where velocity problem. Assuming a uniform infinite mediumandisotropic sources, either
fixed or 
scettered, this equation con be approximated by: 
Dk( ffj IfJfS k(rk',',E)K( ',E,,(E)) exp [- (E)] f(E) d5'dESd (2.35) 
, ', -	 Ir] Sb(r') nop - ,2 (2.36b) 
c)ep-& dVn (E) = t(--si 6,E)ds' 	 Pks~T S ;, 
r 

k( ,E, n (E)) representation of the responsecontributions Z is an effective crossecton giving the attenuation characteristics of the total is some approximat  where 

by multiple scattering events,usually a snmple function of thenumber of the mean-free- fluxfrom the kth scattered source and S ('P is the differential khb scattered source density.
k 

paths i (E) betweena source (or scattering) point andthe detector point. 
 For point detectors, random samplingof the fixed sourcedistribution, k = 0, con 
utilize equation 2.36 directly. 'Themore Important aspectsof this equation are: Equation2.35 notonly estimates the importance of future scattering events butcan 

also be used to estimate theimportance ofthe "source", or scattering points. Since itisa 
 a) it Includes thespatial divergence (1/s2) from the detector,
 
feasible spatial importance estimator -- it is related in an approximate manner to the zero b) it retains the exponential falloff of source point importance due to materl.
 
variance importance function -- and since it lends itself to a variety of further approximo-
 attenuation, and 
tlions, it plays an important role in the development of optimal samplingschemes, c) it includes the fixedsourcedistribution.
 
used in the FASTERprogramfor sampling the fixedsourceare closely
 Equation2.35 con be manipulated in a mannersimilar to equation 2.18: 	 The technique  
E] 	 associated wilth equation 2.36. An averagesource energy is osed to define the necessory 
sampling p rmeters. Theprogramincludes,hoeer, anexplicit representationof the ma-
SS K(i',E, , (E) .. p [ (E f(E)d2- d terial distribution. The details of the sampling procedures arediscussed in Section 8.3.( )= k 
2k
 pIk')dV Applications of equation 2.36 to higher order fluxcomponents,k >0, involves the 
scattered point source representotlon: sourcedefinition using the (k-1lth 
2
 
Equation2.16then implies that the optimum sampling function,yielding zero f r74 " ' Edrk , ­
variace for r is given by: ~ll d fi~' l
P 	 ,E' ~t'l' 'i, 
(Z 37.) 
f(E)dS1
f k ( ', E)K( ', E, I(E)ep f -q(Ef] dE 	
4( ­
i 
(2. 36.:~i 	 Q xi .F22'E - -I S )dP ()fE E-df 
This equation is still quite involved and its numerical implementation requires further rliipli- ­
fico.i. and approximation. wh- l = (r'- r,)/i
 





Again, a large degree ofapproximationis required fornumerical calculations. 2.6 POINT ANGULAR FLUXES
 
A one-velocity approximation mayalsoclarify this equation.Using the assumptlons
 




5 It-s,E) =E w ( E) (-r k) (30) 
nap F z - 2;r ]k= 
t22 
corresponds to the ith repetition itertion.Ph r) a (2.37b) where the index i at this process, ora single outerN! 
5 
ep [-Zt - S a dV Previousdiscussionsverified that: 
t S*(,EI E)­
where Z is the total crosssection. 
Fora point detector the following characteristics are notedforthis scattering pont wher R is a remainder corresponding to the termination ofthe inner iterations after a finitei 

samplingfunction: vplue of k, i.e., the neglectedhigher order-of-scatter components.
 
a) it includes the spatial divergence from both the source(i/t 2) and the detector Repetitive applicatian ofthese techniques outer iterations) yields the final aiti­(n2
 
(1/s) mate of the total differential sourcedensity: 
h) it Ieuludes the exponential attenuation along both "legs" of the soattering triangle a
 
c) it includesthespatialand angular depeedenceof the scattering .oesssection,ad S* I, AE = i3 '[ " Wk (i, E) 6 (2.40)
 
d) it ncludes theangular dependence ofthe (k-i)ih sourcecomponent. i= k
 
The FASTERprogramusesa one-nelocity approximation of this sampling function with l
 
group averaged parameters being obtained or eachscattering point. The material distribution hi int t in r est c e f angla l i s obtain thein uxgaton

arbitrary point. Equation 2. 7b impliesthe total angular flux is ohtalned by the Integration.
 
and scattering angle effects are inluded by several alternate approximations. The details ore
 
disussed in Seticns B.4, 8. 5, and 8. 6.
 
Similar equations can be obtainedfor sampling functions which minimize the variance 0 (tr , = r - sli, I, E) exp - s' , E) ds d, (2.41)
 
of volume and surface averaged flux calculations. However,theseequations involve an inte- 0
 
gration ever the spatial extent of these volumesand surfaces and the development is morecam- This can be approximated
using the above sourcedensity:
 
plicated. Thesesampling functions have beenapproxlmated, therefore, by "solid angle" con­
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It is a straightforward task to showthat the expected value of this approximation is, indeed, where:
 
the total angular flux within an ertor.. orresponding to the source errors R above:.. = Ir k r 1 )/sk
 
E [L (7&8) = (7,6,E) -& (2.43) Thus: 
The verillotian i ves integrations similar tothose used to verity the representation of she 
differential sourcedensity, equations2.24 and 2.28, and is not shown. k k 2AOhCf-, E)=f (9 E)6(s-s) h exp j. - s E)dsde 
Substitution of equation 2.40 into equation 2.42 yields: ks 

s(7,E)= 1 W (9,E)a)r-. exp[ s'6,E)ds [ f 
exp
d (2.44) 
Wk (E E)(-'") 2
 
7 .~ ,E l(r-;ik
) 
e"p ,(- s'6,E) ds' ds
 
k=O 0 




where the order of the summationsand integration has been reversed. To eliminate someof the corresponding 
t thescalar is given by an integration angle: 
*
beexaminedwith the 
outer iteration index suppressed: AOk r E) ur * " E)d 
the notational clutter, the individual elements in the summationwill c 
40 *k(r,4,E)=fW ,E)6 exp [f (r-s'l, E)ds1ds (2.451 eup [j n:t(7-l"h' E)ds'1
 
f 
 WS °J 2)L7' (2.48) 
I. , contributions are 
computedwithout considering the iteration index. 
The spatial integration is performed usingthe relationship: asone would expect. 
This is also the procedureused in numerical calculations, e.individual sk 
) 
















As indicated in Section 2.4, the sampling functions wNch minimize the variance in 
the flux at the Point "r incnlbe this point in rather complicated m nr. Hio-even, the 
techniques used in flux estimation are independent of these considerations and canbe used 
It should be notedthat flux estimation for arbitrary points will 
'Yield a 'resuli Aith ;n i4fiite 'arnce
( 8) 
WILs are located in volumes which 




exclude source and scattering points. Thot is, the 1/s factor is the trouble makerand its 

denletious effect can only be removedby including it in the sampling function or by exclud-
ing small va lu es o f s 
2.7 SPATIALLYAVERAGED ANGULAR FLUXES 
The problem of infinite variance flux estimatescan also be removedby averaging 
the fluxes at arbitrary points ever a specified surfaceor volume. While theseaveraged results 
are usually less desirablethan a set of point results, there are instances when averages are the 
only requirement. 

The contribution to a surface averaged flux is obtained byintegrating the point 







e. (r s'6,E) ds' dA 
Ak (, E)A= k E)6(1l--'h) (2.49) 
A k 
where A is the area of the specified surface, dA is a differential element o area, and r is 
, point on the surface. The integraon is than transformed ton integration oe solid angle 
about the point 1b 
SA4n 
P 
A-()=- se sEds s kk. . 
hA A h )i(,E)S6 Si 
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t 
where dA = dh i n , n it the unit normal to the surfe et r , and 
a summationover multiple points on the surface which yield the somedirection vector Qk 
is implcllt. Note that the integration is performedusing a differential element of solid angle 
d fik since f"k is the direction vector determining the point (s) r on the surface. Using 




e x p L -to), (s 
v s 






where (a) is the distance to the surfncn. 
The contribution to volume averaged flux is also obtained by integrating the 'pont 
result.
 
r -- 1 
t 
copj-j i (.1_- , E) dsJ dV (2.52) 
V 2 
k 
where V is the volume over which the flux is averaged. 
t 
The integration is transformed using a spherical coordinate systemcentered at "Ik 
(Z 1 bt(rk2sE ds drexpj-
A0h (i, E&0vJJ Wk (i, Si) 'k 2 k dek di (2.53) 
si n V 
where dV dih since and s define the points r in the volume.k 
w dV k dkb 
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used. A general equation for the integration of an angular kerne! g (c) iswritten first: Using the sameargumentsas before, the integration yields: 
E) A g ( ) d0 (2.57)AGh(E) P kt 0) 
ai (ts'lE) 

siEn VWh b' delg AO 

E)W'(iK ) eup ; I cl'ds (2.54) 4,,V 
C(V ~E ~ ale~~~L V 
+ 4fI n k s" which lie in theThe integration aver distance s, is limited to points 
volume. There may, of course, be several discrete intersections with the volume elong . L 
There are two interesting, special forms of this equation. Considering only one 1 A-E- (i v\ g((lE) (2.58) 
L = I q ( z) 
intersection with the volume, let s(l) be the distance to the volume and As(s) the 
distance in the volume. Then, if the volume is void: where JA denoteseith.... rf or vo....}0A~O E -16+ W$'cc,E)eup S th_r , s(S ) (2.55) qA*$(OlrE(s E) 
c* ( >0 f {Av dE >0 q (Q
) 
ia sampling function (2. 59) 
and if the volume hasconstant rmateril properres. 
af do vIq*(AS(i -.. el eup [-As(r)zV(E)]VZV(E) 
L is the total numberof disurete direutons, aed 122isa discretedirecion obtained 
y by randomsampling of I*si. 
where IV(E) is the total cros section at any point in the,volume. This is equivalent to representingthe averaged angular fluxes byr. 
s(T)There is a possibledifficulty with both the surfaceand volume averaged fux con- 2
 
tributions since they are still defined for all directions ;i i.e., direct numercal integra- 1 -L ws 0 
ft 1 t 1 . s
okE)d






Atj 	 nap - s ds 12.61) 
q (§, sin V 
for surfacesand volumesrespectively sinoeangular integrations with the arbitrary kernel 
equation 2.58Syielda 
The definition of a (nT) which will minimize the error in the averaged flux angular 
integrations can b argued in a manner similar to the arguments used in defining the functions 
pIt) used te selecting the socre and scattering poents. The arguments are simplified since
Thet ancoulents sourc scatterinused poits selec nt the simplifatonsc
 
future scatteringcontributions need not be considered--this is just an angular Integrotian. 

The arguments are complicated by the fact that the same setof random discrete directions 

will probably (not necessarily) be used for all the surfaces and/or volumes over which fluxes 





2.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The previous sections.partaired to a development of the Monte Carlo method which
 
utilized random sampling for all of the spatial Integrations. This is the procedure used in the
 




a) equation 2.36 for selecting source points,
 
b) equation 2. 23 for the polnt representation of the source,
 
u) equation 2.37 for selecting scattering points, 
d) equation 2.26 for the point representotion of the flux of particles going into a 
collision, 
e) equation 2.27 for the point representation of scattered sources, 
) equation 2.47 for angularpoint flux estimation, 
g) equation 2.60 for surface averaged angular flux estimation, and 
h) equations 2.61, in Conjuntion with equations 2.55 and 2. 56, for volume 




Eachintegration invoived in alculating th.order-of-attr fluxes ould have been 
performedby either random sampling or by conventional numerical integrations. In particular, 
most Monte Carlo programs use random sampling for the energy integrations as well as the 
spatial integrations and the entire calculational procedureis equivalent to the simulation of 
individual particle histories.(9) 
A variety of other combinations of integration techniques can be used. In particular, 
the variance associatedwith selecting discrete points from the fixed source in a Monte Carlo 
integration an be replaced by the systematic error involved ina conventional numerical
negato over spana sourc 	 ue 
integration aver the spatial extent of the scarce volume. to fact, snoollided flea calculations 
can use various combinations of random sampling and direct numerical integration forIthe 




The techniques described in Section 2. 0 permit a large degree of separation of cabn­
ventional numerical techniques fromrandomsampling techniques. This separability is utilized 
in the structure of the FASTER programthrough a series of subprograms that perfonmconven­
tionai calculations, such as, source interpolation at a point and a single scattering calcula­
tion for a fixed scattering angle. Anotherseries of subprogramsare used in the randomselec­
tion of the parameters,e.g., the source point or scattering angle, Rorthese conventional 
calculation,. 
3.1 DATA REQUIREMENTS 
Several mojor divisions in the data required by the FASTERprogramhave been made. 
Detai led input instructions for these data are given in Section 9.0. 
Section 1 data, i.e., data in the first section of input, include the limits and con­
trols for the FASTERcalculations. The requisite data are described in Section 9.2. 
Section 2 date are used in describing the geometry of the problem. Details of the 
geometric calculations performedby FASTER are given in Section 4. 0. Data inpot instruc­
tions for geometric parametersare given in Section 9.3. 
Section 3 data involve the description of the distributed sources. Calculations 
associatedwith these sources are described in Section 5.0. Input instructions for the descrip­
tion of sources are given in Section 9.4. 
Section 4 data include the microscopic crosssections used to obtain the macroscopic 
attenuating and scattering properties of the non-void regions of the geometry. The calcula­
tions requiring these cross sections are described in Section 6.0. Detailed input instructions 
for the cross sections are given in Section 9.5. 
Section 5 dato are used to specify the final form of the computed results. This 
includes the description of the various points, surfacesand/or volumes for which the FASTER 
37 
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programwIlt compute moltigroup fluxes. -Details of thevarious flux component estimates 




Section6 data pertain to thedescription of the random samplingfunctions. The 

snmplrtg functions incorporated in FASTERaredescribedin Section 8.0. Input instructians 
r'fr'thl samplirg purometers,are 9.7.given in Section 
3.2 PROGRAM FLOW 

This section attempts to clarify the inter-relotionships of data andcalculational
 
techniques by discussingthegeneral flowwitbin theFASTERprogram. Themajor sobprograr 

of FASTERarealso identified as to their function, i.e., which equations they contain. 

The program is divided into twonajor parts. Thefirst purtinvolves data input and 
preparation andis controlled theactualbythe subroutineDEFINE. The second part involves 

oaculationsand these are controlled by tire subroutine SOLVIT. 

Data Input and Preparation 
DEFINE is tiefirstroutine called by FASTER. It calls other routines, in order, for 
the input 6f the data described in Section 9.0. The first subroutine entered isSTORER. This 
readstheSection 1 data inputsand thenallocates storage 
If multiple cases arerun, it alsomanipulatesthedata arrays to account for dimension changes, 
etc. 
routin  forall the dimensioned dot.. 
Subroutine GEOMIN is thenentered andall Section 2 data areinput. After all 
geometric inputshavebeen processed, the * sign associated with theboundarieso the 
regionsare calculated using theinput coordinates ofanarbitrary point in each region. Then 
thegeometry is checkedusing the input point-in-region coordinatesand the function subpro-
gram LOCATEr occupiedwhich computesthe region(s) by arbitrary points. 
Section 3 data are input nextin subroutineSOURCE. This includes the energy group 
Section 5 dataare input in subroutineRESULT.This includes thefluxgroups, flux 
conversion factors, definitions.anddetector 
Finally,




After all dataare input, a check of an error count is made. If any errors were
 
detected, thedatafor thenext case is input. If noerrors
were detected, control is passed 
backto the FASTER program. 
Calculations
 
With allrequiste data well defined, control is passedfrom FASTERto SOLVIT. The 
SOLVIT routine pusses control toone at two available calculatlonal control subprograms. 
The first,SOBER, waswritten to computesurfaceand volume averagedfluxes and/r Eltxes 
at multiple point detectors in nnid regions. Thesecondcontrol subprogram,SOLV:I4Gbn 
dcodedforthe individual treatment detectors locations
ofpoint atarbitrary ic rm geomnery. 
As indicated, these routinesperform almost identicalfunctions. Thefolowingdis­
cussionattempts to describe bothsimultaneously. There moy be minor variatlons
from the 
actual orderof som of thecalculations, butthey ereunimportant in the overall picture.
 
Someof theroutines discussedbelow also require however,
computations byother routines, 

this secondary control
level will net be discussed. 
The first stepis thedefinition of a preferred point for use in the sampling procedures. 
In SOBER it isdefined byinput andissurrounded by a spherewith an input radius which 
enclosesa volume in spuue where fluxes will be calculated. SOLVER contains an iteration 
overdetector points and thepreferred point is the detector point being treated. An average 
sourcegroup index, usedin a one-nelocity dpproximation of equation 2.36, is then computed 
by subroutineGROUP. 
All other calculations are performedwithin theouter iteration loop.The first 
caleulation within thisloopis therandomselection of a psition neotor fromth­
structure~~~~~~~~Poitoi cre.SruieISC encto fre defciiu entomldhio' 

andthedefnt nd.omlito o aI the sources. Subroutine P 
Section 4 cross 
structure INSECTccepts fixedsource.This is der by one of two subroutines; , if te sampling i 





performedin the source geometry coordinate system or SPHERE,which approximates equation 
2.36. 
Th. naicuintios enter the Innet iteration loopwhere they reain until terminated 
by one of the cutoff criteria, i.e., maximum number of inner iteratons (collision cutoff), 
weight cutoff, or energy cutoff. The first iteration in this inner loopdiffers from all subse-
quent inner iterations because the source point is actually a point in a source volume. For 
all inner iterations after the first, it is actually a scattering (scattered source) pont. 
Thefirst calculation in the inner loop involves the fluxcoontribution to the point 
detectors. For each of thesedetectors, calculation of the distance and direction to the de- 
tector from the source peint is performed by the function subprogram VECTOR. The celoula-
tlion of the angular point source for the direction towardsthe detector is then performed by 
interpolation in the SZERO subroutine (equation 2, 23)if this is the first inner iteration, or 
by SINGLE (equation 2.27) for subsequent inner iterations. If there is a non-zero source for 
this dilectian, the path lengths through the various regions lying between the source (scatter- 
ing) point and the detector point are computed by subroutine PATH. The meon-free-poths 
(mfp) along the total path are then competed for eachsource groupby subroutine KERNEL 
and the flux estimartionperformed in subroutine DETECTusing equation 2.47. 
The next step is performed only in the SOBERinner iterations. It involvesthe ran­
dom selection of discrete directions for calculating surfaceand volume averaged fluxes. These 
directions are obtained from subroutine VSTAR. A possible exception is the first inner iteration 
where they can be obtained from subroutine QSTAR.The source for each fixed direction is 
competedusing SZERO or SINGLE. Ifnon-cero, the regions lying along the direction vector 
are computedby PATH. Each of the regions lying along the direction vector is checkd to 
see lf it is a volume detector and should reeve a flux contrihbotion. If so, the mfp's upto 
the region ore computed by KERNELand the flux is computed by DETECTusing contribution 
equation 2.61 in conjunction with equations 2.55 and 2.56. Eachboundary crossing belween 
regions is also checked to see if it is a surface detector. If it is, the normal derivative at the 
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boundary is computedby subroutine NORMAL, the mfp's to the boundary are obtained from 
KERNEL and the flux contribotions are then computed by DETECTusing equation 2.60. 
The final step in each Inner iteration is the random selection of the next scattering 
point. The average flu contribution energy, as calculated by DETECT, is used to define an 
average energy group for the sampling procedures. The direction vector defining the scatter­
ing point is then obtained from VSTAR (or possibly QSTAR an the first inner iteration). The 
regions lying along the raydefined by this direction are computed by PATH, The distance to 
the collision point is obtained from USTAR (equation 2.37) and the prenious source peint is 
then evaluated for the direction vector from this prior point to the new point, using SZERO 
or SINGLE. If non-zero, the mfp's to the scattering point are obtained from KERNEL,and 
the point monodirectional fluxes are computedat the scattering point using equation 2.26. 
The next inner Iteration is Initiated with the sources being obtained from SINGLE uscg the: 
monodireationcl fluxes. These inner iterations are continued until a cutoff is obtained.--". 
Theouter iterations arecontinued to a specified maximum with a printout of t6e 






4.0 	 GEOMETRICCONSIDERATIONS 
The most important feature of the Monte Carlo method--in comparison with other 
"exact" solutions of the transport equation--is its applicability to complicated geometries. 
This fature is implementedin the FASTERprogramby utilizing the general quadric surface
 
equation. 
 The numerical analysis presentedbelow follows that of Reference 10. 
4.1 	 QUADRIC SURFACES 
The general quadric equatian for a specified surface i is: 
uI(r) = eo, + 'al + y + o3, iz
 
+ -4,1'2 + i 2 45, a'6, .
 
+ e7, oiy + a8, t y + a9, t zx (4, 1) 
where a., ' jm, , 2..., 9 are corstants, 
t+I= yj+ ek 
x, y, z are rectangular coordinates (om), and 
i, b,k ore unit vectors parallel to the x-, y-, andz- axes, respectively. The 
value of this equation, u( r), is zero for points r amthe surface. 
Theie surfacesare describedindependently of the regionswhich define the material 
distributions to eliminate redundant input. Provisionhas been made in the FASTERprogram 
for recognizing moresimplesurfacessuchas planes, cones, elliptiral cylinders and ellipsoids. 
The equationsfor these simplesurfacesare expandedby subroutine GEOMIN to obtain the 
coefficients of the general equation above. Thesespecial surfacesare shownin Figures 7, 8, 
and 9 and the equations are tabulated in Table I of the Section 9.3 input instructlons. 
4.2 	 SURFACECALCULATIONS 
Since surfaces are described independentof geometric regions, it is possible to define 
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7 	= ix, y, z) , te position vector of any point in spac, ) one intereotioe if wd , ) = O, i 

= (a , 0,y7) , a unit.vector definng the direction ofa straight line,' 
 s. = -u (r)2v,(rr, Ti) 	 (4.6) 
or roy... e.oting from where a,f, y are direction b) two intersections if w (r , ) / 0, vi r~C" c.(t)w. (tt)
 
cosineswith respect to the x, y, and e eves, respet ively, si = -v- (I rt ) ui n w (- It) (4.7)
 
i 
(tat)s, 	 ods < W the scalaedistance from -7 along' wi 
' =7 + sFl a point on the ray Note that the case of two equal intersections is not admitted since this is equivalent to no 
= (x +s, y + 65,0 +Ys) intersection. Forall real intersections, the appropriate sign for multiple intersections is 
determined in the following manner: 
leterserice of a Lin ende Surface 
) The rote of ehage of u. ( ) with respect to distance at theIntersection The valueof the quadric equation at is given br 
givenby differentiation of equation 4. 2: 
whee (r-' Uui) C-1 risir_ )+ 2w (4.2) 	 2[v (-r, +1w r(48+ 	 aui 
whore u.(r is given by equation 4.1 above and v (r l) " and w, ( W 'C 2Lrire0, ) n5.i )] 
ore obtinea oy expandhngfthis equation for 7' , and collecting the coefficients of s and s2" = 
2 	 [o = + ye3, 1] Ling the intersection equation 4.7 above:i 

+ 0004 + + yoa6,Ye5 i i 
2rfOf 0.).7, + (do + yyo. elp0+ .)se .el (4.3) i wr,r,'o)UIs - 2 (7, wi(7 Tr) 

wi T'0 4, i 5,.a 6, 

" ­
+ 0a7,1i ' ya. + Y,001 (4.4) 	 ~m~r 1 
Intersections of the ray with the surfac ore obtained by requiring: "=+2 v (-r,g -2 u.(r w. (rl) (4.9) 
Thus this derivative musthave te sign () used in the intersection equation. 
u. 	 ( ) 0 , i..' th it codi tior degrnesnotts or ho tr face using
equation 4. 2. 
u. (- + 2sv (--,') )+ s2+w l( = 0 (4.5) 
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of a conntion, are described n i(-')I + 1 '.4,;+ .7, + ag.
as: 	 u , u2 1 , y ] 
+ 
ine oue i < 0+ [.2 , i + '8, 1 72y- as5, i+0iO 0.Oloner volumrer u. (' ) 1*o.2o 	 , 
(4.10) 
. 
outer volume u. ' > 0 + [ 3 .+2. 0. yl'+0g8Y1 ] Ic (4.13) 
It follows that in crossing the surface from theinner volume, u ) )<0, to the outer = C I + C 3
 
volume, u (rt') > 0,along any straight line, that the rate of change of the valueof
 
i 	 1 2 
i 

the surface equation u ( ')/ s is greater than zeroat the intersection. Thus, if n C
 i 

and the first = 1 (4.14)
 
surface Is obtainedfrom the quadratic equation 4.7 using the positive sign. Asimilar argument
 
holds forcrossing from the outsideto the inside of the surface; if (-)> 0, then
 
u (T)< 0 then the origin of the ray is inside the surface, intersection with the 	 , , 2, 3 
i.e. ui 

U.()')/s.i 0 at the first intersection implying the negative sign. 
4.3 REGIONSSurfaceNormali 
Materiel Properties 
The normal vector to the surface at theintersection, used in surfaceaveraged flux
 
calculations, is calculated bysubroutine NORMAL as: 
 referred to in the previous section areused to describe the extent of 
geometric regions or zones having constant naterial 
Thesurfaces 
properties. These properties are specified 
S (7') n n n for each region, i, by a compositionindicator < 0 indicates thatregion i isvoid)vu. m.(mi 
n = (a____1 n, , 0 n n n eeoehyrgndniye1 h i)(.1 
"IV u,( c 1 2' 3) (4.11) andc separate . The capahility of specifying hydrogen densities byhydrogendensityPh
i 

region simplifies the description ofmany problems, e.g. , regions in a liquid hydrogen pro­
- . . +pellonl tank, 1 is olso helpful in describing hydrogen density variations in NERVA-type-
where V 6 1 hz (4.12) reactorswhereall other material properties areconstant.ho y 
Source-in- Region 
Additional regionsmay be required to correctly definethe spatial extent of the fixed 
source volumes, i.e., itereis an optional sampling techniqueinthe FASTERprogram (descrihed 
in Section 8.3) which requires that only one source be superimposedover a region and that 
the source cover the region. Alternatively, eachsourcemay cover more than one egion. 
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This sampling technique is pieferred since it requires much lessa priori knowledge of the indicated in Figure 3A is unacceptable since there are points in the region which are both
 
impdrtance of various sources--point-kerneI importance estimalesore built in. inside and outside boundaries A and B. The obvious solution is to usetwo regions to de-

Region Boundaries 
 scribe suchgeometric shapes.
 
The geometric description cf each region involves the listing of the surfaces which
 rt is sometimesnecessary to introduce fictitious boundaries. Figure 3B shows a typical 
bocnd theregion: situation requiring these boundaries. Examinationof the shadedand crosshatched regions 
that they form twosectionsof a single region since ambiguilty indices of the boundaries S i 1, 2, wr h trevealswhere k. . is the index of the surface forming hove the samevalues for both sections. This condition can causetrouble if only one section 
the jrh bcundary cf the region, of the regicn is desired, even if other regions Accepy the second section. The specification 
Also required are the components of an arbitrary point in the region: of the fictitious boundary eliminates the prohlem wirhout otherwiseaffecting the geometric 
g g , g ) 
i? = xg+ yg+ Xh where (x yg, z
 are specified, calculations. Thesefictitious boundariesmust be included in the initial surfacedescriptions. 
Geometry Consistency Check
 
The descriptionof each region is completed in subroutine GEOMIN by cdmputing an 

Ambiguity Indices 
A rather simplecheck for correct geometric description involves a colculatlohf the 
"ambiguity index" for each boundarysurface. This ambiguity index ndicates whether the iregion(s) occupied by each point r. If the point g inny region other than regron'f,
 
region is inside or outside each of its boundaries. It also yields the sign to be used in cal- the geometryrepresentation is incorrect. Thisgeomry check is performedby the GEOMIN
 
culating distances to quadratic or quadric boundaries. The ambiguity index in computed using subroutineusing 
 the LOCATE function subprogram.
 
equation 4. 1: 4.4 RAY TRACING
 
.k t = h 1, 2, (4.15) The procedurefor ray tracing is similar to that discussed above for the intersection
 
of a ray with individual surfaces. The cumulative path lengths through each region along a
 
Region Occupied by a Point ray are computedat a stngle pass,in the order traversed, by subroutine PATH, As indicated
 
To ensure correct calculations, it is necessary that the ambiguity indices have the 
 before, the rmytracing calculations are related to the surfaces.
 
same sign for all points inside the region, i.e., a pont I isinregion if, andnonlyf r 

mI 12 I , and
 
% I u h C(r)<0 for al boundaries. 
 The region index ca cultioon fo n orb trary point 
k 

is performed by the function subprogram LOCATE. 1i,; v , 6,j aue (4.16) 
Possible Region Description Errors 
upto the region,and
s. = distance Restricrionsmustbe imposedon possible region shapesto ensure that all points tna 

region are always on the same side of each region boundary. For example, the single region usnoignth fr t or 7panrsurface
 
using the sign 49 , for non-pionarsortaces. 
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3A, AMBIGUOUS 	 Thesurface distanc.REGIONBOUNDARIES 	 crossed in leaving lie region is that giving9 thre eminimum 
If the new total distance si +1 exceedsa specified maximum, e.g., the distance 
between two points, the distance through the region is adjusted and the roy tracing terminates. 
byrequiring tliotrA ~If 	 net, the neut region entoredbytherey is oormpoted' 
a) the next region hove the surface just crossed as a boundary, 
I 6) the next region be on the other side of this surface (opposite signs on ambiguity 
indices), and 
- . c) for alIother boundaries 
= 
uk'('+SioiTP) 0, ,, , j' = 1,2,... (4.17)r,+ 
which is evaluated using equation 4.2. 
38. DISJOINTREGIONS PERPENDICULAR 	 The index of the region entered in crossing the above boundary Isseved as the:nostPLANE TOZ-AXIS 
z probable next region for subsequent roy tracings. If no region is accepted, the exterior of 
the geometry is assumed and an indicator set. After several subsequentfailures, testingfor 
this boundary is never performed. 
,,,CONCENTRICCYLINDiER 	 The constants u (-I), v It, 0)'),endwk (ri, 6) and the intersections arek k 
-- . " A O Ag-i computed only once during a given my tracing. The current status of calculations far the 
k h surface is indcated by n, where 
BOUNDARY 
(PLANE PPNDICULAR "OZIS b) nk= 1 if the constants Uk('), vk ('r) W r,' ) have been computed, 
c) nk = 2 if the constants and the intersections have both been calculated and 
ot least one intersection is at o distonce greater then the current cuwulative 
ICTITIOUS 	 o) k = 0 if the k tI surfacehasnot been involved as yet, in the roytracing, 
ELSIdistance 	 st, and 
d) 	 nh= 3 if the constants and intersections have been computed but the ntersections 
need no longer be considered e.g., if both are iessthan si , imaginary, etc. 
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5.0 	 FIXEDSOURCES 
A numberof numerical techniques can be used for describing fixed source distributions. 
Those employedIn the FASTERprogramincorporate the assumption of separablevariables. 
Thesetechniques are general enough to permit the description of a variety of real source dis­
tributions and the distributionsused In generating basie data. 
5.1 	 SPATIALAND ANGULAR VARIABLES 
The FASTERprogramwill handle multiple sourcesin rectangular, cylindrical or 
spherieol geometries. The geometry for eachsource issuperimposedover the various geometric 
regions. The source geometriesfor each of the multiple sourcesneed not be the same. In Ilt 
geometriesthere are three spatial variables (vV, ' 2 , v ) and two angular veriables(v 4 , ' ).3 5 
The relationships between these spatial and angular variables are shown in Figure 10 in the 
Section 9. 4 input instructions. 
Rectangular Geonmetry 
The mostsimplegeometry is that usedfor describing rectangular source volumes. 
The spatial varables (Vl, v2, ' 3) are the rectangular coordinates (x, y, z). Theangular 
variables (v4 , '5) are the azmuthal ongle a measuredfrom the 0-axis and the cosine of the 
polar angle, p, measured from the u-exs. 
Cylindricol Geometr, 
The next allowed geometry, usually used in describing reactor sources, involves
 
cylinders parallel to the z-axis. The spatial variables are:
 
v1 = r 7, the radius 
= -1 
v2 = 8 	 ton (y/x),the azimuthalangle measured 
from the x-axls 





aremeasuredina coordinate system 
radius vector, Theveriebi are: 
The angular variables which rotates with Ihe 5.2 SPATIALAND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
.Eachof the distributionsf r the spatial and angular variables is described separately 
v4 = ' the azimuthal angle measuredfrom 8. by tabulating relative distributions 
v5 , the cene of the polarengle measured from the z-axis. (vk,j'Fk, j), k=1,2,
'
 
Thissimplifies the descriprion hf angular sourceson the surfacesof a cylindriol reactor, where v is the kthvalueof the (b variable, and fk,I is the relative distribution 
Sphericel Geometry at vk,j-
The flinageometry, useful in describingsources such as capturegammas in the hemi- Eachvariable vj cay tche on only one voice v.001 i.e.,
 
sphesicel bottom of a liquid hydrogenpropellant tank,involves
the spatial variabess 
f(o.) = S(vi-" ). Ifmorethanone pointis needed, then f (v) is assumedtobe 
vo = p = ja2+y e2 , the sphericai radius continuous. 
- t The continuous distributions arenormalized1 in subroutineSOURCEby integtratin 




3 " , the cosineof the polarangle measuredfromthez-axl,
 
(vIsl l v,) 
 (vi k Vi,i vedOa. = t (5. 1)Thecoodinote systemusedfarthe angular variables rotateswith the spherical rodiusvector: V+l,b I - , I 
04 a g , the azmutha angle measuredassowrnirFigure 10 vk i
' 

v =p , the cosine5 ofthe polar angle measuredfromthe spherical where n = except forthe radial distributions of cylindrical andspherical sourceswhere 
radius vector. n = 1 or 2, respectively. 
SourceTranslations The finalrepresentaticn of the spatial andangular distributions is the product of the 
individual distributions for thefive source variables: 
In additivn, each sourceisgiven a transletienv ctor It = (ct, yt,z,) from 
theorigin ofthegeometry coordinate system. Thus, thecoordinatesofthe source points, 5
 
expressed are p =1in thegeometry coordinate system, 
r = (x+ot,y+yt, z+zt) 
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5.3 	 SOURCESPECTRA 

Partiole energies generally deoreore with the increoce in the order of scattering and 

'a~ seiso nryg.na seres 
the FASTERprogramrequires the same order in energies, i.e., 
of energy gro ps re 
defined with group 1 containing prtioles with the maximumenergy. Thesamegroup structure 

is used for the source
spectra and later for the crosssections. These
energy groups are defined 
in subroutineSOURCEby: 

Group i : E E ,(e) E + i = 1,2, (5.3)
I 
Samerelaxarion isallowed on describing the sourcespectra in that 
an arbitrary group 
with energy group boundariesof decreasingenergy, can be used. Variousquantitiesstrwcture, 





(kptes a e 1, 

spectrum 
Vk\Mv e/at energy k a 2,.. 
\levsesource
nput energy group boundaries. b	 define thewhere the k 's 
Thisspectrumis then integrated into the group structure for the problem using a 
linear inter-

polation formula or the energy variation. The final spectrumis expressed as thu numberof 
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Thedefinition of neutron and photon source distribuions for reactor configurations 
can'be a time-consuming task. For geometrieswhere the discrete ordinate (Sn)methads ore 
5.4 
n) ehd r 
source distributions can beobtained both efficiently and economically through 
their urn. In particular, the coupled ODD-K - NAGS system(References11, 12) can provide 
the relative distributions and spectra in the form required by the FASTERprogram. Included 
are separable radial and axial distributions and spectra for all reactor regions. 
Angular Surface Fluxes 
The designof nuclear rocket enginesis such that given the internal reactor arrange­




effects and that inherent in the ealclational method. This smn leakage can then be applied A moregeneral use of the angular leakage fluxes is as a surface source (or a "thin" 




 and photon, is performedby the DAFT program. Included in this reduction are averages 
Aisuming a detailed internal calculation, it is possible to numerically integrate the overarbitrary meshpoints, groups, etc. 
equaon for sheunperturbedangular flux at anarbitrbrypoint ir space outside the reacton The external environment is then given by a set of equatFons analbgous to th se in 
Section 2.2, where: 
011 
Theserducod angelanflexes thnusfit into the framework provided in she FASTElf S It- Thi, E) ep 	 r tr- s' E)dml d 
programfer describing fixed sources, since the equation far the external uncollided flux is 
identical to that obtained for a surface source. 
)= E p [ s - 4 5.5 SOURCEEVALUATION 
s ­
f--	 - ~ E dtf 
o 
The source was definedas a functien"6f the variables Vl, v2 v5. Fr the 
order of scatter flux calculations, the source must be evaluated for a specified point t and 
It , E) dliection 0. This evaluation, when divided by the value p rs) of the samplingfunction 
S- (5.8) s) ro, 'yinlds the energy dependent angular point source 
0 	 . 
ued in obtaining the position vector 
Ws (El,E). The sourceevaluation is performed by subroutine SZEROand involves several 
r. and -R: 
where S(r', ;, E) 	 is the total differential source density in the variable tronsformationsto obtain the sourcevariables equivalent to 

reactor, i. e., including a) definerho sourcecentered position vector,
scattering. 

r = r- x, y e) 
s is the distance to the reactor surface from r o I h m 	 b) calculate the spatial vanables (v,, v2, v ) from the rectangular coordinatesis the distance te she reactosufface 3 
is shxughrim rexotor Item 	 using the transformation equationsfor the source geometry,shedistxne s 

, f- EE) is theangular flux at the reactorsurface, i e., at c) calculate the direction vector rotation matrix, RI,, (See Figure 4.),
 
r -So 9" d) calculate the direction cosinesin the rotated coordinate systemfor which the
 
(For n merical integration$, the equation is sometimes transformedto an area intosnatix . .r angular distribution of the source is defined
 
the reactor surface.) v 3
c' : ci R i i i: 1,2, 3 ,here 1l e2i 3 
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v = -- rdlnt-e) calculate the angular variables '4 and 5, unitdi otn vectarIngma- tssaa 
= to' ( 02/!)= ant dretia.n.,tor in tted c'dinas steemv4 ' 5 
A linear interpolation oF the source variable distributions yields: 
f, FIRSTOTAtION SCONDROTATION 
'i 
s f (vo 
a (5.10) 
s 
where W is the numberOi particles in group j and E is the average energy of'the particles r yI - - I 
in group i. Theaverage group energy i. is just E9 as calculated during spectrumnormall­
zation. on-
Thus the general equation2.23; forWo(.1, E)isreduced to a groulvise representation: 
(Ii. 3 3
 
Se. 1- 1,2,3 a= i 1,2,3j 0,= 
Ei~l 
 1R 5.)0,1= ousoconm , = ainOocce =i, .in9R5. r 
E. 1I -0 r r 1R,2 c 1R,3 
1 W
° 
(1,E) EdE R,,= -IIng, 2,2 R2i 0 0 
E 1 3,1 = cRsTir F3,2 = Iingrsino, 933,3 cE +
one GEO01TRYTheangular dependencehasbeen suppressedsince, in the numerical calculations, only SOURCE ROTATIONANGLES 
disorete direction is consideredat a time. Moreover, the order-of-scattersubscript hasalso ANGLE RECTANGULAR CYLINDRICAL SPHERICAL 
1 "1 been suppressedsinceit is usedonly as a counter in the,numericalcalculations. 9 (aivuthal S te (y/u) ran hyol 
Thesame representation of the point angular sources is usedfor higher order-of- polr) 0 ten 1 
ctters ie. forW, ('Q, E). The equations are discussedin the net shctlon. 





6.0 TRANSPORTAND SCATTERINGKERNELS 
The equations used in the FASTERprbgramfor defining the attenuating and scatter­
ing properties of homogeneous material compositions are described below. The general pro­
cedbre Involves a calculation of ,r-oscopia crass sectionsusing input microscopic data. The 
two most commonsets of units for microscopic data and compositionsare-both permitted in 
FASTER: 
u = 0 for microscopic cross sections in barns/atom 
= I for microscopic cross sections in cm2/gm 
2 4 3 
u = 0 for compositions in 10 atoms/cm
c 
3 
=1 for compositions in gm/cm 
i.e., the composition and crosssection units an be mixed. 
6.1 PHOTON CROSS SECTIONS 
Theequations usedfar photon crosssections are discussed in this section. Photon 
crass sectionsare defined at the boundariesof the energy groupsdefined by equation 5.3. 
The requisite data for the ith element is: 
A. the atomic mass (a. m.u.) of the element 
Z. the atomic number of the element 
Pr, i the density of the element in compositematerial m with units according 
to u, and 
the microscopic total cross section for energy level i with units according 
to u 
. 
Thetotal cross section, 1, m' is computed by subroutine INSECTfor each energy 
level of each composite material by a summationover the element data: 
r u \(u -a -l) 
-
- . 60525) t (am 1 (6.1) 




The total electron density is calculated by: Kit )= cp - j 1 (6.5)o 0. iz6U5\u2 
( e1eotr.nt (6.2) where As, is the distance in the I th region traversed from 
where (0o6025/Ai)'c converts compositions to 1024atoms/m , and (0.6025/A) con r to r', and 
carts oross sections so barns/atom. i is the average total cross section for the region and group 
The energy absorption coefficient by energy level is computed by element and 
material. Theobsorbtion coefficients con then be used as a flux-to-heating conversion factor This total cross section can be composed of two parts; one representing the composite material 
under conditions noted in Section 9.5 of the'input instructions. The equation for the micro- and another representing the hydrogen in the region as discussedin Section 4.3. 
scopic energy'absorption coefficients assumes all interactions, except Compion scattering, This photon attenuation kernel is used to calculate fluxes, and, in particular, to 
are absorptions (Reference4, pg. 19); define the point monodirectional flux components which are used to represent the next order­
a t of-scatter point source; i.e.,W5equation 2.27 
6 
I 995 . 2nthr(-lb + 2 - I u?) (6.6)= 
2 2 
-.r 99 ln l+2 20.602) -2 +h 2(l+)( n- -I) h 
(I~ 4-n (1+2 
(6.3) where Pk )rk) isthe value of the sarpling functinused to obtain rk . 
with units according to u. and where n = E/O. 51. This is merely a groupmise representationof equation 2.27, where the average energy of the 
particles in each group at the scattering point is assumed equal to the average energy at the 6.2 PHOTON TRANSPORT 
precioussource paint:
 




K (f,V )= exp Z't(+s) ,dsj I- -'l, w = W/(E) dE ! ' (6.4) Ef+ 
This kernel is evaluated using E' , the average group energy of the multigroup representation 
of the angu Ior paint soures defined i n aquation 5.10. Theassmptlion of transportwithout 31 1= V(E)fdO 
change in the average group energ stimplifliesthis kernel. "1W E k 
Theevaluation of this kernel uses n group averaged crossseqtlon clf,;ined by a 
linear, energy interpolation of the cross sections at the group boundaries. Since each geo- J 





6.3 PHOTON SCATTERING 
The photon scattering calculations performedin FASTER by subroutineSINGLE, use

the Klein-Nishina equation for Compton scatterng.ATl scattering is assumed to occur at 

the average group energy E. sothatthe ratio ef theenergies before and efter scattering 





R.(1 01 - ) 6,7) 

0.511+ E: 
where p = ft the cosineof the scattering angle, and 
(6.8 ttions 
The scattered paint source component--the due toparticles originally inscattered particles 

group j--is then obtained from the Klein-Nishina equation: 

0 49 7 5 
AW. = W 0. 8 N R [R, 1 (6.9) 
where N is the totalelectron density for the region in which thescattering occurs--including 
a 

thatdue to the separatehydrogen. 

Thesc6ttered contributions are grouped, accordingto theaverage scatteredenergies, 





I = I 
(iJc' 
-f i- if E > f E (6.10)1 ,RI >-Ei+1 
,s 1 . 
W E ' E 
where RiE is the average energy afterscattering of particles originally in group (,and 
FP 
i' is the set of initial groupindices 1, for which this scattered energy is within the bound­
aries of group j' 
Theangular point sourceat the scattering point is evaluatedonly fordiscrete direc­
0. Therefore, theangular dependencehas been suppressedinthis development..,, 
6.4 NEUTRONCROSSSECTIONS 
Neutron transport and scattering calculations utilizegroup averaged cross sections 
only,Thesecan be obained fromvarious tabulations, e.g., Reference14, which also dis­
cusses the averaging techniques. 





 the orege totalcrro eutinaf1 elemeet I andgroup 1 
dIfork sin oecin fr e frntIolelostie tf 
, 
 differential elastic scattering cross section for transfer from 
group to group b, 
ne , rootropic, weighted, nod-olastlo transfer cross section 
-, 
no inelastic (n-2n)
a. =-b, a .-k,i + ' .-Hk, + 
The elastic scattering coefficients are assumed to contain the (21 + 1)factorassociated with 
the Legendre series expansion. 
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in large amounts is notSpecial attention is given to hydrogen since its presence The NSET sbrotin wil
TheINSECTsubroutine will transportr r  orrctteseneuroncros c rre t thes  neutron crosssections,setios,orriti willw~l uequately represented by the above group-to-group transfer cross sections. Hydrogen cross 
remove the transport correction under conditions noted in the input instructions in Section 9.5. aeqtely resesenrd h T hs ter cross section H s sbs he abve rgdtot gls
sections are supplied as group averagedtotals eh. . The scat ering crosssection is then In thoso orossseotioo mnipulations, the fist two Logondre eopansion oetticients of the 
and the angular dependence istreated
tionsc s t o ec e d re pas on oef ent assumedto equal the total crossection of the scatteringgroup-avoragednt s e ross elastic scattaring as a ncrosss,thcrossectionsareoompotedtirs:rcretya ecie nScin65 
Icarroctly es describad in Seution 6.5. 
= k, (6.12) Macroscopic crosssections, by compositematerial, are computedby energy group 
1, " • in a manner similar to that forphoton cross sections. This includes thetotal cross section 
where thn rssscinfrI m m or the equivalent transportii, thescattering crossecionsZi.sI, and X;vrg1oa'lstcsatrnkbwis the averag total elastic scattering crassseotionand 
the jth group ofthe ith element corrected crosssections. 
- oKinetic heoting responsesarecomputed by INSECT foreach elementand combined 
3P i by composite material foruse asbeaing conversion factors.Computedas average fractional 
. 
energy losscross sections,the groupwiseequations are: Hi,I is the average cosineofthe scattering anglein the 
laboratory coordinate systemforgroup i ofthe ith e ( -)1 i A= (2 - . 
element. 
-G i (4 +1) 1j~(1-pi 
The correction of the group averaged total cross section whore E he energyyields thegroup averaged at neutrons going into the elastic olision, 
in
transport cross section e i s 
1, E is theenergy ofneutronscoming out ofthis collision,t 

is he overage tractional energy loss 
, i Hi i ( 1 
a sthetotalelastic scattering cross section asgiven by 
The removal ofthis correction requires the equation: j, equation 6, 12 forheavyelements(A. > 1)
 
= e fhr hydrogen
 




Ifthetotal cross section is transport corrected, the corresponding correction to the group .c = r hydrog

giisotropicaveraged elastic scattering crosssection is oppl:adto the in-grop term at0 
Legendre expansioncoefficient, ., only: - w Lc.w1 i - v A+P t2_1 forheavyelements (6.16)
 
o, . ero .
 
- the 
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6. 5 	 NEUTRONATTENUATION AND SCATTERING Thesetwo componentsore then combined to yield the final value of the neutron 
soottered polet source:
 
The neutron attenuation kernel KC(r, r')is handled in the samemanneras the photon 
 s c p s H + 
otlenuotion kernel. =The only difference is that there is noenergy interpolation required to Wi", i + i 
define the average groupcrosssections. 
The neutron soutcefrom scotteriR is developed in two parts. The first colcultion 
- 1 W L 'Wyields the neutron source ootributlion from heovy element scatteriog: w Fn=L' + t p ,d I "- - Eh62AWH- Wj j (6.20) 
A!, W) [ ((= 40 ",r 0 TX,m PI pj 16.171 whre the E ,, .... are Ioput oneragescatteredenergiesfor neutronsctteriog frcmIon olmr's
"hav element,. 
where 	 m denotestho mtrai ot the scattering point 











, + -'I)_I lp - (1)-1 p ipP1J
I [21 
Theneutron source for scattering from hydrogenis obtained only if p > o, i.e., 
scattering n the laboratory coordinate systemis restricted to angles < 90 degrees. Thenthe 
scattered source contribution Is computedas: 
=~h 	I j' j4- (6.19) 
. 2 , p u, 2 
if E.., >p E. >E,.1 in., if the scottered energy p2E is within the 






7.0 FLUX ESTIMATION 
programcomputesmultigroup neutron or photon flux components forThe FASTER 
arbitrarily located point, surfaceand/or volume detector. The surface averaged fluxesore 
obtained for specified sections of surfaceswhich form boundaries of regions. Thusthere may 
be two equivalent definitions of each surface detector, i.e. if two regions have the desired 
section of the surfaceasa commonboundary. Volume averaged fluxes are obtained for 
specified regions of the geometry using the two special equations2.55 and 2.56 for void 
regionsand constant material density regionsrespectively. 
7.1 ANGULAR FLUX CONTRIBUTIONS 
The randomsampling technique discussedin Section 2. 7 is used in integrating the 
angular dependenceof the point sources to obtain surface and volume averaged flux compon­
ents. Therefore, the individuol contributions for all detector types hove o similar form involv­
ing discrete directions. A full set of indices will be used in the following summaryof fiux 
estimation equations, i.e., the contribution to the jth energy group from the kth inner 
iteration of the ith outer iteration is giden byr 
a) point detector at 
/ fW Kr W 
Adik (i) ~ ~n 0(7.1)
Ir- rf~j 
b) surface detector at a distance s from rk along P I 
t 

Wik K (.ik r + 
u A. L.kI .nju e(ui) g-1 (7.2) 
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c) 	void volume detector ot distances from -k along n 7.2 SCALAR FLUXES AND CQMPONENTS 
( ' r ) v 	 full sot of irrdlues, outer itrton i, loser iterution ks, errd onorgy gruuptc! (r ~ ~t)ArTireA 	 () = W k s (1 of the final flux components.i I was introduced tosimplify thediscussi n equations for the various 
V • L q(l) I- (7.3) Unlessa fluxcomponentis used in a subsequentequation, there will be nosymbol introduced 
on the leftside of the equationfor this component. 
The FASTERprogramactually includesa group collapse,if desired, to a coarser 0 
below snce it involves 
d a d mr nothingmorethanan lnnersummation. Thus, a summation over energy groups before any other 
Thiswill be ignored in theequationsgroup structure for theflux edits. 
long
Alto implicit is aesummotion over multiple interseotions end/or disoreteis implii.!LKI 'rie. [_A"l vcommotion-

A4ioir(-t t. 
 ( - , (74) directions for sorfacesond volumes.
 
V' L q(l) oolSclrNumber Flux(SampleMean)
 
The totalscolrflux in group j is obtined byan angular integration: 
0o = 
t 	 7.d= f f Ap ) g 
n =1I he8 40, (7.6) 
0 = .or ingeneralI: 
n iil
 
where A.. is tie qontity to braeoets obove. Theangulardependence implied Other quontilties oe. btinedin a similar manner. The tndex is reserved for the energy
 
momentsof theflux dependenceis oil of tie equationsbelow. by theDiracdelta function is onlya formility for usein defining angular 
asdiscussed in Appendix B. This multigroup representation of thepoint angularsourceis Sample Varianceof Scalar Flux 
obrained, of course, for thedisorete direction iio. Turf nd veoums deotr mopreceive \22­
a(7.ouefldtn 

mor than one flux contribution. This may occur if morethanonediscrete direction, Q, , Vt = L4tir)k n 02(7J
 
f0 . arcev	 iurfac 
1 
I n - I 
detectorsnreintercepted more thrononcefor eachdiscrete direction. Relaive Error 
(L > 1)is used in the angular integrationof the pointangularsources.It will occurif the 	 i 
7 4V4n 	 (7.8) 
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 0 b) ech tht", o is in the m th rce 
EEX 
"NumberFlux (E-Cumulative 
Flux Contribution from Ith Scattering Region(7.10) 






nFlux Contribution from luh Order of Scatter
 
to I i i=k A- k (7.11) n'iki
 




Azimutholly averaged Legendre moments of the angular flux can also be obtain
 
ro1 o (7.12) from FASTER. In particular the zeroth momentis the eler flux glven byequation 7.6.
 first momentis the current. The equationsused in obtanng these moments
and the eque 
Differential Energy Flux for externally manipuloting these moments ore summaried in Appendix B. , 
Length-of-flight momentsof the scalar flux ore also computed by FASTER. The' 
I/ (E. - E.i) (7.13) momentsare discussedin Appendix B. 
7.3 FLUX CONVERSIONS Comuletve EnergyFlux (R A Eili EScalar fluxes ore converted by group to moreuseful units using a linear tnterpe 
to (7.141 inenergy: 
I. (E. E.4 1  tx(E.­f 
Average Flux Between Outer Iterations n adn D = d. 
0 
E -E 1 2 
.2 2E1 - Ej~i 
nI- n E E= 0 " Pijk (7.15 where f. is the point-wise enengydependentconversion factor onresponsefunction 
for 
2 1n i=n,+I k j±energylevel.
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The total responseis also obtained with limits on its relative error: SECTION 
RANDOM SAMPLINGTECHNIQUESZ 	 (7.20) 80 D DI 

= I 
 The preceding sections detailed the sampling functions in a formal manneronly. 
This section describesthe techniques usedin the FASTERprogram for obtaining randomdis­
crete position vectors from the sampling functions and the considerationsinvolved in definieg 
1/2 
(7. 21)Emin = iE D i2 these functions. 
Thedevelopmentof sampling techniques for the FASTERprogramTrs proceeded 
historically from the approximationof the actual particle distributions to an approximation 
I of optimal sampling functions. Both of these techniques are included in the FASTERprogram. 
E- v. H-i 	 (7.22) 
The equation for Ema Isobtained by applying the Schwarz inequality to the covarionoe of 8.1 GENERALSAMPLINGPROCEDURES
 
of the scalar fluxes in individual groups. Total responses are also obtained for each of the - The technique usedby PASTERin selecting discrete values of a random variable x.
 
flux components and the angular and length-of-flight moments using equations like 7.19 and - involves the transformation:
 
7.20, above. p (u) d. = p(E)dS (8.1)
 
where E is a randomvariable uniformeity distributed on the open interval (0, 1) 
p) 1 , 0< t< (82 
= S otherwise 
Various numerical techniques are available for randomly selecting discrete values of E from 
this distribution. A function subprogram RANNOjis used in FASTERto obtain these discrete 
values of k . 
The procedurefor randomly selecting discrete values of x then reduces to solving 
the equation: 
J (') = p (k') dV = Z 	 (8.3) 
Caution is exercised, therefore, to ensure that such a solution can be obtained with relative 
79
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The form of p*(c)frequently used in the FASTER programfor one-dimenslonol This probaility density function Is sampledusing the function subprogram SAMPLE in the
 
sampling functions involves an exponential The prohohiliry density function for following manner:
function. 
x is than written, for x on the internal (a, b) as p (x;a, b, a, x) with the following o) if . = b 
specialcases: set 0 =0 
a) P*(x) = 6(x -) if a. b set p*(x)= 1.0 equalto 6(x - a)] (8.7)[actually 










where, for a 0 
x is the preferred value of x, e., = + (he 
p () = 1/(b-e)
 
A) if .<b and /0
 
obtain E from RANNO
 
A of eop [a . d.c= e. [ .. I]-xI solve equation 8.3,
 
a:Xo.:h 
xp [. - d. = top b-c..]- 1 (8.5)I i a e n]d 
ef0 1) iF < A/C, then X<x. 
C A exp [a Ix' -x.1 dx'
 
P,of x. as comparedto thepoint, a or 6, farthest xo
 
The parametera is usually defined from a specification of the relative importance, ond k= /  f e c d 
away from 
or SC-A = -exp[-p -o - }-
P = /ecp [00-0)] or P a 1/e.p[.(-x] , i e., 
2) if S>A/C, then x> 
inc 

max )c - o, h-u) (8.6)
 
and t A I af exp [a x'-xo. dx'
 
The point x if P isless than unity.
is"least perferred" e 
SC-A a . [ae(c-x)J i 
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i.e., let 6 -A/C o bF 	 jbceoove 	 vlm 
the.... -
Ft -A/C I,, fo bs :bove q;(r( ifr in in Vi , the -L souirceolm
 
q'( ')=o if "ris not in Vi I= 1, 2 . . . (8.12)
p[Pa(x-.oS.oI+.6(c A) 
then xp = x + Ir ) 	 The appropriate g rndom umber from RANNOvolume is then selected usin 
hn u = + P * 
(u = p f dV (8.13) 
where f is some fraction, lessthan1.0, of the volume V.. Thus, the point r is in the 
8.2 SPATIALSAMPLING IN THE FIXEDSOURCECOORDINATE SYSTEM fixd source volume i for which 
TheFASTERprogramincludes of initial position vectors ,-I .both the randomselection
in source centeredcoordl..re systemmd a sampling procedureutilizingbolIt-in importance P < 8 S (8.14) 
functions. However, this lotter sompling technique is limited to volume sources.Thus,the rot 
first techniqueis required for problems involving point or line sources. con 	 thefixedSurfacesources Having selected source, then eachof the spotial variables v vie 
be treated by either technique since they arereadily approxmlated by "thin" volumes. obtained using thesampling function SAMPLE,described in Section 8. 1 
of a point in thesourcecoordinate 
PSTAR. The first step in sampling in the fixedsource coordinate systemis the random selection * d = 3 I  i n " 
Random selecti n systemis performed by subroutine 
of justone of the sources.Thefollowing equation defines the total sampling function: q Is) V i I v I v 
P 0 (t = P1 q. (r( (8.w1) where n 	 = I and 2 for cylindrical and spherical geometries, respectively 
= 0 for rectangulargeometries 
where is is theinput relative importonce of the ith source v in is the minimum valueofthe (thvariable 
P = (8.115 v a is the maximum valueof the iLbvariable 
o isthe preferred valueof the (th variable 
-In Pi 
fn i°mn too vj° 
vI 
too× -i 'I 
I 
is the inputrelative importance of v.o 
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0 
The /o factor is introduced to simplify the difference in differential volume elements for
 
the different source geometries-
 FIXED SOURCE 
tsoue gs ,BOUNDARY
 
dV dv dv2 dv/v, n dvI dv dv (8.1I) SPHERICAL r
 2 3 
1 d 1 do 2 1 	 PSEUDO-SOURCE PREFERRED 





inSdction 5.0. Sincethe point o defined by 03,031)lis in the ith vo.luee, the volue BOUNDARY 
5 

of p ( )(is.sV SOURCE(r 

P P ( 	 (8. l7)CENTER (?C) 




Another samplingprocedurewas developed for fixed volume 
minimize the variance associated with the source point selection. TheFunction approximates 
a separableangular and spatial dependence. 	 [ T FROM U* ( Ilequation 2.36 by a sampling function with 	 2I 
p,)d c*(',) t*(S) 2
 
go r)aM s2 Is dsdf) (8.18)
 
preferred point - e.g, 	 SOAL where a transformation to a spherical coordinate systemabout a 

point detector, has been performed. Thevariables involved in this sampling function ari
 
shownin Figure 5. The random selection proceduresare incorporated in subroutine SPHERE.
 
FROMAngular Dependence 	 S ,! ) 
Thez-axis of the spherical coordinate systemis directed towardsthe center of the r0 =p+ S
 
sources, i.e., towards tc a point in the center of a sphere, of radius R, which encloses all
 




u*(t')dE' : 1m1,ire) - , ' (8.19) 	 Figure 5. Optimal Fixed SourceSamplingp(p , p('; ' 0 p'do' 





i.e., discrete vales of p' and areobtained from the function subprogramSAMPLE. The 
aziruthal ongle variesover all possible values.The minimumvaue ofthe csineofthe 
polar angle is defined as. 
,min = 




=":5"R[R 2-11' 1" %'if ' (8.20 
I. e., the angular variablesarelimited to directions which intercept the sphere enclosing the 
fixedsources. The parameters a., and a,, ore defined from the input relative importances: 






,nP, - importanceof p' = I 
mportnce of = in 
-in 
00. iPmportance of g n (8.21 
The values of p' and a'obtained throughthis sampling proceduredefine the con-
ponets ofa direction nector in a rotated coordinat systm 
(222 
c lc - P si , (8.22) 
cS= 








TherotationmatrixR.. is obtained as shownin Figure 4 for the rotation angles:
-1 1 
-
r = cos (o) 











-- )/, thecolt nector directed towo~ds 
Sp tio Depedance 
The spotial somplingfunction incorporored in subroutineSPHEREis defined Parol 
along r +li 
slongthis ray, the outer iterationwill yielda zero result. To ensurean adequate numberof 
outer iterations, discrete are obtained by ranmdomsamplinguntil one of thedefined 
direction oectors n ecen if no sorne lie u fors > a. If nosurce is Ietercopted 
directions 
roysinterceptsa ficedsource.The missesare countedInternally andfactored into th; flux 
aaverages; thus if n' is the requestednumberof Iterations, n > n' iterotions will be performeduntiln' non-zero contributions areobtained. 
Thespatial sampling function is defined as: for s inthe ith region along 2 as: 
vs = [-;a;(sj-'si 
where Ai 0, if there is no source in theregion 1i,(8
r=~ + exps.cst i 
d,, 0 
des] (82) 
I I , . t n 
H these is a source, i, is the regin 
+ 7R 1n(s 2 
p I 5i -ei 
In 
In, 
P: t-t(± (. 
t~ 
] (827) 
T.)= + si+1) / 2 
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+ (sv s) ) i s1the normalized spatial source density just inside the region, The spatial function is sampled by obtaining a random numberZ from RANNO and
 
s+I s then solving the equivalent of equation8.3.













I isenaverage energy group forthe sources (described below),! 	 A- ]-enp £-oi(sR.-s,)iJ (8.29 
facto, for the material attenuation importance, 

exponential curve fit of the spatial sanrce density with distance has been used - In fi - -A
 
8, is an input djustirpent 	 and a two point 
k) ApThe average sourcegroup index, o, correspondsto an avetroge source energy 
computed forthe preferred point pby subroutine GROUP at: v* (; [A) k ( -A <k 8)= k EA /A 
TE >E-NE 1 	 A. / 
le p A	 where A> ep srsi 1i the denominator of equation 8. 29 0I I -it) vb( 	 •4A) 1 
)

Z G.E. g. n? exp I b m Ai i
(1+h828)
 
where E = P GjI IG ZjY=] 8. 29 up to the region containing the
", . ( 28)--	 [I,-e P[-a)s+-s to Part of the nmerntor of equation 
i I sourcepoint
 
where g, is an input group importanc e. g., conversion tactor position reactor is given by'
 a flux-to-dose 	 Thus the discrete 
b is an input linear buildup ooeffc4ent, 	 r r +p 
0 





it. sthenumberofmoan free pathsfrom theedge ofthis source nearesttothe preferred pointrp 8.4 SEPARATION OF VARIABLESFOR SCATTERING POINT SELECTIONS 
my is the crossectionfor the region overwhich thesource issuperimposed (= 1.0if the Application of the prcedurns discussed in gections 8.3 end 8.4 reduces the rpre­
- I 	 sentaionof the lixed source(s)toa single point source. The random sampling techniques for 
region is void), 	 selecting the kth scattering point "tktherefore involve a point angular sourne at r and
 
a preferred point at r as shownin Figure 6. Forpoint fluxoniculctions in source and/or
 
scattering volumes, the preferred point r is the detectorpoint r.
 











Surface and volume averaged flux calculations utilize the preferred point rp to locate 
a general manner the area in space where the detectors are located. Forthese calculations 
the ponr is assumed to he at the center of e sphere of radius Rp which conteins all the 
detectors. It is introducedto permit a more comprehensive treatment of the spatial impor­
tance of scattering points. 
first techniqueused in selecting the scattering point is to reduce equation 2.37 
to a more simple form by using a representativeenergy group and by defining the sampling 
function as a separablefunction of direction and distance: 
prdV q (S) ) dV (8.32) 
where both q*(') and u (x) dependon 'j', the index of the energy groupcorresponding 
to n nverage group energy determined from the flux estimation performed for the surce 
point rhl 
>._,€; | k-I _deectos A~~i~kI g' 
b ' ­
( 
cs i:: ordetectors 
It should he notedthat the engular integration of thepoint sooroes used in ohtcining 
turfaoe end volume averaged t uioes involves a repttive sampling ef the ongultr part of this 
sampling Iuectien; i.e., disorete directions are randomly selected from the angularsam­
09 -­ 91) 





For surface and volume flux colculations the discrete direction anddistonce defining 
k are obtained in a spherical coordinate system which isalways centered at the source point 
2
rk-I i.e. dV a t dtda. A spherical coordinate systemis also usedfor individual pint 2 
dsdn'.detectors, except the origin can be located at the detector point "pwith dV = s 
The.considerations Involved in selecting the origin for point2detectors incorporate 




and i/s from the detector. Both singularitles mustbeaccounted for while also treating 
material distributions, etc. The singularity at the selected coordinate systemorigin is re­
moved by the differential volume element. A very simple technique for the seuondsingularity 
involves the definition: 
u(r dV (8.36)wee u(P;SdV=P* +P; 
where 
u, 	 ri 0 for points lnV 2 
2 a) Str pints ieV 1 
V, 	 is the volume on the sourceside of a plane perpendicular to and bisecting the 
line between the source and detector, and V 2 is the volume on the other side 
of this plane. 
Theappropriate volume, and coordinate systemorigin, is randomly selectedusing 
the criterion that the relative importance of scattering in each of the volumes is proportional 









n'/ , th assumed imprta..... volume V
P2 2 





dt 'h!9 , oint-r_tw eh/2 
t ' 
where = . - (r + l) dt , en veragnumberx mean free V1 
h/2 
,an ,veag numberof (8.35) 
" . 
p 
- k , an raeo numbero 
= 
2 1 volume V2 
The appropriate volume is selected using a randomnumber 1 on (0, 1). 
if t =fJfp (v),dv uf.P* ihe. IP.V1 
V f a P11+f~p; i"e. E>PI(.6 
where f and f' are fractios. if PI is zro, the poant is autamatically selected as the 
origin and the definition of the u2 (') is extended over oil space. Similarly if P2 is zero, 
the point'kI is selected as an origin with the definition of u; (r.) being extended to all 
spacepoints. 
This procedure doesnot eliminate the consideration of thesecond singularity. It 
does, however, restrict it to valuesgreater than 4/I r" l2i 
the major difficulty. 
8.5 DIRECTIONTO SCATTERINGPOINT 
Direction Vector Sampling-Source Coordinate System 
There is a special form of q* J'j) available far the case of k = 1; i.e. -hen 
I is the original Since the aepability of specifying angularnI point in thefixed source. 

sources is still permitted, these directions may require random sampling in the source
 









Thespatial part of the sampling function is then defined forallspace,the source point is the 




5 * role vmooaxi 
 (8.371 
e n p (v iv ,v. v , dI qn('d imj4 

where v4 is the aeiruthel angle, v is the csine of thepolar angle, and the other quantities5 
hevethe somemeaningas in equation8. 15. This isanalogous to the procedure used for spatial 
sampling In the sourcecoordinate system as discussed in Section 8. 2. Theselected variables 
v4 and v5 define the direction vectorthrougha rotation proceduresimilar to that used in 
previousdiscussions. 
Direation VectorSelection - General 
The generalprocedurefor selectingdiscretedirections attempts to include theim-
portance agmeasured from the direction before scatterling, and asofthe scattereddireotion, 
measuredfrom the unit vectortowards the preferred point. 
The unnroliaed angular dependencefor thescattering angle inoorporatesen assumed 
exponential variation with the cosineof the scattering angle:
' " k-I)wh 

to = ft(P)= eop [a 5, p] 
h t H)/(h h t i
where 8 e h , in subroctfne g0f I ' 
(,h h h 
'Ao n-IeA/ in shhrourine SOLVER 
is the number of mean free paths inhydrogenbetween "rk1 and r 
P, is the local hydrogen density 





is the total erasssection-except hydrogen-for groupI 
h I h 
= 2 
p. is an input relative importanceof forward-to-backward forscattering the 
general groupforhydrogen 
H I H 
a e ­
0H isthe forward-to-backwordscatter importanceforheavyelements 
a is n input parameter ted toincreose ordecrease this angulareffect.s 

The unnermaliand ngular depndenee with respeaf t the preferred paler--the effect 
of the moterial arlencatio-l also assumeden eary eonentielly. 
Ip (S' ip) =eep (a . 1p (8.39) 
...
 
p = isan inpetadjustment factor, 
a p= is an internally computednumber 
saThe letter number 8 is obtained from a oe approximaticnvelocity of the scatter­
ing pointimpo.rance which, by neglecting unimpoant constootshasthe farmr 
2 
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by variouswhere The totalangular dependenceofthe sampling function isapproximated 











a) TowardsDetector Most Imprtont
 
piS0 q*(-' = p*(p i-, 1, -1, up)(.
 






0 (h - sf = lip 
Pr= 
end f( i f ecufIb 2 d,14 [1 nT/ 
p l=_ . (hs) 2 and On is the azimuthl angle betweenthe ' axis and the projection of k-t 
in the x' - y' plane andwhere the rotated coordinate systemhas - g.where Schwarz'inequality was used. 

Letting fp(1)/fp(-i) .ap b) Original Direction Most Important
= 2 ;p 
0 
Then nxp [2 up" ] i2n or Up > 1 In (120 (8.41) q* * = p (f'; -l, 1, asP 
The equality is used in the PASTER progrow. pfs;_ , Q eCpp 4 - .b-l p ) (8.44 




The effect ofthis parameter 
g f! pefx [- 6 ds 1 ' 1) P'-= k-ib 

aP=1 , t h 3
/gs £_f.r) d 1rjJ0{ 2 -'un 





andwhere therotated coordinate system has k' = k-1i
 
8p - 1. (8.42)
 
It is notedthat for large values of a, this is a stronger angular dependence than thatgiven by 
equation 8.41. 





Only the latter technique, equation 8.44, is generally applicable to individual All of the above angular samping techniques, equations 8.43, 8.44, an\f 8.46, yield
 
point detectors since the cosine of the polar angle y- usedin the first technique, polar angle cosines, A', andazimuthal angles o' in a rotated coordinate syieg. They
 
equation 8.43, applies oely if the sourcepointr- is selected as the ordite sytemrequre application of a rotation to be reduced to equivalent values n the geometry
 
origin. As a matter of fact, both of these techniques neglect the effect of the scattering coordinate system. Thez' - adxs of the rotated coordinate system is ras ndicated above. 
dngle af"u' , a point being selected. . The rotations are performed by previoisly'described technqiws,the uehi i rin 
The effects of the scattering angle cos-7 at the next scattering point involves 8.6 DISTANCE-TO-SCATTERINGPOINT SELECTION 
the use of the unnormollzed approximatio: Thespatial sampling function can contain a more detailed treatment of the effects 
h/2" of material distributions sinceit is defined for a fixed direction. For this discussion, the 
()1 uf/2 e s " ds e falowing notation will be adopted: 
1 h 
- r is the position vector of the selected origin, either r 
1 
f(-) SOP£C= u = -p f-s6J is the positionvector of the other discrete pointf rb 
apu-f h h is the distance from . t'b =1 rb-r I 
Assuming enexponential variation exp (6p] for intermediate angles p implies ii is the unit direction vector from r to 
This parameter can be scaled through the input number as . Wi is the direction vector selected from the angular sampling function.
. 

Combining this variation with that for material attenuation effects, equation
 
8.41 or 8.42 yields a third technique for selecting the direction vector with more unless p0 is the cosine of the angle between " and n 
equal applicability to either selectedorigin in point flux calculation;: u ."
 
c) Combination s is the distance from P along -- to the outer boundary of the geometry,
 t 
q, (i u p (p';-1,l,-la8-ap) p 10,, , 0,0) (8.46) s is the maximumdistance along which can be considered fora scatter­m 

he r ring point.
 
= min (sl, h/2po) if sampling is restricted to the half spacearound p ns m 
up r.a and if po>O 
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)isthe Iotl cross section ot odistones fro r for the energy The extent to which this sbmpling function approximates equation 2.37 for the 
group /i, olsodenoted by T, ., where i' Indicates the composite fixeddirection W c0 be determined by performing the differenliotion 
nateril Iooated at this distance. 
is an adjustment factor for material attenuation importance along the first (
 
leg of the scattering triangle (from 
 r . 
where C is the denominatorof equation 8. 47. The coefficient in front of the exponential2 
, is a similar adjustment factor for the second leg of this triangle (from r-I). shouldbe opproolmotIng a term t- d , p(s)J/dI2 except Fora norml;z;ng constant. 
Exponential Transformation Its actual form is: 
Thereare two techniques available insubroutine USTARfor selecting the distanoe v ph-\
 
to the soottering point. The first is the "eponential transformation". There is no essential 
 IA(s) a - yp(s)] = zo' (s) ­
difficulty with osingthis technique for point detectors since the singularity is removed by [ + 
the proceduresused in selecting the half space, (s) 1 ( 8.4 9) 
The exponentiol trnsformation is written in the form: 
which is not ceryclose to the desited representation. It doesinclude an approximation of 
theeottering crosssection by tho totol crosstection, however. 
" d eop f - m (sr) [o - yp1srljdsr The exponential term can be examined best by performing the integration of the 
*(si n (8. 47)aruetTsz as Ot( )1-exp 1a-O(~d-1+ ,/ ds) 
Eso I Z J p) s 
where
 
p(sl rsthe cosine of the scattering angle to r at n distance s from
b 
-a .. . r' = -. s'' 
, , (8.50 
p h-n0 
( s) 
P = E where 
I is the length of the second leg of the scattering trangle As is the incfementaldislance in the ith region alongi 
h'-hIs -il h n -si 
100 101 
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At. is the changein distance 2 2 2on the other leg of the scottering triangle correspond- But t2= s2+ h - 2psh = A s + 2 AB,+ B 
in9 to As., i.e., 
-A. t)or 2 
t= A's 2Bs+ C =0 A' = A -I
p ()ds = t(s) 
 t-1tl hSB' = AB+ pl 
Thefirst properly accounts for attenuation along the first leg of the term in this expression C =8 h 
scattering
triangle. The secondterm accounts for the relotive effect of thechange in ottenu- Thus + AC' 
otion along the secondleg with on implicit assumption of material distribuotlonsbeing spher- A' (B.b1)
!alty symmetricabout rb- Thisassumption is asgood asany sincen detailed ireotment of the 
secondleg of the triangle isprohibitive. p*(s) z,{s)(- - (i - iC
 
Thus,this sampling to somedegree the desired effects. It is
function approximates 





 nd for seicting the dieteoceto the ocaftering Point is 
similar
in somerespectstothe abovefunction. Iann unnormolized to ap­form, it attempts
proximate equation 2.37 by 
i.e v , 0 s = I C u (s)= () A i(s)eep [sI.ds'5 
0-I 
or a)s-sr.) + t-t.)lZA(',+ ' . ( As-dAti)=ln(iI-C) 2 
j 1 s -In I k where Ag(s) is the i/tfactorfor point detector calculations,and isa fraction6l 
This'equation 
I solid anglefor surface andvolumedetector daluoltions.c  bewritten in the form Thisfunctionis curve-fit from boundaryto boundary of the regions traversed by: 
t = As+B 
where 
u*(s) = A exp [-a (s-s.)] farst< <si+ (8.53) 
Awhere 
nV) .X ,yA (s) ooe.srL 
o s fIat.- ± r I (I" EC)+SV'"Xi"f(o i OAt 
ptjs 




i.e., A1 = u (s.) 
= I [u*(sil)/ u*(S) ] 
F AEs-)i19.1 
= -- I., (.4) 
The fractional solid angle is computed for the detector sphere in surfaceand volume 
flux calculations as: 
.e) < R 
( i (8. 55)ifs.,] Rp 
This is a second order Taylor series exponsion and is sufficiently accurate considering theother 
opprouimatio. 
This function is sampledby the transformation equivalent to equation 8.3 using a random' 
number t from RANNO, 
(s')ds' - ],Cord 
Iu)d + A 




or AIep [- oiss Al a C A,, 
I [1 exp-c D 
where D is the right side of the above ecquationand C is thedenominator of the original. 

Thus un(s) = D/C 









9.0 DATA INPUT INSTRUCTIONS 
GENERALINPUT PROCEDURES 
IptFormat 
The FASTERprogramutilizes standardFortran input statements, Reference16 
page 19. A variety of formatsare used. Each formatutilizes various combinations of the 
ffollowing data fields 
hollerith information: A4 field (4 columns) 
integer dote: 13field (3 columns) 
floating point data: E9.0 field (9 columns) 
Note that forfloating point data entered,without a declmal point, the decimal point is 
asumed to be to the right of the datofield. 
In preparing data, it shodld be rememberedthist all blanks in integer or floating 
point fields are interpreted as zeros. Therefore, all integers (including exponentsof 
floating point numers) mustbe right adjusted. 
Inputand Output 
Each physical data card is written on the outputfile as soonas it isread from the 
file.' The resulting printout includes the information in curd columns (cc) 73 through 
of the data cards. Since the presentversion of FASTERdoes not print details of problem 
uxcept for theinput uordsr prolific con.f oard labeling is desrabole. A note of ds.. 
in obtaining the cord identification from co 73-80, al unuseddata fields in 
cc 1-72 are interpreted as data and these unused fields should be blank or contain valid 
dotepunuhes. 
Input Data Sections 
Data input to FASTERisdivided into six sections to simplify the description of
 
multiple change cases. The first data card of each input section is the minimum input
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5) tile nerds, Ilmit, ond options 9.2 SECTION I DATA, TITLECARDS, LIMITS AND OPTIONS 
2) surfoces and regions CARD 1-0, Input Controls for Section 1 Data 
3) fixed sources NOTE: This cord Inolmeys required. 
4) cronssections Column Format Symbol Definition 
5) 
6) 




13 INS input control for card 1-1 (descriptive cards) 
omit cord 1-1 if INt < 0 
Detailed input instructions armgiven below. To simplify the setup of a problem, it is supply INI physical cards if INi I 
probably best to start with geometric input data and come back to the data input For 4-6 13 IN2 input control for card 1-2 (first title card) 
section 1 later. This simplifies the necessity of specifying moximum erraydimensions omit card 1-2 if IN2 < 0 
befons the or canIe used. 
supply cord 1-2 if IN2> 1 
Input Control Prooedure 7-9 13 IN3 input control for cnrd 1-3 (secondtitle card)omit cord 1-3 if 15N3<0
supply card 1-3 ifIN3> 1 
The firstdata card of each input.section containsinteger constants
controlling 
the input of the remainder of the data in the section. 
inpu
inpot conrl conrtnt <O0, no input 
The general procedure is 
conrol onsant : 0,no 
10-12 
i-o.it 
3 IN4 input controlfor card l-4 (geometric limits) 
card 1-4 if I N4 < 0 
supply card 1-4 if INT > I 
input centrol constant ?-0, Input 13-15 13 INS input control for cord 1-5 (fixed source limits) 
Wrhseninput is present, the coentrolconstantmayserve a dual purposeby also denoting the emit card 1-5 if INS < 0 
quantity of input. Asan example, the first input-control constant(INi) for eachdata supply crd 1-5 if IN5> I 
section pertains to hollerilh or comment c5rds. I) non-positive (1N11-0) no commentcards 16-18 1 IN6 input control for cord 1-6 (cross section limits) 
should be supplied. If desired, any numberof comment cards (up to 999) may be inserted omit card 1-6 if IN6 0supply card 1-6 if I N6"> I 
im-ediotnly ofter the input controal card for eachsection. The vaue of the first input­
conetrl constant is then set equal tethe number of thenecommcentctrds, i.e. IN totel 19-21 13 IN7 input control for card 1-7 (neutron scattering limits) 
omit cord 1-7 if IN7 < 0 
number of comment cards: supply card 1-7 if IN7> I 
22-24 13 IN8 input control for card l-8'(flx limits) 
omit card 1-8 if INB< 0 
supply card 1-8 if 1N8 > 1 
25-2 
7 
13 N9 input control for cord 1-9 (sampling options) 
omit card 1-9 if IN9 < 0 






CARD 1-4, Geometric LimitsColumn Format Symbol 	 Definition 
28-30 13 IN10 tnput control for cord 1-10 (iteration limits) NOTE: a) Omit this cord if IN4 <0 
omit card I-I0 if iNfO < 0 b) Supply this card if IN4 2 1 
supply card 1-10 if INf0 > I 
Column Format Symbol Defioition 
31-33 13 INil printout control for storage map printout 
no printout of storage mopif :NIl < 0 1-3 13 NSMAX total number of surfacesrequired for the 
printout of storage mapif INI I> 1 geometrydescription 
34-72 1313 --- these columnsare not used and should be left blank 4-6 13 NAMAX 	 maximumnumberof coefficients required to define each surface in the expanded form, 
73-80 2A4 --- any desired information for card identification 	 e.g. NAMAX = 6 for geometriesinvolving any 
cones or spheres 
CARD 1-I, Descriptive Information for Section I Data 7-9 13 NRMAX 	 total numberof regions required to describe the 
<
 
NOTE: .) Omit this card if IN1 _ 0 material distribution including voids
 
b) Supply IN] physical cards if INI 1 	 10-12 13 NBMAX maximum number of surfaces bounding a rigion 
1-72 f8A4 --- any desired information 13-15 13 NS7TMAXmaximumnumber of regions which can be 
traversed by a single straight line or roy; the 
73-80 2A4 --- any desired information for cord identiflcation theoretical limit is 2.NSMAX - (number of 
plane surfaces+ 1) 
CARD 1-2, First TitI Card for Labeling the Printout 16-72 1913 ---	 these columnsore not used and should be left 
NOTE: 	a) Omit this card if IN2-O blank
 
b) Supply this card if IN2 >-1
S 	 73-80 2A4 --- any desired information for card identification 
1-72 lEA4 ---	 any desired information for identification of
 
the problem; this will then appear on the first
 
l ine of each printout page CARD 1-5, Piced Source Limits
 
73-80 2A4 --- any desired information for card identification NOTE: 	a) Omit this card if IN5 < 0
 b) Supply this cord if INS > 1
 
CARD 1-3, SecondTitle Card for Labeling the Printout 1-3 13 NEMAX number of energy groups used in this problem 
NOTE: u) Omit this card if IN3 < for source spectra and cross sections; source NTE:.)Supp th is card if IN3 0 spectramay be descrbed in a diffembt group
6) Suppiy this cord if 1N3 - 1 structure and ore regrouped as noted later 
1-72 18A4 --- any desired information for identification of the
 










Column Format Symbol Definition 
4-6 13 NVMAX total number of fixed sources 
7-9 13 NXMAX maximumnumberof pontsused to tabulate each 
spetial or angular sourcedistribution 
10-12 13 NXEMAX maximum number of energy points enquired to 
tabulate the differential source spectrum; if 
any source spectraore described bygroup 
Integrated values, 2 energy points will be 
generatedfor each of thesegroups before the 
spectrumis integrated into the group structure 
for the problem. 
13-72 2013 -- these columnsare not usedand shouldbe left 
blank 
73-80 2A4 --- 73-8 2A4 
--­
any desired information for card identification 
BasecCrossSection Limitsand OptionsCARD 1-6, 
NOTE: 	 a) Omit this card if IN6 < 0 
b) Supply this card if IN6 > . 
1-3 13 NXSECT sortoluetype option. 0 for photons. 1 for 
neutrons 
24 334-6' 13 NUNITS 	 numps~tiin cnlx option. SLee1024 atms/cm3 
1 for gm/cm 
7-9 13 NUNITX microscopi crass seclons unitsoption. 0 fur 
berns/atom. I for cm /9m 
10-12 13 NIMAX total numberof different elementsor isotopes 
13-15 13 NMMAX 	 total number of compositematerials; hydrogen 
densitiescan beentered by region thus reducing 
the total numberof different compositions, e.g. 




Column Format Symbol 	 Definition 
16-72 1913 ---	 Thesecolumnsare not used end should be left blank. 
73-80 2A4 ---	 Anydesired information for card identification. 
CARD 1-7, Neutron Scattering Limits 
, 
NOTE: 	 a) Omit this card if IN7 S 0.
 
b) Supply this card if IN7 > 1.
 
c) For photon problems, define each variable on this card as zero.
 
1-3 13 NORDER Maximum numberof elastic scattering transfer
 
matices for all elements.
1 for Po (trensport approximation) (seenotes 
after card 4-5 for internal ros section juggling)
2 1., PI, 3 for P, etc.
 
Negative 3fluxes anf a d will occur for
 
n 
NORlDER 1 ayd drep pnetretions. 
4-6 13 NDOWN 	 Maximum group-to-group transfer for elosti6
 
scattering for oil elements.
 
1 for in grouponly, 2 for down 1, etc.
 
7-9 3 INELAS 	 Maximumnumberof groups for which non-elastic
 
transfer can be initiated for all elements.
 
0 indicates none if these crossections are
 
included in the P transfer.
 0 
10.12 	 13 NDOWN Maximum group-to-group transferfor non­
elestic scattering forall elements.
 
1 for in group only, 2 for down 1, etc.
 
13-72 2013 ---	 Thesecolumns are not used and should be left 
blank. 
73-80 2A4 ---	 Any desired information for card identification. 
111 
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CARD 1-9, RandomSomeling Options 
CARD 1-8, Flux Limits NOTE: o) Omit this card if IN9 < 0. 
b) Supplythis card if IM7> I.
 
c) The preferred valueof each number on this card is 1.
NOTE a) Omit this card if INS<> 0. b) Supply this card if IN8 1. 
Column Format Symbol DefinitionColumn Format Symbol Dnfinitiun 
1-3 13 NPOINT 0, caculato fluxes for all detectors simultaneously; 
1-3 13 NGMAX Number of flux groups; less than or equal to the preferred point is defined by input, point 
the number of groups used'for source spectra detectors must be in nuid regions. 1, calculate 
and crosssections. fluxes for each point detector individually; the 
preferred point(s) is the point detector - surface 
4-6 13 NFMAX Total number of responsefunctions such as flux- and volume detectors am ignured. 
to-dose, energy deposition. 0 indicates no 
responsefunctions. 4-6 13 MODELP 0, randomly select the fixed source and then 
randomlyselect the spatial source variables in 
7-9 13 NVMOD Total number of fixed sources for which separate the source soordinate system. 1, randomly 
flux contributions ame desired. 0 indicates none. select the spatial source variables in a spherical 
coordinate system centered at the preferred 
10-12 13 NCMAX Number of separate contributions to the flux by point; all sources must be volumetric; source 
order-of-scattor volumes must completely cover one or mere 
0 - - flux,2- uncollided regions.none, I uncollided 

flux and single scattered flux, etc. 
7-9 13 MODELQ 0, randomlyselect angular source variables in the 
13-15 NLMAX Number of Legendre moments of the angular flux source coordinate system. 1, randomly select 
0 Po moment (always obtained, B scalar flux), angular source variables like MODELV below, 
1, Po and P1 moments, et. with the direction-before-scattering defined as 
a unit vector fromthe centerof all sources to the 
16-18 13 NTMAX Numberof length-of-flight momentsof the flux. selectedsource point; all sources must be 
0, zeroth moment(always obtained, = scalar angular or isotropic. 
flux). 1, zeroth and first moments, etc. 
10-12 13 MODELU Distancebetween scatters randomseection optien. 
19-21 13 NDMAX Total number of detectors of all types. 0, exponential transformation. 1, curve fit of 
optimum function (difficulties may be encountered 
22-24 13 NSRMAX Numberof regions forwhich separate scattering for large volumes since the curve fit is from 
'contributions are desired. boundary to boundary). 
25-72 1613 Thesecolumns ore not used and should be left 13-15 13 MODELV Direction vector random selection option. 0,blank. 	 polar angle measuredfrom direction before 
scatterrig; azimuthal angle measured from a unit 
73-80 2A4 --- Any desired information for card identifiation. 	 direction vector towards the preferred point. 1, opposite of the above. 2 and 3, polar angle 
measured from ult vector towardspreferred 
point with combined importance parameters from 
equations 7.42 and7.45, or7.41 and 7.45 




Column Format Symbol 'Definition 
16-72 1913 --- Theta columns are not usedand should 6e left 
blank. 
73-80 2A4 --- Anydesired information forcard identification. 
CARD1-10, Iteration Limits 
NOTE: a) Omit this card if INtO 0. 
b) Supplythis card if INI 0> 1. 
1-3 13 NPRINT Total numberof printouts during the flux 
calculations; yields a convergence history 
calolatons yieds
and protects against complete loss if the 
problem is terminated. 
4-6 13 NUNITS 	 Numberof outer iterations between printouts, 
i.e, the number of packets of particles. 
7-9 13 NUMBER Numberof discrete directions obtaind by random 
sampling used in integrating the angular point 
sources to obtain surfaceand volume averaged 
fluxes; not used if NPOIN = 1, or if all 
detectorsare paints, 
10-12 13 KALDE Maximum numberof inner iterations per outer iteration, in,. theacaber coll~ins per packnt.,31 
13-72 2013 ---	 Theta columns are not used and should be eft 
blank. 




9.3 SECTION 2 DATA;SURFACESAND REGIONS 
CARD 2-0, Input Controls for Section 2 Data 
NOTE: a) This onrd is always raqoired. 
Column Format Symbol Definition 
1-3 13 INI input control for Card 2-1 (desciptive cards). 
Omit Crd 2-1 if N d0. 
Supply IN physical cards if IN > 1. 
4-6 
oooergncehisorySupply 
13 IN2 Inputcontral for Card 2-2 (surfaces). 
Omit Card2-2 if IN2 S 0. 
1N2 physical cords it 1N2 >_-
1 
, i.e. 
Suy'N2fays mill ardescribed. 
7-9 13 IN3 Input control for Card 2-3 (regions) 
Omit Card 2-3 if IN3 0. 
SupplyIN3 physical cardsif IN3 _ 1, i.e. 





Ambiguity indec salcolation option. 0, do not 
calculate ambiguity indices. 1, calculate 
ambiguity indices. UseIN4 = I on the first 




Geometry taolaitencyckeck option. 0, doeat
check geometry. I, check geometry. Use INS 
= 1 on the first problem. 
16-72 . 1913 --- Thesecolumnsare not used and shouldbe left 
blank. 
73-80 2A4 --- Any desired information for card identification. 
(1) IN4 = INS = 0 permitsthe redefinition of regions by surface 
description changesonly. Extremeceutiun shouldbe used to ensure that the ambiguity indices, calculated in previeus 





CARD 2-1, Description of Section 2 Data 17 
NOTE: a) Omit this card if INi < 0. F-r-
b) Supply INI physical cords if Ni _ I. tc- - ,' 
Column Format Symbol Definition - 0 Sb So 
1-72 78A5 --- Any desired information fordescription of the 
inputdata. a. 
73-80 2 --- Any desired information for cord identification. a 
CARD 2-2, Surface Description -
NOTE: a) Omit this card if 1N2 S 0. 
b) Supply IN2 physical cards if I N2 1 . Z i 
1-2 13 I loden of the surface heir9 described. < K K 
4-6 13 NTP(I) Index(j)of the last non-zerocoefficient if 
the surface is in the expanded form; calculated 






7-9 13 N Form(nx)of thesurface as input. 0, already in a -o -
enpanded form. 1,S NEX _13,special form as 
indicated in figures 7, 8, and 9 and table 1. 
< , , 
-
- - -I 
+ 
10-18 E9.0 AA(i) First paraneter defining the surface. na. w 
19-27 E0.0 AA(2) Secnnd parameter defining the surface. 
64-72 0.0 AA(7) Snventhparameter dnfinrng thesurfoce. + + + 
7-ES 2A4 --- 'Amydesired information for card identitfcation. 
Therequisiteparametersare listed in thelost column of table 1 and are 
inputin the ordershown. If the surface is in the expandedfc nd 
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CARD 2-2', RotatedSurface Equation Terms 
NOTEs o) Supplythis ard asrequiredto finish tre descriptionof o surfoco, 
otherwise. 
Colun Fort Symbol Definition 
1-9 E9.0 A(7, I) Coefficient of xy in the generalsurface 
equation. 













Coefficient at ou to the general surfoce 
equation. 
Thesecolumnsarenotused andshould beleft blank.. 
\ a 73-80 2A4 le-fy desired informationf r cardidentification. 
/ L CARD 2-3, Region Desciption 
iL 
N 
NOTE: a) Omit this card if IN3 S 0.b) Supply IN3physical cards if IN3_ 1. 










Indexof thevolumesource superimposedover 
this reaion. 0, indicates nnne. Required if ond 
onlyif MODELP 1. May alsobe input or 
changed on Card3-6. 
> 0, index ofthecompositionfor the region. 
=0, the region containshydrogen only. <0, 
the region is void. This indexcan be input or 
changedon Card 4-8. 
10-12 13 NS(1, I) Fiat boundary surface index. 
13-15 13 NS(2, I) 
0 
Secondboundarysurface index. 0 or blank if 
all boundaries havebeen listed. 
120 
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Columrn Fm Smol Definition Column Porrnt Symbol Definition 
ormom NS(NBMAXl,1) Maximum boundarysurfaceIndex. 0 or blank 
if a1boundaries are listed. 13 NS(J, I) Jth boundarysurface index. 0 or blank if all boundaries have been listed. 73-80 2A4 --- Any desired informaion for card identificatton. 
34-36 13 NS(9, I) > 0, ninth boundary surface index if the region 9.4 - SECTION 3 DATA; SOURCE DISTRIBUTIONS 
hasexactly nine boundaries. 0, or blank if 
oil boundarieshave been listed (lessthan n CARD 3-0, Input Controls for Section 3 Data 
boundaries). -1, if the region has more than 
nine boundaries; the ninth and remaining NOTE: a) Thiscard is always required.
 
boundaries are listed on Card 2-3'.
 
37-45 E9.0 RHO(I) Hydrogen density in the region apart from that 1-3 13 IN1 Input control for Card 3-1 (descriptive cards).
 
Omi Card 3-1 if INI S 0.specified for the composite material in the 
SupplyINi physical card if INi _1.region;units according to NUNITD, maybe input 
or chonged en Card 4-9. 4-6 13 IN2 Input control for Cord 3-2 (energy levels). 
46-54 E9.0 XR(1, I) -coordinate of any point in the region (cm). Omit Card 3-2 if IN2 S 0. 
Supply Card 3-2 if IN2 1. 
55-63 E9. 0 XR(2, I) y-coordinate of the point in the region (cm). 
7-9 13 IN3 Input control for fixed sources, omit Cards 3-3 
64-72 E9.0 XR(3, I) e-coordinate of the point in the region (cm). through3-5 if IN3 < 0. Supply Cards 3-3, 3-4 
and 3-5 as required for IN3 fixed sourcesif IN3 >1. 
73-80 2A4 --- Any desired information for card identification. 
10-12 13 IN4 Input control for Card 3-6 (source-in-region). 
Omit Card 3-6 if IN4 S 0.
 
Supplysource in region indices on Card 3-6 for
CARD 
2-3', Additional Region Boundaries 
IN4 regions if IN4 1.NOTE: a) Supply this cord(s) for each region hoving more than nine boundaries, 
immediatey behind Card 2-3 for the region; omit otherwise. 
b) This card contains data up to and including the maximum numberof 13-72 2013 --- Tbese columns urn not uned end rhoold be left blank. 
boundaries (more than 1 physical card if NBMAX > 32). 73-80 2A4 --- Any desired informator for card identification. 
1-72 2413 NS(9, I) Ninth boundary surface index. CARD 3-1, Description of Section 3 Data 
NS(10, I) Tenthboundarysurface index. NOTE: a) Omit this card iF INI _ 0. 
b) SupplyINi physical cards if INi > 1. ­NS(1t, I) Eleventh bondry surface index. 0 or blank 
if ol, boundariesare listed. 1-72 15A4 --- Any desired information for describing the input data. 
73-0 2A4 --- Any desirfd information for carddescriptlon. 
122 123 
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CARD 3-2, Energy Levels for Sources andCross-Sectionn 	 Column Format Symbol Definition 




NOTE: o) Omit this card if I1N2<0. 
6) Supply this card(s) if IN2 -1. 19-21 13 NPC(5, i) Polar part of the angular distribution, option 
(fifth source variable).(Seenotes below.) 
c) Sourcespectra canbe input in any desiredgroup structure and 

mill be regrouped to this retof grouys. NOTES: Thesource variob.s areshown in Figure 10 and are ordered as:
 
1-72 8E9.0 ELL(I) Upper energy boundary of the first
energy group Retagular 	 Cylindriool Spherical 
(Mev). 
J o (ow) r om) p (cm) 
and upper boundaryof the second group 	 J = 2 y (cm) 9 (radians) 9 (n.dions) 
J =3 o (cm) (cm) P 
J a 4 9' (radians) G'(rodlns) 9')r dins) 
ELL(NEMAX+I) Lower energy boundaryof the lsst energy group) J = I ' P 
also defines the energy cutoff point. 
ELL(2) 	 Lowerenergy boundary of the first energy group 
Acimuthat ongieserne the nonge-nr<9, 9'( 
72-80 2A4 Any desired information Cosines of polaranglesarein the range-I V, is' < I----	 for cardidentification. 
If NPC (, 1)>0, thisis the number of tabultion points required to describe 
- the Jth distribution using Card 3-4. If NPC)J, I)<0, the distribution for 
and Input OptionsCard 3-3, FixedSourceConstants 
NOTE: a) Omit this cord if N3 voorlble J of sourceV = -NPC)J, I) isused and Card 3-4 isnot required. 
b) Supply this card, andCards 3-4 and3-5 onrequired, for IN3 sources 
if IN3 1I. 22-24 13 MAX or energygroups 
required to describ thesourcespectrum 
> 0, numberof energy polnts
1 nden of source being described.1-3 13 < , we the source spectrumfor sourcenumber 
4-6 13 NSG(I) Sourcegeometry type. l-AA. 
0, rectangular 25-27 NORM source13 Spectrumnormalization option (the total 
3, cylndricoal strength is carriedin the spectrum). 
2, spherical 0, normalizeto totalsource in particl~s/sec; 
1 normalize tototal sourcein Mev/sec;13 	 NfC(l, 1) First spetial varioble distribution option.7-9 (if wed with2, multiply spectrumby constant(See notes below.) MAX < 0, remember that the spectrumfor source 
I = MAX hasbeen normalized to thetotal 
10-1 














RECTANGU- Column Formo Symbol Definition 
z 
II 
W 28-30 13 ISP Input spectrum. units option if MAX > 0 0, differential numberspectrumor energy points; 
1, differential energyspectrumatenergy points; 
2, groupwise number spectrum (particles in group); 
3, groupwise energy spectrum (energy ingroup). 
x 
..-





31-33 13 IAL Spectrumformat option if MAX > 0 
0, alternating valuesof energy pentsandspectrum 
1, spectruminput onlyusing energy points pre­
miouslyinputfor thiscase 




34-36 13 ---- Thesecolumnsarenot used andshould be left 
blank. 
37-45 E9.0 TOT Sourcenormalization comtent, portcles/secif 
NORM = 0, Mev/see if NORM = 1, 





46-54 E9.0 XTR(I, I) x component of the translationof the source 
coordlnatesystemorigin from the geometry 
coordinate systemorigin (em). 
55-63 E?. XTR(2,I) y componentof thesourcetranslation(c). 
z 64-72 E9.0 XTR(3,I) z component of the sourcetranslation (em). 
oO5 z 73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired information forcardidentification. 
I ,,which 
Card3-4, Source Variable Distributions 
NOTE: a) Supplythesecords immediately behind Card 3-3 for the sourceto 
they apply. Input foreach variable in the orderJ = 1,2,3,4,5,





b) Omit for any variableforwhich NPC(J, I)<0. 
co) Thisdistribution is normalized and interpolated linearly. 
d) Histogram data can be used (points cancoincide). 
Figure 10. SeuroeDistribution Variables 
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Column Format Symbol 	Definition 
1-72 8E9.0 VEE(I,J, I) 	 Minimum value of the Jth variable; if Column Format Symbol Definition
 
NPC(J, I) = I, this inlthe oniy voue of the
 
variable, 1-72 8E9.0 ---- See notes below.
 
VAL(4,J, 1) Reltive'value of the distribution function 73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired information forcard identification. 
for the Jth variable at its minimum value (not 
used if the-variable is discrete, NPC(J, I)= 1) NOTES: A. If ISP < 1, the differential spectrum is tabuldted at discrete energy points 
where 
E(l) is the maximum spectral energy (Mev) 
VEE(K,J, I) Kth value of the Jthvariable. 
VAL(KJ I) Relative value of the distribution function E(MAX) is the minimum spectral energy 
correspoending to VE(K, J, 1). EN(K) is the differential spectrumcorresponding to the Kth energy point E(K). The units of EN(K) are particles/Mev if ISP110 or Mev/ 
Mov if ISP = I. 
A. 1 If IAL= 0, the input on Card 3-5 consistsof alternating values of energy 
VEE(LJ, 	I) Maximumvalue of the Jth_variable where and spectrum 
L=NPC(J,'I), the last tabulation point. E(l), EN(I), E(2), EN(2), . E(hthX), EN(MAX) 
VAL(LJ, I) Relative value of the distribuhtion function A. 2 If IAL= 1, theenergy points are already defined by prior input for this 
correspondingto VEE(L, J, I). case (they will not be available from a previous case). The input consists 
of the relative spectrumat these points 
73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired information forcard identification. EN(I), EN(2), .... EN(MAX) 
NOTE: 	Toavoid numerical difficulties, it is sometimes necessary to decrement A.3 If IAL = 2, the energy pointsare defined first 
the minimum value and increment the maximum value of these variables. E(I), E(2), . . . , E(MAX) 
in particular, for a uniform azimuthal distribution angular limits use and then followed by another card with the corresponding spectrum 
3. 146 ( > ) for erather than 3. 4159 (<e) since the computer uoes more EN(I), EN(2), . EN(MAX) 
significant figures than can be input. 
a. if ISPa2, a groupwise integrated spectrum is taboulated by group where 
CARD 3-5, SourceSpectru EBG(I) is the upper energy boundary of group I 
NOTE: c) Supply this cord(s) if and on.y if AX > 0. It should be placed 
immediately after the source variable distributions, if any. - EiG(MAX+I) is the lower energy boundary of the lost spectrum group 
ENG(K) is the integral spectrum for the Kth group with units of particles 
in group K if ISP=2, or Mev in.group K if ISP= 3. 
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Column Formor Symbol Distribution 	 9:8 SECTION 4 DATA, MICROSCOPICCROSSSECTIONS 
B. I If IAL= 0, the input on Card 3-5 consistsof alternating valuesof energy CARD 4-0, Input Controls for Section 4 Data 
group boundaries and group spectrum. 
EBG(I), ENG(), EBG(2), ENG(2), EBG(MAX), ENG(MAX, NOTE: a) This cord is always required. 
EBG(MAX+I) 	 Column Fornmt Symbol Definition 
8. 2 If IAL= 1, the energy group boundariesare already defined and the group­
wise spectrum is supplied on Card 3-5 1-3 13 IN I Input control for Card 4-1 (descriptive cards) 
ENG(l), 	 ENG(2) . ENG(MAX) Omit Card 4-1 if INI < 0. 
Supply INI physicalcards if NI 1 
B:3 	If AL= 2, the energy group boundaries are defined Irst 
EBG(1), EBG(2), . .. , EBG(MAX+I) 4-6 I3 IN2 Input control for Card 4-2 (neutronscattered 
and then followed by another card with the groupwise spectrum energies). 
ENG(l), 	 ENG(2), . ENG(MAX) Omit Card 4-2 if IN2 <0. 
Supply Cord 4-2 if IN2 _ 1.CARD3.6 Sourcein Reg ion lodices 7-9 Input controlfor microscopic crosssectiom; 13 IN3 
NOTEs 	 .) Omit this card if IN4<0. Omit Cards4-3 through 4-7 If IN3 _ 0; 
b) Supply this cord(s) if 1N4 I with source indicesfor IN4 regions. Supply Cards 4-3 through 4-7 es required 
C) Thisdata is required if and only if MODELP= 1. if IN3 >1. 
d) Thisdote con else be inpol en Coed 2-3. 10-12 13 IN4 . Input control for Cord 4-8 (mterial-in-region) 
1-72 2413 I Pirst geometric region index Omit Cad 4-8 If IN4 <0. 
ISV(l) Index of source superimposedover RegionI Supply Cord 4-B with 1N4 moteriel-in-nngicn 
(source which completely covensthe region), K = I indices if 1h4> I. 
0 denotes none -- 13-15 13 IN5 Input control for Card 4-9 (hydrogenIn region) 
I Secondgeometric egion index - Le gSupply Omit Cord4-9 If INS <0. Card 4-9 with INS hydrogen-in-region 
ISV(I) Index of source supeimposed over 
Region I (source which completely covers 
2 densities if INS_>1. 
the region) 
-: 
16-18 13 IN6 Cross section output option (usedonly if 
I1N3I), no output if IN650. 
If 4IN6 1, total cross sections are printed by 
I Lost geometric region Index group (neutrons) or level (photons)and by 
ISV(I) Index of source superimposed owe; Region I 
(source which completely covers the region) 
K=IN4 material. Heating responsesoare printed byenergylevel for each element in (Mev/atom/unit number 
flux) x iS 2 4 and then for each composite muterial 
73-80 '2A4'. .. Any desired information for card identification. rn (Mev/om 3 /unit numbor fico). 
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Column Format Symbol Definition Column Format Symbol Definition
 
19-72 1813 ---- These columns are not used and should be 1-72 8E9.0 ATW Atomic weight of theelement in atomic
 
left blank. mass units.
 
73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired information for card identiflcation. ZEE Atomic number of the element.
 
CARD 4-1, Descriptive Information for Section 4 Data ATD(l) Density of theelement in composite maleriall,
 
unitsaccording to NUNITD. NOTE: a) Omit this card if INI 0. 
b) Supply INi physicalcards if iNi 1. ATD(2) Density of the element in composite material 2. 
1-72 18A4 ----	 Any desired information for description
 
of the input data.
 
73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired nformation for card identification.
 
ATD(NMMAX) Density of the element in the lost composite
 
CARD 4-2, Average Neutron EnergiesAfter Sootter el.
 
NOTE: a) Omit this card If IN2 <0. 73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired information for cord identification. 
b) Supply this cord (s) if IN2 1. 
c) Thisdata is required if and only if NXSECT=l (neutron problem) CARD4-4, Microscopic Total Cross Sections 
1-72 8E9.0 ESB(i) Averageneutron energy for group 1 (Mev) 	 NOTE- a) Supply this card immediately after Card 4-3 for enh element. 
ES0(2) Averageneutron energy for group 2 1-72 8E9.0 XST(l) 	 Total microscopic cross section for energy 
level I (photons) or energy group I (neutrons), 
units according to NUNITX. 
XST(2) Total microscopic cross section for energy level 2 or nnergy group 2. 
ESB(NEMAX)Average neutron energy for the lost energy 
group. 
73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired information for card identilication. 
CARD 4-3, Composition Vector for Element XST(NEMAX)Total microscopic cross section for next-to-lst 
NOTE: .) Omit Cards4-3 through 4-7 if IN3 < 0. photon energy level o lost neutron energy group. 
b) Supply Cards 4-3 through 4-7 as required in sets for each element, i e. XST(NEMAX+I) Total microscopic photon cross section for 
oil data for the first element, all data for the secondelement,'etc., the lust energy level. Donot input o number for 
through the data for element numberNIMAX if 1N3>. neutrons. 
c) The first element mustalways be hydrogen. 
73-80 2A4 ---- Any desiredinformation fr canrdidentification. 
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CARD 4-5, Neutron Transfer Cross Section Array Limits Column Format Symbol Definition 
NOTE: a) Omit this card for photon problems. KMX(JMAX) Maximumnon-elstc group-to-group transfer 
b) Omit this card for the first element (always hydrogen) of neutron for the last possible initil group, = 1 for in 
problems, group only, etc. 
c) Supply this card after Cord 4-4, for oil elements except the first 
of neutron problems. 73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired information for card identification. 
Column 'Forrat "m '6efisittoA 
1-72 2413 LMAX LMAXj, number of elastic scattering transfer NORDER= 1, ILMAX = -2, Code transport corrects P elastic transfer
 
matrTices. using P transfer
1 
I for P only NORDER= 1, LMAX = +2, Code transport corrects P elastic transfer and calculates transport cross sections-using P, transfer. 
2 for Po andPl etc. 
NORDER>2, LMAX= -2, Code calculates total cross section using 
LMAX<0, indicates total cross sectionsore P1 transfer. 
transport corrected. (Sea notes below.) 
NORDER= 1, LMAX = + 1, Cross sections used as input. NDSM Muxioum group-to-group tronsferfor elastic 
scattering NORDER>2, LMAX > 2, Crosssections used as input. 
1 fcr in-group only CARD 4-6, Neutron Elastic Transfer Coefficients 
2 for down 1, etc. NOTE: a) Supply this card for all elements except the first of neutron problems 
immediately after Card4-5. 
JMAX Maximum number of groups for which non-elastic I 
transfer can he initiated. 0, none 1-72 8E9. 0 (1) Ith Legendre moment of the transfer 
KMX(1) Maximum non-elastic group-to-group transfer for XSE(J,K, L) cross section Fromgroup ( to k including (21 
initial group 1, = 1 for in group only, etc. + 1)coefficient, e.g GAM-1, GAM-2 
printed output. 
KMX(2 Maximumnon-elastic group-to-group transfer for 
initial group 2, = 1 for in group only, etc. 73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired informotion for card identification. 
(1) Start a card with Poin-group transfer for all energy groups 





(1)Start the first card with non-elastic transfer from group 1 
Start a new card with P down 1 transfer fornil groups e 2I K= 1,2, ... , KMX(I)excetth l'].-NI ll+K~~ 
=1,2,..., NEMAX ­
except th0 last 0 	 n 
+K KcX 
Start a new card with non-elastic transfer from group 2 
ne K = , 2, KMX(2) 
Start a new cardwith P. down (NDSM-1) transfer 2e-2 + K - I 
oji-j+ NDSM - 1 1,2.., NEMAX - (NDSM-I) 
Starta new card with non-elastic transfer from group JMAX 
Start new cardwith P1 in group tnsfer ne 
'JhX -JMAX + K - 1, K 1,2,.. KMX (JMAX) i 1,2 . MAX 
CARD 4-8, Material-In-Region Indices 
n NOTE: a) Omit this card if IN4< 0. 
Starr anew card with P -1 down (NDSM-1) transfer b)Supply this card if IN7_4>with material indices for IN4 regions.xi 	 a2c)These indices canalso beinput on Card 2-3. 
ILhhxI- I =12 X-(DM1 
i-i + NDSM-1 ,. - -Column 	 Format Symbol Defintion 
CARD4-7, NeutronNon-Elastic Transfer Coefficients 	 1-72 2413 I First region index 1 
NOTE: a) Scppl this card for nIl elements--except the first--of neutronproblem MTL(I) >0, indax of material in this ragln 
immediatelyafter Card4-6. 0 K=I 
b) Omit if JMAX = 00. 	 , region contains hydrogen only 
Column 	 Format Symbol Definition < 0, region is void 
1-72 8E9.5 1)Non-elastic transfer coefficient from Second region index-00 	 Ij~j 	 ,k - 1K=2 
XSI(K, J)' group i togroup i + k--1 MTL(I) Material index for region 
irnlastic + 2n -2n + 
p-K - I + h.j + k- I " 
73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired inforration for card identification. 
I Lastreglonindex JK=IN4 
MTL(I) Material Indexforregion 
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Column Forrot Symbol Definition 	 Column Format Sym1o Definition 
73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired information for card identification. 7-9 13 IN3 Input control for Card 5-3 (response functions) 
Omit Cord5-3 if IN3 <0.CARD4-9, HydrogenDensity in Region 
-Supply IN3 response functions if IN3 I. 
NOTE; 	 o) Omit this card if INS< 0.
 
b) Supply this cord if INS_ with densities for INS regions. 10-12 " OmitN4Cord5-d if 1N4 <_0.
Input ntrol for Cord 5-4 (detectors) 
c) These'densities can also be entered on Card 2-3. Supply IN4 detectos if 1Nd'_41. 
1-72 6(13, E9.0) I First Region Index 1 13-15 13 INS Input control for Card 5-5 (Atotol flux sources)
 
Omit Card 5-5 if IN5S_.
 
RHO([) Hydrogen density in region I K=I Supply Cord 5-5 f INS >1.
 
units according to NUNITD 
 J 
Input control for Card 5-6 ( scattered flux regions)16-18 13 IN6I Second region index 1 Omit Cord 5-6 if IN6<0 
_ K-2 	 Supply Card 5-6 if IN6 _ 1 
RHO(I) Hydrogendensity in region I 	 S 
19-72 1813 ---- Thesecolumnsare not used and should be left blank. ­
73-80 2A4 .... Any desired information for card Identification. 
for Section 5 DataI Lastregion index 1 CARD 5-I, Descriptine Information 

RHO(I) 
 Hydrogen density in region I j K-IN5 NOTEf 	 o) Omit this card if INi _0.
b) SupplyINI physical cords if INi >1. 
73-80 2A4 --. Any desired informatrion Fcr cordidentifiootlcn. 1-72 18A4 -- Any desired informatlon for describing the input
data, 
9.6 	 SECTION 5 DATA;DETECTORSAND FLUX CONVERSIONS
 
73-80 2A4 ---- Any desired information for card identificalion.
 




NOTE: o) Thiscard is always required.
 
NOTE: .) Omit this card if IN2S_0.
 
b) Supply this card if IN2 a 1.
 
1-3 13 Ni Input contrcl for Cord S-i (desuriptive cords) c) Thiscard is required if the number of flux groups (NGMAX) is less than
 
Omit Card 5-1 if IN1 < 0. the number of groups (NEMAX) used to run the problem. 
Supply INi physical cards if INi > 1. 
" 1-72 2413 NTG(l) Index of flux grdup corresponding to first
 
'd-6. ' 3 ' N2 Inputcontrol cr Cdrd 5-2 (fl groups) sourceand crosssectiongrouR= 1.
 OmtolnerdS-Sit INS (0.
2 
Supply Card 5-2 if 1N 1. 
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Column Format Symbol Definition Column Ermat S Definition 
E9.0 RSP(5,I) Responsefunction for the upper boundary of the NTG(2) 	 Index of flux group corresponding to the second 63-72 5th flux group (lower boundaryof the 4th flux source and cross section group. 	 group). Continue on card 5-3' if more than4 
flux groups and NTP > 0. Leaveblank if NTP< 0. 
Any desired information for card identification. NTG(NEMAX) 	 Index of flux group corresponding to the lest 73-80 2A4 ---

sounceand C-crrot inn g5 0 pw NOSAX. CARD 5-3', ResponseFunction Continuation
 
Any desiredlefermotien Pernerd ideetifloetfon. 
NOTE: Supply this card immediately behind Card 5-3 if there are more 
73-80 2A4 ---
than 4 flux groups and if NTP > 0. CARD 5-3, ResponseFunctions 
1-72 8E9.0 RSP(6,I) 	 Responsefunction for the lower boundary of the NOTE: .) Omit this card if IN3 < 0. 5th flux group(upper boundary of the 6th group).b) Supply this card for IN3 response functions if IN3 
1-3 13 1 Index of the rspse funcation. RSP(NOMAX+I, 1) 	 Responsefunction for the lower boundary of the
 
lost flux group.
numberflu response4-6 13 NTP 	 Responsefunction type. 0, 
input by flux group boundary with unts (response 
- 2 73-80 2A4 ---	 Any desired nformation for card identification,particle cm	 sec-). 
1, energy flux response input by flux group CARD 5-4, Detectors 
boundary with units (response/Mevcm-
2 
see 
- C , 
NOTE: .) Omit this card if IN4 < 0. 
3 1 h) Supply IN4 physiol cards if IN4 > 1.<0, energy deposstion responseFunction for 
region I' -NTP with units (Men cm see /
": 2 

particle cm sen-1). NTP <0 requires input of
 
mcroscopic cross sections in Section 4 dote for 1-3 13 I edenof the deteor being desorihed. 
this problem.(Recuiresno other input after Column 4-6 13 IDR(l( 0, for point deotor 
27 of this cord. The responsefunction will appear )0, region lndex for a surfaceorvolume detentor. 
an the printout immedilately below the data on 

this card. ) 
 7-9 13 IDS(l) 	 0 for a point detector. 
S fore n olomeddefenses. 
>5, surfone loden fnr o surfonodeteotor (the
 
7-18 3A4 --- detector is that part of surface IDS(I)which
 
"--
e detectorAny desireddesariptin of the responsefunction 	 0 for a sorum ( 
used in labeling the output. 
boundsregion [DR(I) ).
Responsefunction scaling factor, this multiplio-19-27 E9.0 FST 
five factor can beused to convert the response	 7
nolume (oawVOL() 	 Not used for point detector, region ( for sos­units to more useful units. Donot use FST = 0.0. f018 89.0 Pronolume deteotor;dnto tnr noen(orm 
face detector (.0 yields surfaceor volume inte­
28-36 E9.0 grated fluxes).
RSP(i,1) 	 Responsefunction for upper boundaryof the first 








Column Format Symbol Definition 
19-27 E9.0 CDT(l, I) Relative direotion cosinewith respect to the 
x - acm of heun direotian veotr used in 
obtaining Legendremomentsof the angular flux 
(not used for surface detectors, angular moments 
are obtained with respect to the surface norral). 
28-36' E9.0 CDTC, 1) Relative direction cosinewith snipuot to the 
L.- . . . . . . ' . - axis 
37-45 E9.0 CDTP, I) Relative direction cosine with respect to the 
z - axis, the 3 direction cosinesare normalized 
by the program. 
46-54 E9.0 XDT(l, I) x coordinate if a point detector (om). 
55-63 E9.0 XDT(2, 1)' y coordinate if a point detector (cm). 
64-72 E9.9 XDT(3, I) z coordinate if a point detector (om). 
73-80 2A4 --- Any desired information for card identification. 
CARD 5-5, Flux Contribution Sources 
NOTE: a) Omit this card if IN5 S 0.> 
b) Supply this card if INS 1. 
1-72 2413 ISV() oIndexof first source for which the individual scalar 
flux contribution is required. 
ISV(VMOD) Index of the lost source for which the individual 
scalar flux contribution is required. 
73-80 2A4 --- Any desired information fbr card identification. 
CARD 5-6, ScatteredFlux by Scattering Region 
< 
NOTE: a) Omit this card if ]NO SN b) Supply this card ifIN6 S 1 






Column Format Symbol Definition 
1-72 2413 ISR(1) Index of the first non-void region from which the 
indilvdual scattered scalar flux contribution is 
required. 
ISR(NSRMAX) Index of the lost non-vold region from which the 
scattered flux contribution is required. 
73-80 2A4 --- Any desired Information for card Identiflcation. 
9.7 SECTION6 DATA; RANDOd SAMPLING PARAMETRS 
CARD6-0, Input Controlsfor Section 6 Data 
NOTE: This card Is always required. 
1-3 13 INi Input control for Card 6-1 (descriptive cards) 
. Omit Card 6-1 if INi < 0. 
Supply,INl physical cards if NI > 1. 
4-6 13 IN2 Input control for Card 6-2 (spherical source and 
detector
 
Omlt Card 6-2 if IN2 S 0. 
Supply Card 6-2 if IN2 1, 
7-9 13 IN3 Inputcontrol for Card 6-3 (source importance). 
Omit Cord 6-3 if IN2 5_0. 
Supply Card 6-3 if IN3 _ 1. 
10-12 13 IN4 Input control for Cord 6-4 (sourcevariable importance).Omil Card 6-4 if IN4 < 0. 
SupplyCard 6-4 if IN4 1. 
13-15 , 13 INS Input control for Card 6-5 (group importance). 
Omit Card6-5 if INS - 0. 
SupplyCurd 6-5 if INS > 1. 
16-18 13 iN6 Input control for Card 6-6 (linear buildupj

Card6-6 if IN6 _ 0.
 
Supply Card 6-6 if IN6 1.
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IN7 forCard 6-7 (heavy element scatter).
 
Omit Card 6-7 if IN7 0. 

19-21 13 	 Input control 
46-54 E9.0 BDC() 	 x - of the center 
coordinate of the detector
 
sphere (cm).Supply Card 6-7 if IN7 > 1. 
55-63 E9.0 EDC(2) 	 y - coordinate of the centerof the detector22-24 13 IN8 	 Inputcontrol for Card 6-8 (hydrogen scatter). 
sphere(em). 
Sopply Cord6-? if IN? ..1.Omit Card 6-8if IN8 0. 64-72 E9.0 BDC(3) z - coordinate of the centerofthe detector 
sphere(cm). 
SupplyCard 6-9if IN9 ? . --- for cardidentification. 
25-27 13 IN9 	 Inputcontrol for Card 6-8(scaling factors) 
OmitCard 6-9 if I N9 < 0.	 73-80 2A4 Any desiredinformation
28-72 1513 ---	 These columnsarenot usedand shouldbe left blank. CARD 6-3, Reative SourceImportances 
for cardidentification. NOTE: o) Omit this cardif IN3 < 0. 
b) Supply this card ifI1N3 1. 
73-80 2A4 ---	 Any desiredinformation
c)	The dataon this card is required ifand only if, MODELP = 0 
andmore than one source is present. 
for Section6 Doto CARD6-1, Descriptive Information
NOTE: 	a) Omit this cardif INi < 0 
b)Supply INI physicalcardsif INi > 1. 1-72 SE9.0 • Relative source number 1,RSI() importance of fixed 
(useintuitive better yet, a pointknowledge or, 
of fractional 
from eachsource). 
kernel calculati n contributions1-72 18A4 ---	 Any desired information for describng Section 6 data. 
73-80 2A4 ---	 Any desired information for card identificatlon, 
CARD 6-2, Spherical Pseudo-SourceandDetector RSI(NVMAX) 	Relative importance of the lost fixed source (these
 
importancerarenormalized
in the program). 
NOTE: 	.) Omit this cardif IN2 < 0.
 
b) Supply this cardif IN2 " 1. 
 73-80 2A4 ---	 Any desired information for cardidentification. 
1-9 E9 0 RADIUS 	 Radiusof a pseudo spherical source whichencloses CARD 6-4, Source VariableSampling (preferred values) 
all the fiued sources (cm). 
NOTE: .) Omit this cardif IN4 < 0.
 
10-18 E9. 0 XCT(l) x - coordinate of the centerof the sphere (em). b) Supply this card and Card 6-4' for allsourcesif IN4 I.
 
c) The first three piecesof dataon this card are required if
 
19-27 E9. 0 XCT(2) y - coordinate of the center of thesphere(em). MODElP n=0
 
d) The lost mco pieces of dote ore required if MODELO= 0.
 
28-56 ES. S XCT(3( n - cordinote of the nester of she sphere (om).
 1-9 E9.0 
 VMD(1, I) Preferredvalueof the first sourcevariableof the
 
37-45 ES.0 DELTA Radius of a pseudo spherical detector which covers Ith source,mustbe inthe range of shevariable
 
the areain spacewhere arebeing calculated; including th minimum andmaxmum values.
fluxes 

the centerofthis sphere is the "preferred point" for
 
surface








Column Formot Symbol 	 Definition CARD 6-5, Group Importance 
46-72 3E9.0 ---	 These columns are -ut wed and shouldbe left blank. NOTE: e) Omit this nerdif INS < 0. 
73-80 2A4 ---	 Anydesired information for card identification. b) Supply this card if INS > 1. 
Symbol DefinitionCARD6-4', SourceVariable Sampling (relative importance) 	 Column Format 
1-72 8E9.0 GIM(I) Relative importanceof particles in the firstsource 
N a)hTE:Omit this card if IN4 < 0. and cro section group; e.g., an aeage fluu-to­
eb) dose conversion factor for the first group.Suroln tis card immediately behind Card 6-4 for the some 
source if IN4>2 1, i.e., 
GIM(NEMAX) Relative importanceof particles in the last sourceCord 6-4 
and croro section group; e.g., an average flux-to-Cord 6-4' Sure I dose conversion factor for the last group. 
Care 6-4 Last Source 73-80 2A4 --- Any desired information for card identification. Card 6-4' 
CARD6-6, Linear Building Coefficientsc) All numbers on this card mustbe greater than0.0. 
NOTE: .) Omit this card if IN6 < 0.1-9 E9.0 ALP(I, I) 	 Relative importeno-of 'he preferred value of the 
first source variable for the Ith source, expressed b) Supplythis card if IN6 > 1. 
as a ratio to the importance of the alue of the 
variable furthest away (either the minimumor 1-72 8E9.0 AIM(l) 	 Linear buildup onfficient for group 1 usedto of future od1llsione,this 
maximumnvalue of the variable). number, when multiplied by the mean free paths 
> 1.0, the preferred point is more important. to a detector, is sed to approximete the future 
monium clonof te criebe).estimot 	 the impudeance 
1.0, the preferred iscmorerimutrtest 
scattered cntributio o. 0.0 < ALP(l, 1)< 1.0 the preferred point is less 
important. AIM(NEMAX) Linear buildup coefficient for the last source and 
= 1.0, all points are equally imputant (this number crosssection group. 
mustbe > 0.0 since its logarithm is computed). 
73-80 2A4 --- Any desired information for cord identifcatiun. 
37-45 E9.0 ALP(5,I) 	 Relative importance of the preferred value of the 
fifth source variable of the Ith source. CARD6-7, Heavy ElementSatterin Importoce 
NOTE: a) Omit this card if IN7 < 0.46-72 3E9.0 ---	 Thesecolumnsare not wed and shouldbe left blank. h) Supplythis card if IN7 > 0.
 
a) All numberson this card'mustbe greater than 0.0.
Any desired informtion forcard identification.73-80 2A4 ---
1-72 8E9.0 ALM(l) 	 Ratio of forward-to-backward scattering importance 
for heavy elerhents for the first energy group. 
(Seenote below.) 
147 
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* Column Format Symbol Definition CARD6-9, Sampling Parameter Scaling Factors 
ALM(NEMAX) Similar ratio forthelast energy group. NOTE: a) Omit this card if INn< 0. 
for cord identificatfion. b) Supply this card if INP> 1.* 73-80 2A4 --- Any desired information
NOTES:' For neutrons, a ratio of 70.0 for each . Format Definitionromp has worked well;Column Symbol 





scatter) x energy after scatter 1.0, allangles equally important,
>1.0, shifts importance towardssmall angles, 
- (180-scatter) x energy after scatter <1.0, shifts importance towards large angles, (180.)dO Ncmbors in the range 1.0 < ATA < 10.0 work fine. 
Nubs n te ge tan-0.0w f 
using the Klein-Nishina formulafor an average group energy (Thisnumber mostbe grnater than .0.)has yielded good results. 
10-18 E9.0 ATB Spherical pseudo source azimuthal ­sampling, angle 
CARD 6-8, Hydrogen Scattering Importance important adjustment, 
NOTE: a) Omit thiscard if INS < 0. 1.0, all angles equally important,
Omy this card if >1.0, 
k) Suppiy this card if 1N8> 1. <1.0, shifts importance away from 0'. 
c) -All numbers on this card mustbe greater than 0.0. Thisangle is measuredin a related coordinate 
NOTE:a) N"<0. shifts importance towards 00, 
difficult to the true
systemand a little to relate 
1-72 8E9.0 ALH(l) Ratio of forward-to-backward scattering importancefor ydroen or te frst nery system. The usual procedure is to use grup.co rdinatefor hydrogen far the first ecergy group. 
ATB = 1.0 (this numbermustbe greater than 0.0).(Seenotes below.) 
ALH(NEMAX) Ratio scattering 19-27 E9.0 ATC Spherical pseudo-ource sampling, spatial importance f forward-t-bckward importance 

AfoMX sr ter ng p o c adjustment.ydraiogfordthe 

far hydrogen for the last energy group. 1.0, usesbuilt-in estimateof spatial importance
 
>1.0, shifts importance to lower source energies
 
73-80 2A4 --- Any desired information forcard identification. (sourcepoints closer to the detector).
 
<1.0, shifts importance to higher sourceenergies

NOTES, For neotrons, (sourcethere is no bock soattnring from bydrogon; largn points further away). 
ratios, e.g.,103 for eachgrouphove worked wall.Forphotons, Gneral usa of numbers 0.7 <ATC<l.3 yield good 
numbersidentical to thoseon Card 6-7 hav been used. results. 
These numbersare appliedonly to'the hydrogen density specified' (The program can be tricked forleakage-type 
for the region, they are notapplied to the hydrogen part, if any, and volume detectorsurface calculations by putting 
of material compositions. Therefore, it is essential in neutron the preferred detector in the centerofthe source 
problems, that the hydrogen densities bespecified by region to andusing ATC .--1.0.) 
properly approximate the angular dependenceof neutron scatter­
ing from hydrogen. 28-36 E9.0 ATD Fluxcontribution importance used incutoff con­
siderations; if all contributions to alldetector 
groups on 2 successive inner iterations of a given 
outer iteration am less than ATD times the fiux 
already obtained in this outer iteration, then the 





Column Formal Symbol 
37-45 E9.0 AT 
46-54 E9.0 BT 




Scaling factor for the spatial importanceon the
 
first leg of the scattering triangle 1.0 wes built-
inparameters. 
.<1.0, shifts importance to higher energies 
>1.0, shifts importance to lowerenergies 
General use of numbers 0.6 < AT < 1.2 yields 
goodresults (must be greater than 0.0). 
Scaling factor for the spatial importanceon the 
second leg of the scattering triangle; should
 
approximate higher order scattering effects, so 

it is generaly lessthan AT.
 
If MODELU= 0, it must be lessthan AT in bso-

lute magnitude, i.e., JBTJ< AT, 

Numberson the order of 0.4 < BT< 0.9 yield
 
good results. 
(If the trick mentioned in discussing ATC is used, 
it shoud' s be used here; i.e., -0.9 < Bt < -0.4.) 
Thisnumber cannot = 0.0. 
Scalingfoster for preferred direction (towards 
detector) importa e 




<1.0 forces less. 

0.0 yields no effect, 

(<0.0 forces away and should be wed when ATC
 
and BTare <0.0.) 

Ue of 1.0 yields good resultsfor point detectors.
 
s g atteraged1.0, Eu roup parameter 
>1.0 forces even more 
<1.0, forces less.
 
0.0, no effect fromscattereddirection. 

Useof 1.0 yields good results, 





Numerlcal results obtained from the FASTER program for typical nuclear reactors ore 
reportedin References 17 and 18. The input data used in calculations Fore large NERVA­
type nuclear reactor are reproduced in the classified appendix, Reference 19. 
Problem Description 
A sample problem of moderate complexity is discussed below. Included In this dis­
cussion is a description of the printout obtained from running the FASTER program. 
The sample problem involvesthe configuration used in a Lockheedstudyreported in 
Reference 20. Data taken directly from this studyinclude- the geometrical mdel-hown 
in Figure 11, material compositions spotil sourcedistributions; and the differential photon 
spectrum. The specific problemis , dose rate calculation at a point detector above . Partially 
empty liquid hydrogen propellant tank. The problemwas run for both photonsand neutronsin 
a single computer runusing the "change case' capobility of the FASTER program. This problem 
was run for 400 outer Iterations for both photonsand neutrons and required lessthan 4 minutes 
enthe CDC 6600 computer. Approximotely.twide as much time would have been required on 
the IBM 7094 computer. 
Input Data 
The complete printout for this problem is shown inTable 2. The data cards for the problemsare net shown since they appear on the printout In almost the same form. The maor 
difference is that the card identifieation from columns73-80 appears on the left side oFthe 
printout. The card identification (if ady) is normally followed by 3 periods ... ) after which 
the data from columns 1 - 72 is printed. However, the printout for this problem hashad the 
card number entered above the 3 periods to simplify the examination of data on porticlaur 
cards. 
The listing of the data cords for each section is precededby a line Indicating the 
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EKTT PROPELLANS REFENESNE STUDYFORNISA-SF.) ..... T.M.J4NNWAL .... 'AAE
TANK. 	 ER-EAN TLOCKHEED 
. . .NAA TNPOTSTTTOI.NAKALE I.N............ . 
TKNS. h IN I I I N IK . TN R A-0 TRT 
PROLER NEUTRON l ATETISLEA I*...........-,.........W IE EA ;KAl POINT OEECTOASI PARTIAL
 
LTION;S.. 5IK I IT SN
opTTOON1.6 	 11 N N K 
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4.TNT1OND 13 1 1I
 
I AK0 INPUTSECDTA KETN-0'*2."A .G I . T.. O AA SN-.FAE*AN . .*.*2.0 oI1 1 1A-oo -0-o -A-o-o -o-o-o.oT-.,o2.1.KENTON2.3 IA T .1 IT 13 IA Al -N -T -0 - -N-. -o -0 N.AoIoeNIA 
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NUMBERFLUX MOMENTS FORDETECTORby section, and terminatesat page4 of case I (upper right hand corner of the printout). The final set of output is labeled -

Every page after the first has the title cords printed at the top of the page. XXX AFTERXXX PACKETS -. Column 1 is always obtained in this set of output. 
 It 
con­
talns the everage fluxes obtained between printouts. For this problem it is identical to the 
scalar flux. For problemswith multiple printouts during the calculation, say every 100 outer 
The next page, (5), of the printout starts the output of the computed fluxes by de- iterationsr-this column would contain the average scalar flux as computed during the most 
tectorand energy group. The various calculated flux componentsare searated by lines con- recent 100 iterations. Subsequentcolumns contain other componentsof the total flux in the 
taining asterisks. following order: 
1 
Thefirst set of output, labeled: **'FLUXESFOR DETECTOR XXX AFTER XXX a) tota flux by source, labeled SOURCE XXX (notusedin this problem since only 
PACKETS**, is always printed first. (The term packet is ust another way of describing an 1 source waspresent)
 
outer iteration; i.e., eouh energy dependent angular point sourcecan be visualized a a b) total scattered flux by scattering region, labeled REGION XXX (obtained In
 
packet of particles of different energies.) Eachof the columns contains grol.pise Information this problem for every non-vold region)
 
as indicated on the left side of the printout. Note: thereare less flux groups'thenwere used a) total flux by order-of-scatter, labeled SCATTERXXX (obtained through the
 
inrunning the problem; i.e., 23groups were collapsed to 11, as shownonCard 5-2. The 71hscotter for this problem)
 
first column is the coefficient of variation of the scalar flux, expressedase fraction. The d) Legendre moments of the angular flux, labeled ANGULAR XXX (the current
 
second column is the average energy in Men. The third column is the number Flux in partinles/ was obtained for this problem)
 
2 
cm see unless the input data were juggled, e.g., using unit areas and volumes for surfece and e) length-ofdilght mementouf the floe, labeled SPATIAL XXX (first moment
 
volume detectors. The fourth column contains theenergy flux in Mev/cm sec. The fifth and obtained for this problem)
 
sixth columns contain the group averaged differential numberand energy fluxes, i.e., columns After printing the contribution by group, each column contains the total contribution to each
 
3 and 4, respactively, divided by tie group width. The lest two columns are running summations of the responsefunctions, if any.
 
of the fluxes and give the total flux from particles with energies grenter than the lower boundary The final page of printout for a problem(page 7 of this printout) is sometimes helpful
 
of the group. in correcting geometric errors, it contains a listing, by region, of the bounding surfaces
 
The next set of output is labeled ** NUMBER FLUX RESPONSES FOR DETECTOR (with the sign of the ambiguilty index affixed) ad the region entered the last time a ray
 
XXX AFTER XXX PACKETS**. Only one response function was input and its title (entered crossed these boundories (most-probeble-next-regions). Mst-probable-next-region indices
 
on Card 5-3) appears over the first column. The response by group is then printed. The lost greater than the total number of regions (greater than 20 for this problem) indicate that there
 
three lines in this column are the total response,the coeffilient of variation as if the group- - was no next region and shouldcorrespondto the outer boundaries of the problem. A zero
 
wise responses were obtained independently (labeled MIN ERROR), and the coefficient of indicates the boundary won nevercrowed. 
variation os if the group wise responses were strictly dependent(labeled MAX ERROR). The remainderof this printout, labeled CASE2, is the neutron problem which was 
This set of response function output would be omitted if no responsefunction, were run as o changecaseimmedlately behind the first case. Most of the input changes involve
 
input. It would be repeated, until all responsefunctions were output, for problems with more
 





the multigroup scattering Theflux printout (starting on page 6 of case 2) is SECTIONcrosssections. 
interpreted in exactly the same manneras case1. 	 11.0 REFERENCES 
in this printout are summarized in Table 3 along with appro­
e Slne the FASTER calculation mo intended as a sample 1. T. M. Jordan, "Reactor Shielding Calculations by the MonteCarlo Method, " Douglas 
The results contained
priatoresults tram Reterence 20. SPaper 	 No.3271, May 1965, (Published in part in "Proceedings ofthe Conference n 
problem, coments on the relative and computer time requirements ofthe various the Applications ofComputing Methods to ReactorProblems,"ANL 7050, August 1965)accuracy 

calculations 	 2. "Energy Independent BiasingFunctionsarenot made. T.M. Jordan', ForMonte Carlo Transport Calcu­
lations,DouglasPaper No. 3636, November 1965, (Summarizedin Transactions ofthe" 

American Nuclear Society, November 1965)TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF SAMPLE PROBLEM RESULTS 3. 	 T. M. Jordan, "SOBER, A Monte CarloProgramforNeutronand GammaRayTransport" 
in Complex Geometries, " DAC-60659,May 1967. 
Point H. Goldstein, Aspects ofReactorShielding," Addison Wesley Publishing 
Moote Coneo Monte Carla Kernel Company, Inc., 1959. 
PASTER l-0 	 4. "Fundamental 
3
 5 	 Margina- and Murphy,"The Mathematics of Physics and Chemistry,"D. Van Nostrand Photons 3.4. 103+ 0.34x 103 -6.7x 103± 3.Ox 103 - .0103 Company, Inc.,1956.(red/h) 
2
 
ofthe Penetration of Gamma Rays'
-2.0 10 (14-0,A.W. 6. H. Goldstein and J.E.Wilkns, Jr., "Colculations 
-5.0.102(CAD,H0 NYO 3075, June30, 1954. " 
Neutrons 7.1 n103 2.7.-103 2.4x10:b4 .5.10 
(rod/hr) 	 2 )
-6.dx 10 (OAD, C)2 7. S.Wilks, "Mathematical Statistics, John Wiley and Sons,Inc., 1962. 
" 

8. 	M. H. Kalos, "On the Estimation ofFluxat a Point by MonteCarlo, Nuclear Science 
and Engineering, May 1963. 
FMC-G,
J. E.MacDonald, "Plexible MonteCarlo ProgramsFMC-N,9. J.. loechler,

*Reference 20, Figures 30 and 5 APEX 706. 
10. 	 T.M. Jordan, "QUAD, A Computer SubroutineforRayTracing in QuadricSurface 
Geometries, " Douglas ReportSM-46333, December1964. 
11. 	Volume 6 of this report; WANL-PR(LL)010. 
12. Volume7 ofthis report; WANL-PR(LL)010. 
13. 	Volume8 of "is report;.-WANL-PR(LL)0l0. 
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14. 	 G. D. Joanou and J. S.Dudek, "GAM-1: A Consistent P Multigroup Code for the Col-
culation of Past Neutron Spectra and Moltigroup Constants," GA 1850, June 1961, 
15. 	 E.T. Whittoher ord G. N. Wotson, "A Coureeof Modern Anolynlo, ' Corrbrldge Press,1962. 
16. 	 "IM 7090/7094 ProgrammingSystemsForiran IV Longuage," C23-6274-1, May 1963, 
17, 	 "Synthesisof Calculattonol Methods for the Design and Analysisof RadiationShields 
for Nuclear RocketSystems--Midterm Presentation," WANL-TME-1597, March 7, 1967. 
18. 	 Volume 1 of'fhis report; WANL-PR(LL)010. 
19. 	 Appendix, Volume 1of this report; WAN L-PR(LL)0t0. (C-RD) 
" ER-8236,20. 	 "Evaluationof Methods for Computing Nuclear Rocket Rodiati6n Fields, 
Lockheed-Georgia Company. 
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APPENDIX A 
ALTERNATEMONTE CARLO PROCEDURES 
Seotioo 2.0 oP this volume pertoioed to o deoolopmeet of the Moore Corlo mothod 
which utilized random sampling for all of the spetiol integrations. This method is used in the 
FASTERprogram. It is not necessarily the most efficient proceduresincethare ore many 
alternatives. An alternate techntque'fdr integrating the spotial dependenceof the distributed 
fixed sourceis disoussed below. The discussion is limited to 1) a techniquewhich further 
reduces the integrations performedby randomsamplingand, 2) the consideration of a single 
point detector.
 
AltoeonteUcollided Angulor Plux Estimaotor
 
Equationfor the unoollided rcolor tu, can he rneiplotd or 
0qI (7d) 	 ( 
= 	 1f qo(' lE) (A. 2) 
where 
q 	 ) a 
2. selected at random from q (l) 	 (A.4) 
q (0) >0 if f E)dE>0 	 (A.5) 






Thusthe angular flux is approximated for finite n by: 
%o(r, R, E) = I- E a (7,tl , E) g11 - ll ) (A.6) 
But rrI i, E) is given by a simple line integral, I.e., equation 2.21 
l v (p ts flE I 
o( i E Xt (-4,,E ) ds) ds (A.7) 
qol r,)  E [ f, I) 
for nun-voidThis integration son ho performednumericolly with outreme accuracy 
source regionswith sleoiy varying sourcedistributions by using the troesformarion: 
so 
(A.8)du = exp - ,t (r - 5'lrEl dsj ds 
u 
distributed with approximately equal contributions to the integration. Note, the tsansformation 
is performed for someaverage energy 
i.e., the discrete valuesof s corresponding to discrete values of will beexponentrally 
E thusyielding the same "source" points for il energies. 
Solving A. 8 for ds and substituting into A. 7 gives the transformedequationti2 
v u[ td du 
q(()W ' L" (A. 9) 
where s~c) is the solutionfur s of 
uep j- j t (r - s'S., E)ds) ds (A.10) 
o L o 
This procedurecan olso be generalized to include the effects of the source distribution in the 
transformation. All of these considerations have been incorporated into the sampling function 




discrete values of s (or u) ore obtained for performing the numerical integration. 
Another procedurefor computing the uncollided 
angular flux, is to perform all 
. rotated sphericalintegratioesnumerically. When an ongulor integration Is included In 
coordinate systemcentered at the detector point, smaller computer times are expe ded than 
This is a result of the many"point sources" having the 
the geometric calculations are significantly 
on mostpoint kernel calculations. 
some"llne-of-sight" to the detector, i.e., 
reduced. 
Alternate Single Scattered Flux Estimator 
Theuse of the above technique doesnot yield a single point source which can be 
used to calculate the point representation of the scattered source at the first scattering point.. 
However, the same technique can beapplied at the first scattering point. The procedure, 
again, is to write the equation for the single scattered scalar flux. This formalism isn't 
really necessarybut it provides a convenient and consistent basis for the application of ran-
It is useful in inferring the form of optional samplingfunctions)dom sampling techniques. 
S' exp[-2: t({-Asf ,E) ds] 
"rI i dV (All)(fE) p))1
which yields a point, single-scattered source 
E
 
( -E) Sf . E)
= S~ l (A.12) 
p, ( r,) 
ohere t is selected at rondomfrom p1 as shownin Seotion 2. 4.
 
In ection 2.4 it wos assomed that tle was on overgy dependentongular polnt
 
source, We('9, E), at o which finally yielded W, (II, E). The point source W(i, E)
 
cn be obtained at this point in the calculation although another technique is usedfar the
 
uncollidu Slux, Nevertheless, other techniques 
con also be used. In particular, the tech­





d-drf o(nrfl,,E')- ( ~l;', Es l,E)dE' 
W(,EE)) r* ( (A.13) 
1(. 1 , dE-) (r;liE--.- TE) do' (Ai1) 
Multiple scattered flux contribu-
tions canbe obtained using the remainderof the techniques described in Section 2.4. 
There is an implicit assumption in the concept of using a line integral along a fixed 
direction vector thet the angular variations can beapproximated with facolity in q (1). 
Intuitively, this appears correctsincethe angular 
where the equality holds in the senseof the expected value. 
flux at a point detector usually varies slowly 
within the solid angle cone subtendedby the source. Especially, fluxes at a point detector 
in the wost intense pertion of .source o fewcould be computed with acuray osng only 
discrete directions. 
The amount of detail which con be built into sampling functions internal to a computer 
programis limitod and is usually based on line-of-sight obsrations between source or scatter-.. 
ng pointsand the detector punt. Formore difficult problems, where line-of-sight estimfates 
are not strictly correct, i.e., where short circuiting arounda shield actually yields the major 
component xf the flux, the effects con beapproximated by using several alternate definitions 
of p'('), where p (') is used in randomly selecting the first-scatter points. This some 1 
capebility is not usually warranted for multiple scattering events since the effect is harder to 





ANGULAR AND SPATIAL FLUX MOMENTS 
legendre momentsof the angular flux are obtained by an integration of the individual 
Using the notation of Section 7. 0, the angular dependenceflux contributions over solidangle. 
of the flux contributions is denoted b. 
,i, = AIj,h 5 
inner iteration 
of the ith outer Iteration and is obtainedfor the fixed direction go. 
Theangular momentsare averaged over the azimuthol angle and obtained with respect 
to o prefered direotion ": 
n 
p n ) f 4. (-ll- 'a0 P fl ).) 
where AOi, , k is the flux contribution to the 1th energy group fromthe kth 
4
 
E ,jk PI( 0 0P) (B. 2) 
i=1 k= 
where P0 (i = 1 
P ( =(.3) 
1 
- 1 ) 
1 )P (P) - (21 ) P-I ( PI- 2 
Tho preferreddirextiop is fixed by input for point and volume detectors. Forsurface 
detectors, itIs the unit normal to the surface, n, as defined byequation 4.11. The zeroth 
moment, I = 0, is the scalar flux as given byequotion 7.6 and the first moment, I = 1, is 




wherebe usedto define aztmuthallyThe azimuthally averaged Legendre momentscan 
= 
averaged differential angularfluxes and/or interval integrated values. This is not done by Ali, k -r, kI for a point detector 
the FASTER program. However, the equations required for external tnanipulationPf these a s, the distance to a surfacedetector (8.11) 
momentsare summarized below: Momentsof the average length-of-flight are obtained for volume detectors.

a) differential angular flux
 
Ati, k - s+.s/2 If void 
4I ., P,~ (8. 4) = s + I/9 -as/ [evp (Z, As) - 1) if eat void (8.1 2) 
lna For photonsand non-volume detectors, the length-of-flight momentscan be related to the
b) interval iritogratedfx, pr-cp < Pm+1 ieo rivlo hfu
 
time of arrival of the,flu.
 
P.- It k = or r(c2 
4 2 if PI(p) dp (B. 5) , = k ' 'i, k - , k (B.13) 
where c is the velocity of light and e is the time. If the saurce is assumed to have a time 
Using the-relationship (Reference 15, page 309): dependence 6 (r), then, the temporal momentsare given by 
Using ~~~~~~Fpko30) (Reernu 1, Ehrltasi 
PE(p) a jdplII 1 1(P (B.6) i=1 k=O t 
Thm ( 
The aI ik j, 14)9 )(a. 
+I m1mP +1) Pi 1 R a ha. 5 
Sp~atial Moments These momentsare not processedby the FASTERprogrambut the obvious procedure is to use 
Length-of-flight moments of the flux can also be obtainedfrom FASTER. These are techniques of the type used for the spatial dependencein the moments(6); e.g., assumea 
normalized to a reference distance t0 'Thus functional form and matchmoments. 
k=On-I I ( (8)15) 




o , (.1 5) 
ti . ri,k' -ri, -IlI + at (B. 10) 
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where rI s the enrliest arrivol time, a is on exponential decay constant, and the b.s APPENDIXC 
ae. constants in o polynomial representationof the departure from a true expo- PROGRAMLISTING 
nectil decoy.Then 

The FORTRAN IV listing of theFASTEPprogramis given in this appendix. Compoti­biliy with other computer facitles can be obtoined 
by the following changesin the control 
$ - f t #i (,) m d1 program on the first page of the listing 
a) 	 Changeof lnput tope logical designation from 5 to I 
reploce M1 = 5 by MI = 
exp [- o ,)- Z b) Tmdr b) Changeof output tape logical designation from 6 to ' iT (T)m 
m'0 replace M2 = 6 by M2 = 
c) Changeof maximum number of lines per printout page from 43 to 
a'o0 m m, '(8.161 replace LINEX = 43 by LINEX = k
 
where d) Changeof maximum number of locations for dimensined arrays from 12000to I.
 
J. 1 g ' replace COMMON H(12000) by COMMON H(l)
 
am, j cop (T- rJ T- (. Q1m aInd replace NSTORE= 12001 by NSTORE = I+ 1
 
Equation B.16 Is solved for the constants bI., , m' 0, I, . . . and equation B.15 is used The listing corresponds to an operational programfor the IBM 7094 computer which
 
to compute the temporal dependence. 
 uees c MAP random numbergeneratoras shown on the lost page of the listing. For conversion 
to the CDC6600 computer, the MAP routine is removedand a cord in the controlprogram 
(first pageo listing) is changed: 
reploce IBMCDC = 0 by IBMCDC = I 
It is assumed that the random numbergenerator,RANF, distributed by the Control DataCar= 
poration is on the library tape and that the coIling sequence is 
R = RANF(I), where i >0, stores i as the generator 
R = RANF(0) yields a random number R or (0, 1) 
All coils to the random numbergeneratorare relayed through the function subprogram 
RANNO (n) where n is a do-nothing argument--n is not used in the calling subprogram, 
andr can be defined arbitrarily in RANNO. Therefore, any other random numbergenerator 
con be usedby FASTERwith appropriate changes in RANNO. 
FORTRAN IV LISTING IS PRESENTEDON PAGES184 THROUGH 259. 
182 183 
4 
-ANALY40r t N;rr C S'ILUyICN-SAN4P4I QUA-44 O-rA40Q4 SAIPLiN/ ,FAST. 11.1 
C-,MnWCOCII u I8,,COc FASroo 
r /TAPP0/41 M2/ 
4FAS400' 





.044 ,004014,q4440 LS,NTRAS , 4AS40oI 
0 00044 ,NAS04 .444410r NVMO.44C44 ,4 A,44A4, FAS,N044 
44A .444
4 d4A,'4  .4444 . 'A41. NP.)44.,N40 AX, FASI, tl4 
C1Mk4/f4 IXt;, U-ITS,NUMCk4 ASO|T KAL OE 

4X/14 444IAZ. V .445LI S  .H4S' .LL , AS0T4/ 4444 .4444,I,44444 NSG4 .4NPC .45 .J4(N*,[J 44X
444 ,.4414.4/44 .4444 .4444 ,44H 
,44 ,[ FAS45444
 
44I.TGIFLF IF ,444 .4414 .04, . 4 FAS4O O44
 
.1COJ~r,X , S IALP ,IV4D ,N, FASTUOIT
 
4SNOWS4 
0 4444 .4444 .4/ 
.44AL,
.45S4 ,NS ,V5 

44444 , ,SA0 S. t4i44
AS I44

.4ISGS /4 lI.4l FAS0 0
 I ,IM ,IIIFS 'IST FAST921
".NINX4 .44CIXMI . SGR s fAS$TD 2 
I IFG lhC ,lS p t]N "IN"pF IX FAS 0023
P p 
4 N, , .4D 4 .4 .0 .44,44, 4042
IF1,:FXS ,F A 
 F~s~Z




4 04 4X4.444 
.444 JMAX  KI AW




















G-)To 10 FASr003 
E"n FASTU03 
$1WF[ L&iL M94'Z'XRl FAST.' l 









co ,NPAGE,LINES,LI.EXJT|TLEAJIIB ,TT 1S
!.ON,/CASEIOfKASE FBIIAST042
 
I ~S( .H2 
L _ ETILENIII-ST0
 















N1ACr NPACF I 
 FASTO -
LADILL 
I rI,':4nI1)TIfLrA,KASt:,TIILE~tP FASI" O FAST"hS|[RA ,IC THEtfASTER
11.1,)1-, ..... C110E...$AEb1IUA.OI FSOS 




















4 4414 14 F1 14fAST 
 461
 
C(1) = Y(II X{{IFA IO 2
4 44FS4'44444440444: 4ASTO4&4 
FST = 31TIFSII
4,44..4444,40 'ASTI)OA4
.. 4.p/.t45 442RIT.TOG T. 15 4 tA 1 614454440 
C 1 o r~l) = 3,0 FSID}O12 - 1o 
 FAS1 64
131 = 14/ 1AS 0 64
 















{ 0fASTOOTI XLr.CG[] 
 O 
44 4N44) OB4FAST 

ENO
4 T4 LO A4
-I , 942x 7 
 IASl12





 FASTER-T.1o- A WhIIq&A11All""1ASTO-B4 
OI)MPU ~S 
 FAST.... 
CO....LI-ITS/NSIGRl,,.NPLMb,1S1AX NANA&X... M"X N-.A .NS-qX, 11SI089 
I N AX NVVAX NXYAX NXENA NLMUU NXSFCT.NUNITO, IA SO- 9
INUNITX.NIMAX ,NMVAX,NCRD
ER,NDOO,  itFLAS,NIPANS, tASTIO'l 






t)HHNOX/NP ,tA "iE ,11t eII|,XR ,Et STOI 6 
(0002900/51 10IAZINOEX/ .11 IO,M ,
P 110 3 Ii00 A100056­
,1450 .1NP0 ,IJSN * F051090ZOIN elA V 100 I..J(CEON, 0A 0000x~.1s110. 1N . 01 ,I059 .1550 

INTG [ELF IEGX C .1TOI E .11OV f.I0 1I$ FAS10099
 
[VOL 'ICI 













;0L, :1110 IX11P 1,G, ,: 
S 
I,T FASTOIO4




]IFxt ,IXE ,lrA I4ST o06
 
OOMOON/-I1MLCC/SN .0m .X1() Asro0
 
FAS IOl08
 1 10 =1,3 0) to zot,9
 
II X(II 0xxx) FASOI09
 
CAL= CCOn NAM" 
















$IRFTC LOOMD q/~R F PROGRAMFASTER-FoM.JOPDAN*kANL*196AFA5TFASIOII
1
 
$1 0001000 U L2,0L93.,NTAZlANS ,-,UI FASTOIl8
 
005011UA3ION
CL0C _2111H INE0 

DIMENSIONN10,Z(L AILI ,L3)NS.L00.L3)1N001UI) 0ASTO2L9
 
CoHM0N00UML2C/NNN . n ,5 
 fAS100
 
AX NRMAX .0000 0AS0121 
5E00 ,NAV NXMA NXEMAXNOU 





0 00A0X NXSECtNUNITO. 
NUNITXONIMAX...0A NREN0.0 N ,IELASNTPANS,,1 10123
 


















0 I - - 311101 FIIIIO(JO
AST030
0o 11*61 = 
FAS1132
00 0(0 It.I=LSX 
 0ASTO133
110 N0(II = 0 

FASTO134









I II0IN-I)(NR0AX-00hI01).GT.)GOTO 120 

FAST138
09)0= MRAX = I 
FAST0139G0,1 2o0 
FAST0140
121 I1AX = N0AX 
FASTOL41
 
130 0Mx0= 0TN - I 














o 17 J=1,NRAX 




K NSOJl)/1000 - I000Kp 







ND(K) = I 
 0 05FA 
150
 







150 U(K) UIK) I XILIA(LeK} 

DO 150 1=1,001 
ASTOL54
 






Go TO 20 
10905 = I 
FAST058
 






























0000NLIM"T0/N5 R,N1ROR,NSAX NA .5A. FAT01L
 
CoHON/CASOIOIK0SE .0PACE.0ES ,LINEX TILEA(IR) 

5000 MAX NB.A 00500101
 
.50PA0.XE0AXNH.O ,0SECTtNUN5AX,50010 .NVA 




S NMAX .NGAX .NFMAX .NVMO .NCMAX NLAX NTMAX AF 0TO54 
4 NMAX NGM'o .00.050.50000, ,NODMAXOO5,NS0MAX 01AST075 
5 NVDMAO.NOOO o.500091.0OLPt.0DEL, .00LU,M0.LV. FAST0176 
FA5077
 






.002T 'I.1109 111 100 0 . 01 00 
ILL. ,IAE "IPC:;'SIN, IJX
I 00000200005/1 ,iR [NSG FASI,
S0XtR .000 .000 ,1ET .9S (SH DN FAS to 0
 
NGIL I[FGW ,ITDS IOR FA TI
IIDV II 0010;(10T .1010 .100 105 .10 .10.010(00 





A IALN A L .IA0 , 
105 
 5 ,IVEE IVAL









I NRG ,INSC ,ISTE I[NMP ,INCP ,[FXP ,IFXS FAsTOl.7
 
 EC , o .IUXP ISG 

I TEAT *TETE ,TFAA 	 FASTAIT8"A= -

COMMON/INPUS/INL TNIDOT 	 FASTOAo8
 
OIMFNSION TDUI1361,TyPEIO,A) ,ADUtIBI EASTI9
 
DATA TO. FAITOADA 
A 4N(FITHARTRA,.AN(A.H)NALNAAAT.C.A TTIAATLTADTN,.AAT)RTFAlTOA 2 22 
4HANSPtHD T .4H(EAA.4HUATI.AA4DN.AAIDN,THUA 4HSAP,4HLINGFASTOI9D 
A 4DATH,,HAEAT.AHICAL.4HANTTD NA.A11EICt4DAL A.4HNALYASI.,ASI4 
A 4ACOP,4HULR.H PRC.AHGRAe4dAIG4H AND,AHCHEt4HCKIIU,HTIY/FASTT5D 
DATA TYPED FASTOI9 
I 4 VAR4HIABL.AAHE .AHMENS.4HIONS. FASTOAST
 
7 NTURF.4HACES.4AANC.4A REG.4HIGNS. EATDA
 
3 4T 1NO4AEPETHENTAD AOU4AC, FASToI"
 
A AS4IAEC CR.OST .AATECTAHoN. FAST02O
 
I AHDETCAhCTOA,4HS , SP,-EPHONS, FASTo 0A
 
A DH SAM.4HPLIN,4AGPA,4HRAE.4ATEAST FAST0202
 
W. DASE - XASF A I FASTO03
 




TFIKASL.GT.I So AD 3D FASTO2D6
 
D DD JA.,T FASTO0
 




DO TOO NNN., FAST020
 
TF(LAIIEL(ATGI.T1 AAITIA D.DA0STDNNATPE[I ,NNTI.1.TI FASADDA
 




TFIINT.LE.DIGO tC AC FASTT
 
Ao 5 I=T,ITI I
FASTO2 

5G CALL EEADAIAA.AUP) FAST26
 
AD GDoAD ITD0,D.3aC,C4D,500,AAT. NNN FASTDOA7
 
Ao CALL STORER EASTO1
 
Go T OoA SIG2Lq





IlV V lRDD).V(IDA]) FAST0222
 
GO TO 700 FAAS22'
 




IFNG EN -XF AX FASITO6
TABG= TEAT - ATTADA 	 FATAD2 
IFATEDG.LA.NEXIA 	 FASTADD









GO TO 10 FASTD23
 
400 IEAC = NSTOP - NEMGCeDNIDAXA NMMAX) FASTDO?3
 
IJXA = TEAC- NATECT$IINELAS. 1) FASTAOS
 
TACI JMX - NASEC*TNELASTNTAANS 'ANToDJ6
 















NEXT =ISGS NMA X FAST0245
 











GD AD TAD FASOT2A
 








2010 FOMAT[TX,35AIH*),36HDATAINPUT AND PREPARATION CCMPLETED.36IH*IFATSTO25
 




020 FORMATIX,42IH*)t23HPROCEEOING TO NEXT CASE.NDIAAA) FAST0259
 
Go TA O FASI26G
 








2.4 FARTAATIAIA.AA3D53HGA) 	 FAST26T
 








CSTOAER*LINITINPUT AND VARIABLEDIMENSIONINGFOR PROGRAM FASTER*TAJ-6*FASTD70
 









CAMTANECASEID/KASEANEAGE .LINES DLINEX .TITLEBtIB)FASTo27'
*TITLEALBA 

COMMON/LIMITSINSTARE.ERRRNSMAX.NAAX ,NRMAX NBMAX*NSTMAX, FAST02DD
 
A NEMAX .NVA ,NXMAX.NXEMAXNEMD ,NXSECT,NUNITD. FAST2TT@
 
O UTXTANIAAX.NMMAX*NTRAEA,NAUAN
*TNELAS.NTRANT,FATA7AAg3 NNAX .NMAX NFMAX ,NYAOD .NCHAX NLMAX ,NTMAX, FAS = ­
4N0TX NA0A) *oAEDTNDMD NPDMAXNPOMOD.NSDMA, FASTOZD 
5 DMAAA.NADGN FAST2aEPNTIIDALFMODELQKUDELU.DOELV. 
A NPRINTNUNITSt.NUTiERALIE FAST028A . 
CooMONIINoEXirtP 1AZ t|ISV .10L .IT ,XR .IELL * FAST0283RH0 

"I"01 "1.18 10 .'IS' .186 148 148 69020
 
2 18. :130 IATW I1ES. 15 5 . DEN A T0285
 
-3 INTO .16 . l05 .10 .1
168 .16 * 0500 
4 1I01 .1CL0O .NOW0 .181V .1180 .l0S FA T0287OL ITS
reCT lXT I RSI T|ALI I|VNO I.G|M FAST0287 

5 1A1D A . AH0 1AL N EE FAST0238
 
6.' 1SP8 ISPE A0o I|RSP ISGT II|0E .Ij0 FASTO 

.NEXTN :18P .5 
I IEc' .| I|U IV 'IEt I|| FASTO029 
7 15G ISGR : I E05S .16 FASTO,89 |ST 0'
 
- 9 .	 1800 .iNSE .1ST? .|08P .1| P,INCFXP I|FXS FAST0291 
IPXT 1F0E .1F0 I . FAS10292 
COO/INPUTS/1N0 .1N2 .N3 .184 .185 ...
IN7 , FAS10293 
1 lOG .1N9 .1NIQ IN1 I 10131 FAST0294
 
IESIO LCPt501,ARRAY(73),L9CtII01 F ST0295
 
EQUIVALENCE(LOC1,1NTP - FAS0296
EQU[IVALENCEiLCP939 E). llI|LCP|421.L4), FAST029?,
w.L|,(LCP O);•LE.,:LCP| 







0TA ARRA / 3 , 082eH 0T1.3HR03008 HLLFAS 0300.30150.3 HIM 
.3HXTR 18.Posl o30o13HEW. 3H0BEI3HHI5.30NPC.JS3.353HJSX .3H0V .08TN 0 3
 
23030 3 0S30.3000Is3H0 S.HYOE,FAST0302
:3"DEN:33HNTG 

33HCO.T3X0OT,3HRI.3HALP,3 3HV033HG 1. 0HA 








53000P,308R,30H8S .0HE .3HC .3HEC ,3HNO.3HU 3. .3.385 .FAST0305
0oXEooStFAST0305 
I5KASE.GT.lIGO TO 20 - - . FPTO37 
63HST ,3MNRG.3HNSC,3MSTP.3HNAP.3(CP.3)WO?3"F 5 03XSxHF T, 
00E800 = 0 " -	 FAST0308 
FAST0309 
MAX 05 ORE - 1 FAST0310 





To N|i . .	 FAST0311
 GO TO 30 "FAT0312
 
FAS
S0003 	 P031320 8AXS NS AX 
 FAST0310

* - 8008 NAMAX FS0315 













 1  HAXN NMAX






800 00800 6870325MODXI. NXSECTATO6
8008, NOSOER FAST0326 







30 |FIN2 .GT.0 CAL REAA1.TILA| FA5031
 
IF 153 CALL1 REAOA(.0TI0LE01 60A00332
 
1011(N4_.GT0 CAL RA11 5,0AX I FAST0333
 
IF(I5 .GT.0 CAL REAI64.NEAX I FAST0334
 
F(N6 .GTr.01CALL REA1 ,00501 6AST035 
IF1107 GT.0 CALL REA01 4INoOER7 FAST0336 
aFtIN8..GT.O)CALL REA C1( 8, N'PAX |FAST03 	 37
 
1 NSR8AX 5GD 	 FA907338
FIIN.T.0 . 
3FiN9,.GT.0 CALL'READ00 50NP.860 .IFA0339 
IFiINO.GToO CALL READ 4011IPT, FA$70340 
IFASE.E.) GO TO 70 	 FAST0341
 
NARRAY 51 -	 605942 |FINX6T.00.0DX0 GO TO 40 FA0343 
NARAY 47 FAT0344 
08AX= 0 , FAT0345 
40 MOVE = LOC(ARRAY| FAS0346 
NOVE N 0006 - OVE FA00347 
0O 50 1.I0ARRAY - FASD3 8 
50 LCP(I . LOC I NHVE 	 FAST0349 
I : 0SORE FAS 0350 
J 0 0E 	 FAST0351
 
NOVE = 0000- 1 FAST0352
 
00 60 (= I,NOVE 	 FAST0353
 




60 N(7) 1N FAST0356
 J J 
 ,I
'20NEOD NEMAX + I F AS035I
 
NG0OD,'NG0X + I FAT03 8 
00ENt.,=0MO0 + 6CAX + NLMAX 0 NTAX I FAST039MOMENT MOMENT # NSRHAX 	 FASI0360
N8000 = 0 9ASE 360
 
IFlNONT0 E.O) NOMOD = NOAX AST0362 
INTP1".NS0AX +0 " FAST0363 
3A2 IINP + N98X "EASE0364, 

'Ilsv |AI NMAX 
 FAST03A5
 
INTL =_I SV •NRN X -FAST0366 
[RHO ='|M[L NRZAX 
IXR, =.,jRH0 NRMAX FASt0367 FAST0369
JELL = ,IER NRHIX-3 
 FASt0370
 
I ELM ='EL +EO 
 FAStO37TI
IAE IEL. • EEAX .FAST037 

,tBE =IAE *NEMAX FAST0314
 




I|NPC=.[MSG+ NVMAX 	 FAST0375 











[JSX= IJSN NVMAX FASIDD7I 
[XT IJSX NVMAX FAST038 






























































































I ALH + NEMAX 
RA * MIMDNAMAX 
[MS NMXNBDAD 






IATO + N"MAX IGAX 

IRSP +' NMAX*NGMOD 

[SGT + GMXXTNEXOD 

[[GE + MAXTNORERENDOUNNXSECT 













ISI = [SM ­
;W = [SR ­
[V [A -
RD = IV -
IND = RD ­
[XC = _E -
IWC [EC -
IS = IWC ­
[WS = [ES -















































RFRXASC.XC.[|GO TO 120 

DE MO [=D,3 

MOD LCFRRAR LCP 

MAX LOCRRA[R- LCIR 

T GO To Mo 
RE[RRXE.XXR.EQ.DI 

IFILOC(I.GD.LCP(Ri GO TO 80 

IFRLRCII).GT.LCPR(1+XOGO TO 80 

J = LOCRRR 





80 IF(LABELII.GE.O WR[TE(2.OODARRAIRRR 
2000 FORATIX,39LH)A3.25H ARRAY CANNOT BE TESDDMEO.ADRX[X)R 
NEROR = NERRORA [ 
Mo CONTRNUE 
0 DI. -MD.MNRRX 





















































































































































NERROR - NERROR+ [ FAST046
 




CALL RESTCW AAXNSHAX,RNIAIAXA.XAXSNLII FASTO58
 
CALL EESTCWNBMAXNRMAXD. NGRtAXMtMAXXXMR~LA FAST04M9
 










CALL RESTCMWMGI.SFPAX hM(RREAF,MGGNAXMF.R.NRLMRR 
 FAICEAM
 




IFRNXSECT.C.MRGC RD 0 , FASTAME
 




IEIIN LAS.LE.0 G1 O TO FA110TO70
 
CALL RESTOM NELAS,NM I.NIIDIII)OAIWMAXW1,NILIII FASTO471
 
IT CALL = IESTOISNNAXllSIISGS)I.ARN.,11,NIL2II FAST0472
 



















ARRAYS WITH NEW DIENSIONS*T. M. JORDAFAST0481
 




00 20 0=1,KA FAST0484
 
o 20 JMiJA FASI048S
 
On 10 [=1,A FASTO86
 
NC = 0 FAT0048?
 
IEIIGT.IRI GO 10 '0 FAST0488
 
IFIJ.GT.JE)GO TO 10 'AST0481
 
1FK.GT.KRI GO TO 10 FAST0490
 
NC w NR(IJKI FAST091
 









WIBFTC GEOM F94/2,ARD FAST0496
 
















.NAMAX .NRMAX N8MAX .NSTMAX, FAS70504
 
A NTWX V. A 




3 NNMAX NAX .NFMAX .N0O0 .NCAK NLAX .NTMAX* FAS0507
 







C QUARRIC SURFACES FAST0512 
IFIIN.LT.U)GO 30 300 AS0 
00 290 0.1.1N2 FASIT051 
CALL REAQSIIOM,AA) FA STO5IN 
I DM(1 FAST0516 
NTPTII= |OEI FAS7O51T 
NEX = IN0(31 FAS05518 
IFINEX.GT.OIGOTO 230 FASTESt9 
C EXPANDEDFORM' FASTDOZO 
AZIl)= AA11) FST0521 
MA WINOINBWAX,6 FAST0522 
DO 220 J1I,AX FASTO523 
IIU A11,11 = AAIJ I AST 0524 
IFINTPII.GT.6ICALLREAOEINTP(II-6,AI.IlI) FAST0S25 
GO TO 290 FAST052O 
230 NUT = 0NEX0213 FAST0S27 
NEX = NEM - 3.(NGT-1 FAST528 
DO 231J=t.NEHAX FAT529 
231A[J*,1 0.0 FASTO530 
AZ0ll 0.0 FA70531 
GO TO(232,233.235,260,255NGT 
232 NIPI OEI 
FAST0532 
FASTO53 
A011= -AMI) FAST0534 
A(NEX,[1= 1.0 
GO To 290 
FASTO53 
FAST536 
233 FST IAA3)- AA( FASTOT57 








0 ! -D FASTO542 
- K - I FAST0543 
NTTII, FAST0O54 
A(.:;, = UO FT/IAA:K 2) - AAK)0 FASTO5SS 
AZ1 AzAIT - A1TIM. I ti0AS T0564 
230 CONTINUE FSO53047 
GO TO 290 PAST05 
C CaNe PARALLELTO NEX-AXIS FASTO549 
235 CONT INUE FASTO550 
XX (AA[6l- AA14II/TAAISI ­ AA(31) FASTOSSI 
Yy XOAAI3I - AA4 FAST05S2 
TPI) 6 FAT0553 
XX XX**2 FAST0554 
AZlI) = YY*2 - XX*(AA(IE*2 + AA021*$21 FAST0555 







A(J33.) 1.0 ,PFAS0560 
GO TO 250 FAS56t0;3 
240 K * X Al ( FAT00562 






GO TO 290 PAST0566
 
C ELLIPTICALCYLINDERAN ELLIPSOIO FAST0567
 
255 NEX 0 FAST0568
 
260 CONTINUE FAST0569 - = 
0111 = -0.0. P050570
 
K = -d FAS00271
 








01203.11 I.O/0010.1100 .O/AIK 0507
• kl•3el z
I WZFASTO056 
A0J12. -2.0RAAII0AJ3,AIl " FAST0577 
A0I) _Z(1 + AAIKI*020AIJ03.I FAST0578 
20 CONTINUE FAST0579 
20 CONTINUE FAST0580 
C REGION DEFINITIONS FAST0581 
300 IFIIN3.LE.OIGOTO 330 FA5T0582 
I5T = 1.0 F 580053 
IFINUNITo.EQ.PIIFST FAS10584- 0.6025/t.C0797 

D0 320 NE1 TINT
15A0505  
S'COLL 10 000I 6
REAORI FASO 













00 312 JINENAX FAST0593
 
302 N5'2,IlI 0 FAST0594
 
MO = 0INON1AX,9) FAST0595
 
00 315 J. 00 FAST'0596
 
315 NSIJIII 1000"D11.t3 FAST0597
 
IFINBAX.LE.1I GO To 320 FAST0590
 




00 318 J-9NBAX FAr0601
 




330 IFIIN4.LE.O)G010 340 FATO604
 
00 334 1-,NR0AX FAST0605
 
.0 331 2-1,3 FAS10606
 





K * I - 3-IJ1 FAST0609
 
331 A0J+61 = AD"(IlR(K,lI FAST060
 
00 333 J=1,NB.AX f&ST0611
 






K - IE0000(6/1000I - FAST0614 






NS(J,2I = IO00OK FAST0616
 
FST - AIKI FAST061
 
00 332 L1IAX FAS0618
 
332 FST - 'ST I A00L1*IL,0 FAST0619
 






340 IFIN5.LE.OlGO1O 370 FAS0623
 
00 360 I=1,hR0AX FAST0624
 
NG5 = I FSTO625
 
550 NGS LOCATEINGSI,XR11,Il FAST0626
 




2000 FORATII0X2211H'l350E10.10Ry1RRR, TE POINT IN REGIN1I5.10 ISFAST0629
 
I ALSO IN RTSIEN l5,2211H) FAST0630
 










&I"FTC SO6SE 194/2,XR7 FAST0636
 


















COMMONLIRITS/NSTCREERRRNSPAX .NAAX .NRMAX,NBMAX.NSTMA. AST0645
 
56000E NVMAX NXMAX .NXEAX0E0.000 NSENC.NUNIO, FAST0646 
2 NUNITX,NI0AX.NWPAX.NOOERNOWN.INELASNTRANS. FAST0647 
3 NN5AX ,NGMAX .NFMAX,NVNOD,NCMAX.LAX ,NTMAX , FAST0640 
4 N0AX .6G00 .MOVENTNU0D NPn46NPOOD.NSOAX; FAST0649 
5 NVORA,60000.NPOINTOOELPA00ELQ. OELU,MOELV, FAST0650 
6 NPRINT.NUNITS.NUOBER.KLIOE FAST0651 
COOMON0INPUTS/IN,1FIN1K4. INS.N6,INTIN0.1N9,INIUI5NI19l FA50652 
1P1152.LT.010T0 30 1AST0653 
CALL REA0EIEMAX1 ,ILL FAST0654 
O 10 11,NEMX FAST0655; 
IL.(I) ELL(II- ELLI11 ASTO56 
A61E1 = 1.0 FAST657 
10 BEII 0- . FAS0.a65
 
C TOTAL SOURCE,ERCR CRITERION,TRAhLATLCN VECTOR PAST0659
 
330 )FIN3.LE.R)G0 00 505 PAST0660
 
DR 430 NNlIT63 FAST0661
 
CALL REAROII ,4 I FAS0o662 ! 






00 405 J.5 PAS0T0667
 
MAX = ]o'J*) PAS T0668
 





"AR = RPCJ.,) FASt067t
 
00 0D LI,0A FAST0672
 
VEE(LtJ,I)= VE L.J.K) FAST0673
 




IF()A - I) 105,405.21 FAT06
 






FST = 0.0 FAST068 
C 0 900 K=I.AX EASTO6E 
C TF(VEEKJ.).EQ.0.0) VEK,J,I I.0E-30 FAST0602 
C SRI CONTINUE FA500683
 






IP)00E.3.T)I.0EC.600)R-1.J.I) TO 395 FASto68T
o 

O. )RVALI - - FAST068.J.I) VALIN-I.J.,lI/IVEEK.J.I)VEER-L.J.T)) 

A0 VAL.(K,J. - T*00IVE0KI) FAST068
 




0O 400 K=IMAX PAS0T62
 




.(J .LE.31V0LUME = VOLU0E-IVEEIAXJI)=m)Nt)I-VEEI.JeI)0)N00))FAST065
 
405 = o FAS0O6
 





3F(RAX.LTL.RO O 230 FA0699
 




35i0) = JSXi) FASTO02
 




00 220 J=IEMAX FATT0705 
SP:tJ., S F53006 
3PG)3.00= OPEJ) 050FAO7 
FST FSTA SPQ(Jtl. 





258 CONTINUE FAST0711 
IFIISPGT.EI GA TO o00 FAS0712 
INPUTSPOCTRUM IS OIFFERENTIAL IN PARTICLES OR INTENSITY FAS0L3 
IFIID(I.GT.0 60 TO 600 
CALL READEE AX,EEEN 
PASTOTI4 
PASTO1 5 
GO T0 601 FAST0716 
600 IFIOM)1)I.EP2) CALL REAOEIHA.E0) 0FASTOT7 
CALL 0EADE3AEI PAST0718 
60) CONTINUE FASTOT9 
IFIISP.LE.O)GOTO 359 FAST0720 
C DIFERENTIAL 0N INTENSIT FAT0721 
.O 350 1. MA. FAST0722 
350 ENTJ4 = EN(J)EIJ FAST0723 
GO 00 354 FAT0724 
C INPUT SPECTROM IS GROUPWASEINTEGRATED,MAX = NC. GROUPS FAST0 25 
100 IF3IMIEI).EO.0)GO TO 351 PA0726 
IF)IT0 1.E6.2)CALL REDEIA01.,EGi FAST072 
CALL 0EAETAXTO0T FASO72 
GO TO 30 FAST0729 
351 CALL R0EEIMAX1.EOGMOGI FA T0730 
I31 CORTNUE FAST0731 
IF)I3P.EQ.2)GOTO 355 FASTO732 
C TOTAL TEO IN GROUP, DIVIDE BY AVERG ENERGY FAST0733 
60 352 J=I.0MAX FATO34 
352 ENGIJ) = 2.CtENG)J)l!EeGIJ)* EBGIJI)) FAST0735 
C TOTAL PARTICLES IN GROUP TIVIDE BY GROUP WIDTH FAST0736 
355 K = 0 FAPTO737 
CE 353 J)IW0AX FST0738 
FST = ENGIJ)/EBGJ - EBG(IJII) FA0STO39 
00 353 L=.2 FATO40 
X 3 I FASTO71 
M = L - I FA00742 
EII = EBGTI FASTT43 
353 ENII FST FAST0744 





O0 4)5 J=1hEMAX 
SIW1 ) = 0.000.1 
FASTO750 
FAST07 
50l4l 4.0' 050005ll2 
no 410 L2,0 0 05 10053 







O = IL(K-I) - E0IKll/IE(K-1)- E(KI 
AA E () -
FA0511 
FAS 10050 
01 (FMAX 1 - 0IN4'2j/?. FAST0059 
spw(J,Il) SPW0J.Il I0A'EMAX - E115)0 0B0EL AS00060 
SPEIJ5,) 0SPE(J I : AA0EL I 00B0EMAX**3- EMIOI'09/3.0 FAS0 1 
410 CONTINUF FAST072 
IF0SPW0JtIn.EC.O.O)C0 415 FAST0763 
JSN(11 = OIOOIJSOIIIJ) FAST014 
440111 =.X0XOJ {n),J)
FIT =FTI SIpw[J.11
EST ES T SPEIJ,1 
05AT765 
FASTO766FAST0767 
SPEj0 0 PE1J[:lSPW(J04 FAST0768 
415CNIlUE FAST0769 
797 CONTINUE FAST010 
D0 420 4J=I.3 FASTOT1 
420 XTRIJ,11 ADRI4JI 
EAVE = EST/FS -T 
FASTO12 
FAST0771 
[FI[ 1ll - I) 421,422,403 FST104 
C NoDIIL]E O 10TOTAL PAOTISLE FASTOTT5 
521 0sTIm A ,/FSI FAS0776 
suv011 = 0 )*EAVF FAST00777 
G0 T0 424 F4000000 
C NRMLIZE IoTCTAL 7"V FASTOITT, 
422 FS = A211/0SI FASToo 
5"V(I1 = 0AP(1) 
GO T0 424 





423 051 = 100101 0510104 
424CN11UE F ISTO86 
00 425 J=1NEA - FA10 T 
42 5 .IJ.I) = FST '505J.0) FASI0111 
430 CONTINUE 0AS1000 
905 I(N4.GT.O)CALL RE00IS1IN4,ISV) - FAST0790 
0o 510 l=l.600AX 
IF ;"I . ,1ISV(1)7 o FAT091 FA0050192 
510 CUNIT NUE ASTo793 
RE0R FAST0 94 
END FAST0 95 
$1FTC XSEC1 M942,X7 FA5TOT96 











t I -I[L4,:LF) ,SS ,1 ),MTLI|IRHU(I),XSTI)|, FASTOBD3
 
2 ATOIIIjRX 11g,XSE;5SL2L6),XSI(LT,L6) FASTO80I
 
DIMENSION EAC(LILL6 ,ELL(f FISTO805
1. 

CG.MDN/TAPEID/Hl '.2 F ASTO806
 
COMMONWLIMTTS/NSTREeNERRNGR.NS1AXWNAAXINRMAX NBMAX .NSTKAX. F ASTOeOl
 
I 1 EMAX V 16 NX1AX N51 AXNEOD NXSECTINUCWTD. FAT00
 5 1 

2 NUIY ,N.AX ,NMMAX ,NORDER,NDOWN ,INELAS,NTRANS, ,AST.O81
30NMT ,NMAX ,NF AX NV O D NCNAX NLM AX NTMAX , FAST010
 
x
A 0 NOMAX IND, .MOPENT.NDO0 .NP00AX.NP5MODNSDMAX. FAST01
 
5NVOHAXNVDMQItNPCINT:MDGEL, N..ELQ,.(HELU,.ODELV,FA T081,Z
 3 NPI.T0NUN I NUM0E0 0 08130I NLLIE FAS 







00I102.GT.0CAL REAGEINEIAXIESI0 FASTOTL 
IF1N3.LE. 0GO TO 210 FAST0 L 
0ERRX = o AT0019 
NE0 N = 0EO - NXSECT FAST 20 
Do tO=INMMAX FAST o:" 
0EN[ = 0.0 FAST022 
0O 0 J=1,EIN FASo23 
10 SGTJ,I = 0.0 0AST0824 
IF5NXSEC.NE.1IGOTO 50 FAST125 
o 30 1fl,NAX FAS0026
 
D0 20 JINCD0ER FAST827
 
DO 20 0=IDoW F 0ASTO820
 
20 l00K.J.1) 0 0AS10829 
30 CONTI FASTO30INU 

FIINELASGT0 0A1L 0E00UIINE1AS10m0A0I0 I) FA5To31
 
CAL. 20ROTIN00Sl) 0AST0832 





N = I FASTO836
 
0o 200 ,1h4AX FAS10837
 








AT IJ = OMJ2) FASO842 
IFIN0A..GT.6CILI REACEIN 0-6.AT0D7II F050843 
I5 M=T .. .58 5 ,.O/ 1. FA0 

FIT - O.6G251ATW FASTOB45
 
DO 75 J1=,MIAA 

75 '10(31 FIT.AT'CJ, 






FST I A DW/0.6025 

O0 5 JItEMTN 

95 "1"'3) SSTIJI 

105 IFTSAF.CT.OI SO TO 1., 

COMPTON ENERGY ASAOBTIDA COEFFICIENT 




































I IFIT.CT.DT 00 TO III 






























TFIJMXII.GT.) NSIGT - 5 

LCAX = IATS(JMXIIII 











0 CALL OEAO[hEMAX-KXSETI,KL)I 
C TRANSPORT CORRECTIONOF P-ZERO IN GROUP FROM P-ONE SCATTER 
IN AT0III.0(AIA ID).U1 
IFUIIT.GT.0 MEIA IMA-ATW/C.A025 
LMOD . Ml;OT2,LMAII 
O0 02 J=I,NEMAX 
FST = 0.0 
AMB = 0.0 
NOSEMD MINOINDSMNEMAXII-Ji 
DO 81 L:lCMOD 
00 0 CINOSROD 
81 XSTiLI = XSEOILI XSEIJK.LT 
XTUL - FSTIT3.0TAXMM 
IMUC XMULAT2- 1.0 
XU IXMUC- XNULSQRTTATWTT2A XMUCTT/ATW 
EAClJ'Tl- XKA*XB*tl.O - XDUCT 
TFILMAX.GT.NORDE)ASEJT.,TI * XSE(,1,1 - FST/3.O 
IFTUNTTD.ST.OTFST = FSTTATNO?.A025 












IFIJ.LT.AEMADIXMB - EACTJ.MM 
EAC(J,1 - ELLiJM*TXTA. XTI 
397 AMA XMB 
TF(KMAX.LE.OIGOTO 3q 
C INELASTICTRANSFER 
DO 90 K IOMAX 
90 CALL ATADETJMOIXo3(M.ST)IIKM 
39. 00 117 JTNEMOD,ENMA. 

MT7 0ACJIT I I.. EA 1.C 

C COMBINEMATERIAL TOTALS 

100 DO ITO Mfl.MMAM AP05001115
 
TFIATOIM).EQ.0.OMGO
T  11o 

DA 110 JIhEMIN 

ITO SGT(J.MT * SGTIJP'ID ATDDI XSTTJ 









O'EN(01 EEN1M) A A.MeMO*ATDMEIM)EE 

Go TO 190 

120 TF(.T.IAGO TO 130 









00 165 L I.LEAX 

0D 1N5 K|,DS 





IF IMM.GT.0( GO TC 140 

I * N NFAST0935
 
NN - N •FASTO93
 
:O11K.L,. = -N, 

lAD FIT M O.LE.HN T0 O
AX' GO 



























































































































































Go T0 165 FASG940
 
150 00 14 4l","- FAST0941
 







C 10E150C 9101 FST0945
 
0o 15 lI,KP 
= 
 FASTO946
8"I IOIIKv l FASTO,4T
 
000 = 400(003) FAST0948 




MNN0= N - FAST0951N INOtNTRANSNEAOD-KI
mL = MR FASTG 52
 
GO TO 173 FAST0953 
170 MR = N'I/0OO FA50954 
173 10110-01= 1000.0$ * XO4IAX.M01-IO00*MI FASo 55
NP1100. X.14.440C) GO 0 17 FAST0956
NERRoR = NERF R IAS V To 57
 
G0 TO 105 
 FAST0958
 
07500 10 =I,0AX 
 FASTQ959









0401 N - 1 PAST0965 
IFLAE11 1.GE.01 WRITE12.200C)NNNAX. FAST09066I0N 

ooo FORMA01X,191IH),34SCATTERINGCRSS SECTINS REQUIRE,16,3H OF 1AST0967
 
116,20 AVAILABLE LOCATIONS, (IH I ) F ST0968
 
P1114. .01 GO(5 210 FASI0969
1 
00 510 1=1.N.A ASo9T0 
Do 500 J=0.440E1.0 FASTOT 









0A3 = 10'A' 'MAX FASTO 7 
00 530 I=1,MAXR FAST097K = I FASTG 79














530 CONT U FAS 90:6
 









220 RHO(II . 2HO(Ij/FST23 CALL READSi0 5RSI FAST09209  
IFMUNITO.EC.OlGOTo 250 FA70993 
D0o 200 1=1NRRAA 
240 0HOII = FST*R0011 
FST00954 
FAST0906 
250 RETURN FAS70996 
END 
1BFTCAKF 
01011 051/0 09/3.00 
0/X1 0 c 09 
FAST099/S50909
F0 
CRESULT-RESPCNSEFUNCTICN AND OETECTCR INPUT FOR FASTER*T, JRAe ANLFArO00l
 
SUROUTN0 0E5ULTtL.L2,NTGELFFGT S.RSPIOR 105 011C1OT0 . FA0T11001
 
IEiL MRN EAC"' C- " FAT LO
 
CQMMON/LItISINSTtRENERROR,NSPAX ,NAMAX ,NRMAX ,N8KAX ,NSIMAx, FAS.T1ODZ
11144.74.00,045.sl P0510021 100" .N1000 :N1AX .NXEMAXNE80 .NXSECINUMITO; FA1104 
2 N0IT0I0 .0001 .N00000.000R. .NDWN SINELA NIPN$, FA Too
3 NN0 .05000 OPOAX. .0500NV0BDMCMAX.LMAX .00000 * 0 
5 1 N004.00000 .0 T,00.N PO.AX,NP..NSDMX, FASTOO? 
































tO N0G1 = 1 
'G"'FAST102I
20 IFII"..1.) CALL REA4110EAX,40GI 
30 ELPIII = ELL111 FASILZ
 FA501023
 





40 ELFIJ+II ELL111 
 FAS71025
00 50 1=1.00000 ' P05FAS10O6
5 FA T1102
 
S0 O 054= AI E FASI027
 60 [SISL. G otoFST10Z8
60)0110.10110 0 120 FA112
 





I . 100(11 FSTO3I 
0 10 J=1.3 
_ T 0 
70 TOO(J.l) = .0(J) 	 FA00|034
 




RS I0,(3= RHu(J40E0C03) FAST08
 
IF1(.GT.(4A(00R(I,I( = RIII,1 EACII.) FAST009 
DO LI K=,NE000 FAST0040 
I = TG!(0) FASTIat 
RSP0L . l) = RHO(J)*EAC(K|.(( FA101042 




tGOD/ .GE.O) WRITE(22000)(RSPIJI.)J1,0NGHODI 

2000 FORMATIX,IHENERGY DUP.IP8E12.4 FAST1046
 




0AX m 00Ol,NGMOD FAST1049
 
00 00 =.MAX FAST1050
 




IF(J0(2NI.OGG TO 100 FAST1053
 
00 00 N=10G. F010054 
90 RSPJ.) = ELFIJ0RSP(J|| FAST 5 
95 CONTINUE FA0T(06 
100 00 1(0 J=1,G4O FAS11057 
110 R0PJ,) = AO(l1RSPIJ.I FASTI05a 
120 IF(IN4.L(E00' TO 552 FAST1059 
00,130 1=1.3 FAST1060 
100 0 I) 0.0 00FA$061 
D0[50 N=|, 6 FAST1062 




(00';3 = (00(2) FAST1065
 
100(l)= [00(3) 	 1AST10664 
VOL1 = A00(1 FAST1067 
00 140 J=1,3 J FAST1068 
COO(3,II= 000(03) FAST1069 









00 556 1=1.D0AX FA10107
 
10 IO0](.GTOIGO 10 554 FAST 75 
NP1100= P0AX 0I 1076FAST 

GO 00 556 0FASTIO7
 






NSDAX = 0000 - 0V0AX 	 FAST 1 
NPOM OD NPCMAX 











IIFTC 0ANO0N 0912,X7 FAST10017
 
CRAN00SA0PL(NG PARA0ETE INPUTS FOR PRGRAM FASTER0T.0.JRDA0ANL066*FAS11088
 
SUBOUrIE RANO 0RStALPVU 0G OAIN.fL0.(4H,000 .LIL21 FAT089 
0(0NSI(O NPC)5.I).VEEILI.L2.LI(.000(0) FASTI090 
0ME00 R 'A.LP10.lI.VO05.1),GI0IIAI11.ALP(II.ALHI F'SOIO9I 
COOONTAPED/1 .M2 FASTIO2 
COMON/O[0HERS/RAIUSXCT3hOELTA .BCf3).ATA .0TO FASTO 3 
1 00 AT 00BT .T . J0AX0 .0 . FAST1094
 
2 601 0 NZERO FAST1095
,KAX JBAR 

COON/LIMITS/NSTORE,ERROR,NSAX =NAAX .NRAX NBMAX.NSAX, FA01096
 
400NE-0 NXEAXNE0OD FAST109
.6VAX NXAX NXSECTNUNIT0. 

2 NUONITXUNIMAX FAST1090
.N0PAX NORDERNDON tINELASNTRAN. 

3 N(AX .(0 .61000 .00000 .40000 .NTAX FAST109
.A 0NLMAX , 





6 NPRI)T.NUIT410.NOU0 XALlUE 0FAST102
 






IIIFOODL0P.GT.U0 00 30 FAST1106 
IFNVAX .EQ.1) GO T0 30 
PST = 0,0 FASTI1T 
00O10 11,0ax FASTo 
10 F0 = 1T R .(. FASTL09
 
Do 20 1=1.N0A0 1AST1LLO
 
20 RS1 ) - RSIll/FST FAST1111
 
30 lFIN0.LO.(G0 10 153 FAST112
 







DO 40 3=1,1 FAS01)6
 








|ALP1'l - -ALGIRATIJ)| 	 FASTIlZO,
I *).1) AAXIVDJ.01 -VEE3( JI0,VEEIK0J0I1-V1O0J..I FA TLL21.
 
NO C00001000 	 FS01122
 
560 C UT|NU' 	 FAST..2 





IFI(NT.LE.O)GOTO 60 FAST1 26­
CALL READEI6EMAX.AL FAST112?
 









DO TO 1.NEAX FA S11132
 
18 ALHII D 















$IBFTC 1REA M9/2,XR FlSTt1o0
 
CREA0 'INTEGER INPUT.2413 FCRAT FST141 
SUBROUTINEREADII.AXDI FASTI142 
CoN8ON/TAPEID/M1 M2 FAST143 
0IENS1 IORIIOOOThH2 FAST1144 
0o 30 TIAX24 PAST01145 
.00 2I 0 23 FAST1146 
1F10.GT.AXIG 00 1o FAT1147
 
REAO(II lOOOIII tJ)1J1I,810IH FAST1148
 
GO TO 20 FS0T19
 
10 38X = MO - MAX FA'T0110
 
aO N FASTIL' 

































DENSIN ADIIOOO .0121 FAST1163
 
D 30 IlI.HAX.8 0FAS116
FA 511:4
 
.00 I . 7 
 FAST1166
 




Go TO 20 FAST1168
 
10JX - NOD - AX FAST1169
 
MOD - MAX FAST00
 
READINIIOOOIAD8TJ,J 001.18.31, 801.0 FAST1171
 

















- $IBFTC AEAD 9412.XR7 FAST1118 







 FAST 182 
DO 30 II.AX.18 FAST1183 





REAOIN100A8IJ . =J-1.00,H FAST1186
 
GO 10 20 FAST1187
 






READIUHIOOUIIOOUIj),8I0.DI.X:JI0JMX1HH AD  ' ) FAST1190
oO J
 























IIN0ION TDII800 I.12,121 FAST1199
 
o I I=1.MAX12 FATI20o
 
























DO 30 =1,AX6 1AST12I2 
.D = I - 5 PAS11210 





Go TO 20 	 FUST1216
 
10 	JX : OD - MAX FAST127
 





20 FTLABELII.GE.O RITEIU2 001I,[IORIJT.ADN1.j.,J=I FAST1220
 
0 
30 CONTINUE FASTZ 
000 FORATII03,E9.01,2A412000 F"kMATIlX,2A4.3H....6[|4IPE12.41] FASTIZ22FAST|2'3 
RETURN FASTIZZ 
FAST1225 s 
...SIBFrC ESAEAD 09922.000 .FAST 226 
-
SUBROUTONEREADESO.AOA..) FASTZ1227 
DIMENSIONAO0O00 .1000600B000 FASTIZ8 
00 0o I0=0.AX0 6 FASTI229 
MOO- MI"Ot6.AXI-I) FAST1230 
CAL REAEIOD N0 0I EAST12 31 
00 10 J-I..OO F*ST0232 
,,. IOMIJ
TO AOM(K) - 8O( J) F4'ST123ASTI 4 
RETRN FAST1235 
END FASTI236 
$I0TC EE0READ M94/2,0 FAST1237 
CROEA0E*ALTERNATINGFLOATIhGINPUT, 0E9.0 FORMAT FAST1239 
SUROUrINE EO E OIMAX.AON4,11I FASTO240 
DIMENSIONA000OOO0B.00M10000IOCOI12.1 FAST12Z4 
0 0 FAST 0242 
0o I00=IA.4 FASTIZA3 





K -'K I 
00O000000 C00112.JO 
TO BDOKI = CD"T21J) 
FASTI247FASTOZON 
FAS T12 ' 
RETURN. FASTI250 
ENO FASTIZO5 
SITFTCSREA0 049/2,XR FAST1ZS2 
CREADS* SURFACEFORMAT.3037109.0 FASTI253 
SUBROUTINE RE0AD0S DAA00I FASTI254 
COOON/TAPEI/N .02 FAT1255 
0I0EN"ON I 0(030AD0I0,821 FAST1256 
.EADITI.OOOIONMAOHH FASTO2SO 
IF(LABELI .GE..O000I0Ef2.2OOOH.IDM.AO" FASTIZS8 
1000 FORMATI313.TENO,2A0I FAST129 
2000 FOR AT II0,A .3....310 ,IPEL2.4 FAST 2 0 
RETURN FAST1261 
END FAST122 
SITFTC READ 0922,XR1 FAST1263 
CREAOR * VOLUME SOURCE FORMAT. 400.0.12(3 FORMAT FAST26 
00R0TINE REAORIOMAOMI F AST205 


















 SIBFTCFREAO M9412,XR7 FAST11214
 
CREAF * RESPONSEFUNCTION FORMT. 2I3.OA40E9;O FAT275 
SUBROUTINE EAOF(IOMADN.0DMI FAST1276 




























C000N/LI|TS/NSTRE.NERR'. NSMAX MNA0AX.NRAX ,NROM-.NSTAX. FAT0238
 
OE A0 ,NVAUA0N01A ."EOAINEMD .41SC.NUNITD0 FAT12
 
2 NUNITNI.A .I0A ,NOROERN000N,INELAS.NTR*NS, 0AST09
 
3 N0040 .GMA ,N*CMAXNLMAX.NTAX , FASTI90
.0* N0 X .VO 










COM0qN/ N0EXS/INTP IAZ .0SV IMT0 .0000IM IXR TELL FASr1294
 
L I010 TI0E .INSG 0AS0 2 5
,OAE 'NPC"['SN .0.0 

2 0000 .TISUV .IN .000* .0E0 .0000 .IDE. FAST 296
 
3 .00F .00*
00 .0F I .0Ov IOR .0 0los FAST291
 
4 l40L .a00T 00.T IR.0 0AP IVD .0400 FA*T029
 
O5 AL *10 .00 ,I V
A .1M .* N L FASI29
 
0 * .00
SP* .ISPE .0ATD .0 SP SGT I .0010 FASTI00030
 
7 0GS .NET .I MP .ISGR . .S IES .0C FASTIQO
 
SlEC .IN0 .0U .0 '.IS .0S1 FA*S302
 
INRG .0SC .0010 .0000 .INCP .IFXP .IFXS FAST 1303
 















3000C00 0.OALH).000000,OIOELL).HI000H0,., SG00.NEOO) EAST0.300

















COOBF, SYLUIICYOF THlE TOLOZITANN FASI31
$100CC 500002 IY412,00 
 ECOATIONBY RANDOM SAMPLING 

508R00TNE SOYERII1,12.B S,RC EC *ST NR .G
MTOLIDR,IDSVOL.FAST320
 
I-DT.CB,FXP.FXIlM0.SC hL0. .RO.ELLSSH.SGT.L31 FAST13OZI -
DINSION S"IIIDISGYIC3,C21 - FAST1322 
COYRONLTIIS/NN0CR.NEROOO.N0 A060AD ,NRMAX,NBNAX.NSTMAXT FASTI3'3 .

1 NEORD 611 ,NV.A. ,NXSECRNUN6TTD FAST132Z
. MAR .NEANEY.O 

2 NUNITXNTAX *NAX .NCRDER.NEOINt1NELAS.NTRANS.FAST1325
 
3 NN.- NGAX NFMAX NYMOD NC-&A NLMAX .NTYAX, FAST1326
4 

4 NODIX .NGo0 *YOPENO.NODOD.NOOIAR,00OHO,NSDB. 0D5T1327
 




COBMON/FLUXES/K0R ,NT8LLYERROR.TCTILNIOILER"ON *SNORM ,TOTFAST1330
 





ATO ,B . ,A ,JYIN .JMAX FAST1333
.T B 

2 K Ih R FAST5134
BXVAXaJB NZERO 










DIMENSION 13).XCI3).C13 CACCI3I.0N131,CP[3) F850339
 
SNORM = AMAXI100.0.VECTGRIXCT.BOC.C)I AST140
 








Do 250 NYNI,NPRINT FAST1345
 
Do 240 MMM-I,NUNIRS FAST134'
 




RUTO = 0.0 FAll039
 









GO TO 40 
 FAST1354
 
5 P0T SPHEREI0DCSTCCNST,ST,hRGNSCI FAST1355
 

101Y50.EQ.Y)GO _C 220 FAST35
 
NN = 8RG(N501 - FASTl3N
 
DO 6 1=1,3 FAST135a
 
6 "IT 80C(II * CtI)*STC FAST13S9
 
GO TO 40 FST13o
 


















13 I . (JOIN. JMAOi/2 
 FAT36T
 
14 JBAR II ASt1340 
PO0 = USTARISTCBCC,.,CNSTSTNRGI FAT1370
 
FAST1371 




NO = NRGI65Tl FAST1373
 






o 20 11.3 	 005T1376
 
Bll =( ) +lCIIETC FA51373 
20 CCIII CIII FAT51370
 
KIN = JOIN 	 085T3.8 
KMX JMAX 0AST13O 
.0 30 JIN.J JHAX FAT0301 





30 ECII) = 0S11 	 FASTI 3ST'3:4 
N4ALL = o 














00 00 1=,10AX 

FAT1390 
Np0 = ..0 . 
IFIORIII.G.OIGO O 00 

AS0T1301 
SB = VECOR(XX I1 IiCI F51E3E2
 IF{RK*GT.t) 	 FAST 393
CFTO XO 

CALL SZER I I
CXC) 	 FA 71394





60 l01J016.G0.JOAx)GC00 00 

50 CALL SINGLEINN.COSI6FICCCI.I.OI 

AST1330 














50 IFINV.L0.KTLIOE)GOTC 15 	 FAST404
 
5 	 IFCK.GT.I 00 00 102 F0501404
 




IFMODELQ.GT.0IGO TO tOO 

MCr - 0 FASTI40q
 
GO TO 108 FAS1I410
 
100 FST - vECTORfICT.,*CC3 FAST141I
 
JGAR - JZERC PASr1412
 
GO TO 104 FAST1413
 
302 POT - 1.0 FAST1414 
NOT * 1 FASIAI5 
104 FST - RHOghhl5SSNgJeAR FASIT416 
GSr * 0.0 FASTIT4?
 
M - MTLIhN) FAST14I1
 
IFIN.Gr.0i GST . SGIIJBARP FAST1419
 
ALPHA * 0.0 FAS 1420 
MST - FST * GST FAST142I 
IFIHST.GT.0OO ALPHA - iFSt'ALNIJBAA) 0 GST'ALNIJBARIPFHSI FASTt422 
SIR * VECTTIUIX.BCCCPg FAST14Z 
REIT * 0.0 FAST34Z4 
IF(FST.LE.OELIA3 G TO 108 FAST4Z5 
CALL PATNIhN.F5T-0ELIA.XCPNSISTTNR,Pg5C FAST1426 
*'pr- 0.0 FAST 427 
DO 106 I*1,NST FASTL42S 
J - ARGlI) FAST1429 
K - rriF4511430
 
14 SIC * RHt0JI0SSHIJ8AP) FAST 430 
TFIK.GI.O] IG SIG * SGT(aJARK1 FAST1432306 AMP! - XAPT * IIGOSTIIl FASY1433 
IFIXNPTIGT.0.0I 8T* - AS*tALOC12I*XNpIf4.0 FAST1434 
IFIKODELV.EC.21 BETA . AS*%%p 2.0 FAST145 
LOS 00 205 LLL-L1.INEGA FASTI4)6
 
tFsMGT.GT.O, GO T0 110 FAST1437
 
POA - FOXSOSTARfIN X.Cl FAST438
 
GO 10 112 
 FAST|A39
110 PDA - PDXOVSARICF.CCpC.BETA.ISOALPHAI FASTI4401L2 IFILLL.LT.3DHTCzJ PCA - POAJFLOATINURSER) FAST144I 
tFIxKK.GT.ai 00 TO 114 FAST1442
 
CALL SZERCINN.FIJA.X.C3 FASTS 443 
CO TO 136 , FAST44* 
114 CALL SINCLEINN,.OSINEIC.CC3,PDA FASTI44S 
136 IfIJxIN.GT.JNAx) GO 0 Z02 FAST14A6 
CALL PAThINN.I.OE*30.RC.kSTST.NmoNscI FAST144?
 
IFILLL.EQ.1O34EGAI GO To 205 FAST1448 
"SiMiN - 1 FA511449 
STF * 0 FASTtASO 
TOT * RUNTO! FAST|4As 
00 200 N-I.NST FAST14S? 
L NRGUNS FAS173S3 
A -TLILI FASTAS4 
1FINDNAX.EQ.OIO TO t5o "FAIT34SS 
00 1 0 lt-,NN&i FAT1456 
tFtIEII.hk.LGG IC 140 FASTIAST 
IFIIOStl).NE.OIGO TO 140 FAST4SB 
ANG - COSINtICCCTIZ.TII FAS1459 
IFIN.LT.OCC TO 120 FAST)460 
FST 1.0/CtI) FAST146 L 
RAUN : RHOL) FAST1462 
GO Tfl 130 FAST) &4 
120 FST * STIMCL(II FAST1464 
I0 • TOT * ST1N3/2.0 FAST1465­
130 CALL KERNELINSTNIh.-SI,NhR G FASTI'66 
CALL OETECI(3,N.FSI.ANGCSTIN)I FAST167 
IFM.LT.OI LOT * 301 - sI(NUIz.O 
hsitN • N * 1 
FAST1468 
FAST146Q 
GO TO 150 FASTi4O 
140 CONTINUE .FAST1471 
150 SIT *SI! * STIht FAST1472 
tOT * RUNI0T 6 ST! FAST4T) 
R'u N$C9I FASt1474 
IF(K*N5OIXX.LE.OIGO to co 
-
FASI1475 
MX. 2 - NINST FAST14 6 
IL 
NCT * 0 
o0 t9 N-I.FAX 
FAS[I4?7 
FAST14T8 
00 160 i-1AONAX 
tFl|oRII.EQ.t.ANO.EIi(.EQK]GI TO 170 
FASTI4Tq 
PAST14S0 
160 CONfINUE FASr1481 
CO To 190 FAST14U2 
170 IF.INGT.GT.010G TO LBO FAS1IA8 
1GT - I FAS113484 
CALL NDRALIKSTT.x.C.ChN FAST1485 
Aso - COSINEICCNI FAST14B 
CALL KERNEL(NSININ.MISI.NRG FAST1487 
NSTMIN * h * 1 FAST1488 
LBO PST - 1.O/IA8SIANGCIVOL(I)l FASTLtS9 
CALL DETECTII.-l.FSf.ANCG.0) FAST1490 




202 IF9LLL.tQ.IOMEGAI GO TO Z20 FAST14A9 
205 CONTINUE FAST1494 
210 CONTINUE 
220 CONTINUE 
00 230 lub ODjix 
FAS11495FAST 1;9 
FASI1497 
00 230 J-leFGCRX FASTI49I 
FP153.13 * FXSiJ.l1 0 FxPFJ.10**2 FAST1499 
2)0 FIPIJPII - 0.0 FASTISGO 
235 CONTINUE FASTISOI 









SIOFI 501VE09412,100 FASTISI7 ls 













.SII).ES(IlWCII ECIIIXPIl),ALlI) FASTII3 
'2 ALHIII,FXIC3,LII.FXSIL3.LII.I0(II FAST1S1 
COOEON/TAPEID/MI .M2 FAST1I 
COIONILIMITSINSTORE.NERROR.NSAX.NAMAX NRMAX .NBMX .NSTIIA, FASTISIN 
I NEMAX NVMAX ,NXPAX,NXEMAXNO NXSECTNUNITO. FASTIST 
SGTIL2.LI).ELLIII 

2 NUNIINIIMA NA .NORDERNDON .INELSNINTRANS. FASTOSO 
3 NAX ,NoAX .NFHAX NM0 ,NCAX .NLAX .NYKAX. FASIE9 




6 NPNTNUNBTSNOFEOA.LIOE FASTI2O 
COMMONIFLUXES/KKK ,NTALL,ERRORITCTALN,TOTALERHON*SNOR [OTFAST1523 
COOMONPOINTXINITIALIII 'Mop FAST1524 




.00 ,ASAI1 A 






NPORUN = 0 FASTI37
 
DO 1oo I =1,3 FAST 1531
 00 1DDUI = BDC [) FASTIS32
 
00 27 II=I,NOMAX FAST1533 
NTOTAL = 0 FAST534 
IF)IORII).UT.O) EU IC 20 'AS1535
 
00r0UN = hPCUN FIA5536 
0O I 1=L.3 
 FASTI53' 
XTI = XOTII.III) FASTI538 
I CT() I COT(III) FAST1539 
CALL GROUP(XTI FAST15O 
SNORN =ANNXI!IOO.OVECCR(XCT.IT.CI) FAST1541 
D0 30 NN=I.NPIOT 2NFT15 

.0 25 MM=1,NUNIIS 'ASTISU3
 
IFIIMDELP.GT.O)GC IC 53 FAST1544
 





IFINN.TN.II Go 10 20 FAST1547 
Go TO 94 FAST1548 







NO = NR(NSII 





D0 2 1=1.3 
 FASt1553 




















D 15 KOK=I1KALIOE 
 FAST1561 
























3 CALL SINGLEINNCOSINEICCCT,1.) 

00 TN 4 
FOST1S71FAS010PFI0XNNS00.NC,NST.STNRGNSCI4 1NHLO.E.IICALL 
FAS I 73 
CALL KERNELIINST.ST.NRGI 




CALL DETECTIE -1I.O/SO..12.COSINEICCTI.O.I FAST15T6
 
5 IFIKKKEO.LIDEIGO To 25 





IFI(NTALLI N NTALLP).EQ.IGO TO 26 06511520 
FASTISIS 





DO 6 If1,EAX 
 FASTIS81
 





T I = J1N 
 FA SII54
 
a JBA I 
 FASTLS85 
FASE1586 
0mp1 0.0 F 1STSS? 






 FAST S9 
StGH 0.0 FAST1590 
DO 9 Ifl.890.NSTISIN 
SIG - RHOIJI*SSHIJBAR) FAST1993
 




1F(K.GT.IISIG= SIG . SGTIJNARKI . FAST1596 
3 
XNT = ONT 0 OST))) 0*91)590ITTNOT.TH.TTOHTO 9 Fosoisso
 
fAST1599
TT STT Srtn 

TFTST.LT.STHTGOTO 9 FAST600 
















E 00TH AXMHPT/2.0 

































0 0 9 T 1 5
PH A1 F= XH H /X M P T 
FTRANNO(NHB.GT.PHALFGCTO TO FASTT61T
 




T000= T FAST.619t2 N" LF - I 

OH 13 1-1,3 FAS TO20
 




13 ACT)) = OI) TO IBFAST162
 
A0T1625




0 TO 1 .3 FASTI66O 














IT H{IH = 0.0 09AST1607 
FSTt636
 
18 ALPHA - 0.o 










IFT)TKHODE ).OGOT.1 TO 300 

FAST1639
PDA . QSTAR(NNXC1 

FA'01639




301 CONTINUE FAST1639 
STH = 3.OE1O0 F STIO 
TO(NOT.oQ.OTGOTO 19 FASTI641 
PSI CO9INE(C.CT) 
TFOGT.O0.O TH 0.1T"/PS . 
FAST1642 
FAT6 3 
19 CALL PATHTNIHN.O CHN0TSTNHONSCT FAST640 




-NNP = 0RG(NST) FAST1647 
DO 20 1 .3 FASTI6 8 
PT I . = :i *11TC CII FA S T 6 9 
20 OTT) = OCTI) 010FATI 
ST. VECT.PCXXP,Cl FAS TI65 L 
NNNNC FAS1652 
00F = PDOPF* OPCT/AT0**2 FA9T1053 
(0K.GT.IGO TO 21 FA91654 
CALIT9200R NNP SO C FAS T1655 
GO TO 22 FASTIS6 
21 CALL SINGLETNN.COSINEIC.CC,1.C FAST16517 
22 TIOJHI).T.JHAXIGO TO Z 
,GNHLO.T.2TG0 NO 200 
-CALL KERNEL ~NSTSTHRG)





' 200 CALL PATHINN.S9T,XHCtNSTP,STP.hRPNCP FAST6 
CALL K NTELHIISPTSTPNRPI FAST1663 
20) CONTINUE 
Do 23 13HIN0JHAX 
FASTI664 
FAST1665 
ECTIT = S)I 
23 WC(I POX*WS(ITEXP{-XHOPT 
FAST1666 
FAST667 
KHIN = J9IN FAST1668 
KAX = JAX
N N = UNP 
RUNTO RUNTOTH STH 
FAST1669 
"FAST1670FAST6 7 
Do 24 I;T3 
C)" = HOT)) 
FAST672 
FAST1673 
20 CCTIT = CT 000FASTIT 
.25CONTINUE FAT1675 
26 CONTNOT FAST1676 
0. 26 1FNAHOH -S091677 
00 28 JINGHAX PAST16T 
FX0SI0) FHXTSI,1 FTPJ,)TH2 FASTIT9 
28 F'XPTJ..I= T.0 FAST680 
27 CONTINUE FASTI6N 



















400ON 	 'A0071690 0 
CONON/L141TS/NSTORE0NERROR.NSAX
,NAMAX NRAX ,N000R ,NOJOOX. F1S00193
 






I NOHUX.N0000.01000 .ORNOD.NCHA ,NL0RR .NTMA 
 F
EAS106'6
4 NAR .6G0N .MOOENTNDHOD0 0 .PONAX.NPA40 01NS 10F01697
6 N3 0A.0V0040.NP.IN ROOELUMO0ELV, FAST1698











21 IR .IELF .IUWN .,ID ,IEU .ISSM .IOEN 
 FA T1702
3 1N00 I]ENF .1FI .E I0V .11 ,0 . IOR DS AST1703
 
4 1001 0T 1ICT IRS[ .ALP .1VR0 .' ,G1F 7ASTI0
5 lAIR .IALM 1ALH 1IX .INS IIVEE ,IVAL 

6S0w .ISPE .1T0 .IRSP .IST .I,0E .1101 

7 1GS ,NEX .10E IE0Sp C
O (11 .100 .10 .10 .10 .[01 .1st 
GNG.1004 .1STP .INR1 .11111p .1RS , 
1 0IFXTIFXE .1F1U 
-CRLL GRODUIR,1SERORII:I. N .HI 1NS I1101 


















COHON/OTERS/RAOIUSXCTIIOELTA :80ClSATA ,A1 .AT 
A0 .T .1 .0 a JAIN JAX 2 0MIN . .JOAR ,NRERO
COMHON/LIOTS/ISORENEROR.NSAX 
NAMAX.NRMAX NBAX NSTAX,
1 MEMAX .AVA NXAX .NXEAXeNE0O ,N.SECTNUNITO, 

2 NUNITXNIMA .00"AX
_ NOR0ER,0N0 .1E40A,NRRANSN3 - NA .G 0
X 
F.AX HVMO .NCMAX.NLMAX .NTAX 

4 N AX:NGCC MOXENT.NOM0O.NPOAX N1 0D0NSONAX 









DIMENSIONC S) 010110100411 






I = 000 0 1 
ALL PATHINZERO1 






'F1.G1.01 GO TO 2 
I CONTINUE 
JZER0 NEMoI? 
GO TO 100 ­







C CALCULATE AVERAGE OURCE GROUP 1N0EX 
TOTH 0.0 









0o 10 1.MINM0AX 








1F11X0P016.0E.O.O)G TO 30 

00 20 !1.1H0Al 

20 IE[ WSIIXIXPI)" I|. AIMIIl-MP(Il|
30 CALL KERNELIR 0 0 0N1G 

CALL KER EL(NTTNTTSISNRO 

00 40 I=I0,0A 

F1T = 0I0III0SII0 

000X I0 0 1. . .STXP)
TQ=TOTNT.; FSASTI 

40 	0OE = 101E 0 FST*ESII) 










[ MI 0N /AX2 









































































































































CSERO 0FX SOURCEVALUATION FOR 1RORAM ASTE1T..JODAN*0AL1966FAST11777 






CO1N66U6SZE/5 PCS XI31 Cf3l FASTI78
 




2 NU6 6.NIAX .N6A .N6E66EN,6WN,1NELASNIRANS. FAST164 
3 66AX .NGAX 6NFPAX NTMAX. a g 
6116 .66666 .N64A .668AX6.66 .6 FA5T1783 
66MOO NCMAX .LAX FAST17ETS
O"AX 1hG.OOG,MOMENDOO pNPDMAXoflPDMQD,NSOKAXFASTITB6 zz
 
4 V6.A.,NVD"C6,I6T,6OEL6,6O6ELQMODELUO6ELV. FAST1787 
F1AS1 

C1O6MON/INDEXS/ITP 2IAZ.IIEV .MTL ,IRMO .XR IELL FAST789
 




6 NPRINTNUNIT5,NUBERALIDE ,788 
2 1I6 156V W.6 E.6B ._ DEN FAS6t691
 
3 6IG 1 6.iS tIO6 II6 .110S 17"2
.ELF IFGW R FAST 

IVOL ICCT ,IXCT IRSI ::ALI lM II FAST1T9!
5 IA61 .ALM .6 LEE .1 A , N . IVEE FAS. 936 VAL , 
6 66 I6SPE .1AT ,IRSP .IST ,II.E , 6FAST1795
 
I ISGS .NET IXPP .665. .665 .6IWC FAST176
A 

9 EEC 1I.D .61 .6V .1 ,V [S
.665 FS",197 
I6RG .11, " RP F 5IFXPST798 














1CA61SZEOU( A"66,6 P AX 
AL616 FAT068








$16861 56EOM -95/2"XR7 FA 1 2 E EVALUATION 19_6 PAS'[113
















EQUIVAENCE ,t0ZZ3ZlII)Z3,DEtt,1( " 011Z, FASTtBO
 
I I I !~ll),l~~2,2II(lvllV¢~6,vs,V5S1
FASTEER1
 
COMMOZ/DUPSZEENN ,S x:31 ,C131 FAS5T1111
2CO6O5P665INT7T 6 -L,6666,36 FAS61 
66AXNMAX 6266C6MMON/LIT/6ICRE63.66.64NS6AX6 MAX N114AX6 FAS6 

6 N1MAX ,A A1X1X N.".N6, .. FA8569A61,3 56C6 3UN.66 

2 1N6PAX NUNITXNI6A66 2RD2....WN 66 1HELAS6. TR6US, FAS1826
 
N5D FAST182
1 NNMAX6NC6AXG"  NFAX 16LMAX NTAX , 









3 566 ,AT 66 .66 616 ,J616 68jX FAST1832
 
CD6M66N/4THERS/RAIUS.63.65ELTA 31.A6TA .64A66 6ST16A 












IP6668DE.1 GO TO 3 FAS818
 
66 6 .:0 FAST61
 
IF6OV6II.EQ.NIGO TO 2 FAST1842
 
I CONTINUE F 6ST863
 
GO TO 3 FAS844
 




C UN-TRANSLATE FASTZ86 
DO 10 1,3 FA5F1648 








00 20 6-6.3 PFST653 
C SPATIAL6118A S FS 854 
6666 =Z2666 FAS 1855 
C DIRECTON COSINES FA 66856 
20 8666 CIIS PF 5653 
FN66 65.166 
C CYLINDRICALAND SPHERICAL,AZIMUTHALANGLE 
 FA'¥8
30 v, - ?FAS'te5O
 








00 4O 6-1.666 FA6 5865 
61 = FSTtB66v566
Vl= SOT| FAST1867 '
 
IFMAXEQ.36G TO 50 FAST1868 
C CYLINDRICAL,Z-C6ROINATE FAST1869 
V3 6 FAST1810f3 
IFNNL.O11 GO60 105 
C ROTATION5ETUI 66LAR FAST81 




SRH = 0.0 FASTIT4 
GO TO 60 FST1875 
C SPHERICAL,COSTU OF POLAR ANGLE FRSTI8O-




C ROTATION SETUP.POLAR P 11TIOT
 
CPH V FASTlm a
3 

IP. = SORT(1.0- CPH**ZI ERSTBO
 
R = VISPH FAITIR8I
 
C ROTATION SETUP. AZIMUTHAL FAST1882
 
60 IFIA.GT.O.UGO TO 7C FASI83
 




GO TO 080 
 FATIBB6
 
TO 	CIA = TI/l F ASTIROT
 
S TI = 0 F A ..
ST IORA
 
C ALCULATEROTA0ON ATRIX FASTI80
 
TO CALL ROTAEIAPHPH.TCT.OT.ROlT PASTT190
 
C ROTATED RECTION COSINES FASTL891 
0O 00 IhI, FAST8IT2 
01) = 0.0 FA STa93 
RU 90 P1,0FAST804 
50 011)= 011 - ROTlIJI.3"C"I FAT1895 
C COSINE OF POLARANGLE. ANGULAR POF FAST1896 
IO 05 = 03 FASTIROT 




IFIIORABS0 ABSI.....G.O.) VN FA0t000
I AAN2102.01I 

C ALL SOURCE VARIABLESDEFINEO SET ERROR INDICATOR,TOTAL POE FAT1901 
JHIN = J50N1 FASTIOO 
J3AX = 0 FASTIOO3 
TO5 CONTINUE 
00 100 11.0P00T 904 
C CHEC FOR TELTA FUNCTION, ASSUMEO CORRECT FASTI9OS 
IFINPCIIh).E.IIGO TO 130 FAST1906 
C NOT DELTA FUNCTION, CHECK RANGE FAST19O7 
K . NPC(INI FASTU9U8
 
IF(IITtI)- VEE(IINII)*VEEIX.INI - V1II)ILT.O.0IG TO 150 FASTI99
 
C INSIDE RANGE, FIND INTERVAL FA0901
 








C LINEAR INTERPGLATION FAST1914
 






IF(NN.GT.0)CC TO 130 FUST918
 
IFII.IT.0l GO TO 130 FASTEOll 
PSORS P0 F050190 
GO 00 ISO FASTLO2 
130CONTINUE FAST1022 
C DEFINE NUMBER IN GROUP AND AVERAGEENERG FAST1923 
J0AX JSN I FA 1 1924 
DO 140 3J1l0,J0AX FASTO9 5 
05I11 = PFASPAII NI L001006 
140 EIT1 SPEII,N) F0T1927 
C REGULAR AND OUTSIOE-RANGERETURNS FUST19Z8 
10 RETURN FASTI929 
END PAS 1930 
SIBFTC KERNLE R9'/OXRI FAST931 
CKERNELRMEANFREE PATH CALCULATION FOR PROGRAMFASTERRO.N.JOROAN-.ANL-66FAST1932 
SUBROUTINEKERNELIIINAXSTNGI FAST1933 
COMM HI FASIT0134 
ICOMMON/LIMITS/NSTERENEROORNSA,NAAX NRMAK .NBR0X INXTAA,FASTI15
 
I NE AX .NV"0 NA RAX ..NEIAXNEMOU .NSEGTNUNITO, FASTISH6
 
2 NUNITRNIAX ,N60AX .NORUERRNOORO
.IRELAS.NTRANS: FATI937
 
. .410 NIO POO - NN.A. ,.G Al .NPFAeNF X .NGRAA ,O OAR .0 .0N00 	 AETIOSB1Ill..0 I.AK :lLMAXG:NTlAX 

4 NMAX .AG00 OIENT,NOMOD,NPUAR.NPAO.NO FAST 99
Ma A., 

0 NV00AX0NV MO NPOINT. OOEI P. O EL DO .ELU NOEELV, ASTIO-0
 
6oNPRINTNUNITSNU RERK.ALIOE FAST1941
TCOMMOIINOEXS/INTP IA .1100 TL IRHO ,IXR IELL FAIT942 
1EL0 .IAE .[IE .IN0 .INPC .14SN IJSX FASTIOOS 
2IOR .1000 .IAIN,IATR ,IESR .ISOR I0EN PAST1944
 
, .IELF 6IPG0.TDS ,IIDV .IIDR tIOS FAIT1965
 
4 :VOL .IC T .1010 .IROI .IOLP .1000 .l01X * ST0966
 
5 1A. .IAL .ALH .R" INS I1E [VAL FAT194
 
6 
 1S7 .ISPE .1A1 ,IRSP .ISGT IIBE II0I FAST 19481
 
P lOGO .NE1T ,IRIP .ISGR S :IS FAIT194*IES IWC 

8 TEC IND .10 ,I1 .IST FASTI95
,RR IT0 

INRG IThee.ISTP .INRP ,INCP ,IFXP ,IFXS FASTISI
 
IFXT .IFXE .IFXA FAST1952
 
CALL KERRU(NEOO.1,HIIXMP,HIIAEI.H[IBEIRICIELLIHIIELI
, IES), FAT1953 
1 HIIRHOI.H(ISH HIIMTLiHIGT,INMAX.STNRGI FAST1954 
RETURN PAST955 
END FATO1956 
$16FTCKEOI M09/2,XR3 FAST1957 
CKERDUM*MEAN FREE-PATH CALCULATIONFER PROGRAM FASTER0T.H.JORDA6WA0L66FAT1958 
SUBROUTINEKEROUNILI.L2.XMPAEBE.ELL.ELW.ESROSSHMTL.SGT.IN. FAST190 
1 X00,0I.NRGI FAST1960 
DIMENSION XPIII.AEIIIREII IELLOI).ELWIIESII),NRGAII0)0TL1I. FAT1961 
I 01111 *RHOItI,SGTIL%.L2ISSRIII FA0ST1062' ig
COTMON/OTHERS/0AOIUSXCI30,0ELTABGOCI.ATA .AT .AT FAS 63 
- A .01 .0 JNIN JAX. FAST96N =000 'a0 
2 K01N K0AX .Ja.0 .NZERO -FAST1965 
CO)MON/L))4TS/NSTORENERRR.NSMAX.NAMAX NRMAX .NBMAX .NSTMA0, - FAST906 
I0000 . 4NXE0AX0NEMBO FAST1967A0 .0X00 .X-AX NXSECTNUNITD: 

2 NUNITXNiAX NPAX N ,ZNELAS.NTRANS, FAST96
.RDERNDO  

I NNMX .NMAX NFMAX ,NVMOD NC0AX NTNAX , FAST169
0NLMAX 
4 0000 .0o 30 .)D0M 00ENTNDMDD FAST0O0NPDMAXNPDOD.NSDKAX. 

5 0000.0D800.NPOINT.ODELP ODE0OELU
OELQ,00 MODELV, FAST900 







0 1. JIN.J)AX 	 FAT)7S
 
to 0)p)))= O.0 FAT976 
IFNxSOCT.GT.0100TO 30 FAS1977
 
o o l4 .JNA ' 
 FAS197a 
AEt) 1ESI) - ELL101)/EL8Il FAST1079 
20 08)) 1 ES0)/ELU)I) FAST198Oi ELL)))­
30 IIIN)).GT.HA80)OTO 90 0ASTI98D.
 






40 K - 0TL0j0 FA0I90
 
00 50 LJMIN.JHAX 
 FAST1906 
50 F00)1). 000)1)* 0)))flSTIEl:5AE0LISP I 0 OE(LI-SGTIL1K) FA5008 




TO 90 	 FAST 1990
 
F AST 
DO 0 I:JMN 0JNAX 	 59
 





















COMONDU0S01INN .P5! .00FA T999 




NEMAX NYAX NXAX NXEAX.NEKOO .NSECTNUNITD. FT8520 
2 0NUNTX00IAX .NMMAX.0N0,EINO6N IMEL SITRANS, FAS02002 
3 N08 .IN08 .0 0 0NCRAX FAST200300NFM0X 8D .NLAX .NTNAX. 
4 ND8 .NGNOD.D)ENTNo0D .NPDAX.NPD00.HSDAX FAST200 
5 NVDAX0NV0 O.NPOINT0,MDEL0N0ODELQODELUMODEL8V. FAT2005 
6 NPR1NT.NUtTSNUBER0K0ALIDE FASTD06 
C0M0N0INDEXS NTP t . .ELL 

I[ELM 	 IIA' INGeNPCI[E IEJSN eIJSX , ASEZO
 
.3800 .70)0 .30ESB 

0I0SV .I8I0A" IRHO IXN T FAST200
 
5 .00DEN FAS209
 701R .3SV ,8A1 
3 1N) .0ELF IIFG2 a0)40 .110Y R .1DS FAST2010 
4 I00L ::CLOT .000T .IRS0 .ALP :IVD eGIN FAST2011 
5 AIN ,ALN .38)4VEE 2IVAL FAST2012 
2 

IS, .1Sp, ,;D .,Rp :.3SGT .l730 .1101 FA520136 

7 
 I55S .6E.T .lXP .3500 .36S .10S .I08 * FAST2014 
.1 el5E .51 FAST5
IE C 'IND .)0 .1 V 

FX F A S 2 0 16














NA N" 	 FASE2 2
 
00 *D 0A FAST2023
 0852024 






IFIN.E0.0I)3 INR - I 	 FEZ2
AST2020
CONTINUE
5 C0 0 0850202910 CONTINUE 0 0)E FAST2039CALL SINDU0INDN NOER,0I0.0ELA3S.NE,)0 0 HIH 40I0L 
0I)1101 .I0SGHI. S4HI SSH0)H0IDEN). 08ST2031 
2 H 0) )1IH(IESIH(ECl.H4)L00 0AST2032 
F ST2033 
END NF0T2034 









0300EN5300 1101L RH).000IO)1L) L2L0.2,31I,0I3 FAST2-0t 
0DENS.ESeCECELLI I Ij  







(080NIDU05I0N1 .PSI .PD0 

.84 * 08502042 
O 0 0T .01TNDT. 
Co5ON/OTHERS/RADtUS.0XCT3OELTA.B)C131.0ATA ,81 





0010 . 0N I .BR2COMMON/LIMITS/.ST..,NE4RR:MtSlA NAMAX ,NP-A N6MAX NSTMAX, FAST2O 
I 0ENA .0VAX NXA NEAX.NE0D .NXSECT.NUNIT0. FAST2046 
2 NUNITXNIAX NMAX N0RDER,NCON .,1NELAS1N4RANS.FAST2047 
3 NNAX .NGAX NF0X .NVOD .Nc8 .01AX .) 00 FAS2040 




8= TL N0N) EAST2OS4 
FST - 0.0 
F A S 0 O53 




DO 10 0-0NEAX 

49AX - 0 
FAST0D5 
1 ( ) - o.0 FA5205 
FAST2059
)FI.LT.O oG TO 920 

IF(XSECT.NE.1IGOTO 220 PAST2060 
l0 PSIN P0A P00T1061 
IFI.E0.OIGO TO IT15 PAST2067 
PLNl - 1.0 FAST064 
00 139 L=1N.000E FAST205 
DO 120 0=10I0N PAST2066 a 
[FIIOEIK,L.I.LE.0IGO10 130 FA2ST067 
J181 •IN FAST2068 
N = lOEKL.Ml FAST006I 
KH00 = K[0OIKMAXNM A XI FAST2070 
[FIKIN.GT.KG0GO TO 130 FAST071 
1= IN K -2 FAST202 
0o 110 J08l0KOO0o FASTOT3 
I I FAT2O74 




120 CONTINUE FAST2077 
130 PLZ0IPSI*PLI*FLOATI21L-13-PLP2* ATL-II)IFLOAT{Ll FASTZO 8 
LM2 PL8I FAST2079 
PL81 = PL0Z 
PIN = APL8Z 
PAST2080F T20 1 
139 CONTINUE FAST2082 
K00D HINO(KAXINELAS)
SIF(KOOOL.LT.K1G 00 10 
FST003 
FAST2054 
00 10o J=K0h!K00C FAST 05 
K = Il iJ I FAST2086 
IFIK.E0.O T FAST2 7 
N . X/1000 FAS0080 
MA = INONEOO-JK-1000N1 FAST2089 
I =4 - I FAT090 
DO 14OX=L,PAX FAST2081 
I I 01 FASTZ92 
140 IS"I W0111 1C{JIOOGOIK.IP0A
MNAX• HAX.[J AX) FAT2093 FASZ094 
150 CONTINUE FAST2095 
160 00 170 1=J.IN,J0A 




4.OPSIPOOIPST + RHOINN)) 
FASt2098 
FA0TZ039 
IF(FSTLE.O.OlGOTo 900 FASTIO0 
RAT 0pelt*2 FAST10t 
MIS = K0N FT0AO2102 
DO 200 J14K.IN,AX FAST103 
0 = RATEClJ) FAST2104 
00 000 1816.4000A PAST205 




G0 TO 210 
 FST21to
 
190 14 I 
 FAST2109
 
J14N = MINOlJAI.l) FASTI1O 
WSC -FSTSSHIJIWC J FAST'2II
 
FIAS2112
00IS(I.. gS(l •SC¢E FAST11[3
 
210 JMAX = MAXOlIN.JMAXI 












220 1IN KRM 
 FAST02117
 
PSIM 0.0 - PSI 
 F0T02110
 
PsIS - PSI882- l.O FAS 19
 
G0T = RHU0NN010.49875 
 FAST2120
 
IFIM.GT.OIGSY. GET + DEN(I FASTZ 2T
 
GT - P0A0GS0 FAST2122
 
00 230 JK14.60KX F 2123
 


















J481 = 0INO(JMIN.ll FA02031
 
PST = WC(JIGSTRAT*2*RA I•1.01AT 0 PSIS) FAST2132
 
'I'l = 0111 F1S FAST2133
 





260 JAX . MIN 
 FAST21'6
 
900 IFIJM1N.GT.JAX)GCTO 920 FASTI37
 
00 910 I=J814J8AX 
 FST2138
 






















COMMON/DUNTRA/NN ¢STM MNST :X(9A (9)Q CX(9) FAST1
2 4
 
2 NIAItS/NSTORE,ERR I 0 FA4218
,NSAX ,NAA .NRMAX NBMAX NSIMAX,
I NEMAX NV.AX :NXNAX:NXEAXNEMO0 tNXSECT.NUNTTDe FAST2L49
 
2 'UNIT ZNINAX I
tNI A eCRDERNDON :IILAS,NTRANS, FASTI50I
 
3 0080X ,SP 0 I AX NAX PA0ST2111
.N10FX MOO NCMAX 
4 NOAX .NGOD M0MENT,NUM00.NPOMAX,NP080DNSOA0 F0T0212 a_ 
5 NV0AXNVD0ODNP000 00P, 8EL01.il00I.NT OOELU,MODEL0V,FST153 
6 NPR1NT.NUNITS,UM8RKAL0OE FAST2154
 
C66ON6/I5OEXS/1PNTP151A.Z" .1 1 .5R6 .5 ,IELL FAST2155
IEL IA I ,SG tPC ilS eJSL FAST2116
 
2rT .XS16 V .6A7N 1ATW IES8 I6SSH |.E1 FAS*216
 
3 IT IIO0V LIM0 .I10S 5 6
S1ELF .IFGW .ITDS FAST218 
4 56OL ,ICDT .tXT IRSI .tALP .TV6O .IG1N FAST2159 
.5 1AIN IALM |tALH IA .INS IVE6 .IVAL FAS T166D 
6 1SPW .,SPE .1616.55SP 1|5 I 16. * FA5T21611 .5GT E 
1 1665 .NEXT ,16115 GR I S :IES :.5C FAST2162 
.6 IEC I1N' .1U . W6 ,S .|1 * FST62163
 
6 iNRG INSC .ISTP ,|6R5P.SlCP IFXP [FXS FAST2564 
IF5 ,5FXE .IF5I - FAST2165 
DIMENSIONXXX16ICCCSI FA562166 
NN - HNN FAST2t67
 
STn . 666 FAST68 
56 (o 1.53IFASTf66 
X (E = XXX1 FAST211 
1. C.II CCCISI FST2171
 
CALL TRADU6tNA1AX,6AX6,. INTPIHlLAI 5 15 . IAI.HIINS).HIN. IASt2112
 









SS6FfC-TRAO 69412.1", FASTZ T
 






N~lf fU;.I  .M I (2I1 F.AS. 820IS
AST'181
 
CO6ON/DUTRA/6N .IN5 .ST .X191 .C191 .Cx65l FAST2152
 
C66ON/LI6ITS6ST6RE6.NERROR.NSX 6 6 5R 6B6AX FAT2163
6NAX .H NSTMAX, 
65555 .6V6 I.NXMAX.NXEMAX.NEMO MNXSECTNUHfO, FAST216 
2 6USTX.NIAX . AX NO6RDR6DON .INELAS.NTRANS, FAST2185 
3 665I6AX , .6 CHAX NLMAX .NMAX66 AX :.560 FAST216 
4 65655 .NG00 .6MENT.NDD*NPDXAX POO5 NSO6A.X FAS117 
N6665,N666'00,P0161M.56ELPLOE6 E6LUMODEL FAST2188 
6 NPRIN6.UNT$.6UXBERKALIDE FAST2169. 
V6 110 l1.3 FAT2166 
J - I 1 - 3602/35 FAST2191 
6114 I5Il:2 FAST2192 
XII66)* X(IIXJi FAST2193 
C5163I - 2.0SCI11VX(1 PAST21964 
CC1l65: C.1116145 6. C(J)X(l FAST2195 
X11661 - C111002 FAT2196 
16 C6565-C511*C|IJI FAST217 
D2 013 NAx FAST2198 
120 - FA2T29911 . 56FAST2200
 
SSIT - o.o FAST22O|
 
00 416 N=1,ST6AX FAST2202 







3 4 - ,1THIN 

FAST2206
6J *01.o53 SP 10E'38FAST2207
 
GO 66 150 FAST20
 
146 1IT65..611: .E,0O 0AST2209
FON To 466 IO
6126
 
IH8 NXT FA ST22|O
 FAST2216
15I I HIN 

GO 56 170 FAST2212
 








II(I5I - I5365p - II.S6.65OO35 390 FAT2217
 








Go 66 39 AST222
 


























66 266 Lf|,6AX FAS236
 
65650• 6K5 0 XILISAIL.KI FAST2236
 
v16 - VK'(* CILI(*AIL.) FAS223
 
SFIL.GT.3)(I I6 CXIL)KI5S.I FAST2236
 
200 CON' IN" FAST2240
 
20 IF(.LE.11GD 56 220 FAST2241
 
IFLA1*Ip5 5,ST)61561VIK16 6T5IKIII 3460,36C,36 AST'242 
226. (ND6K56- 23 236.265.340 FAST2243
 




26 'IFV165.E.OIGOTO 310 FAST2246
 




GO TO 200 





F UIK/OTO " 









280 H - S0RTH 
SI[L.KI- E - 0 
L 1 - 2*I1121 
ST1.I 0E 
290 L = I 
IFIKK.GT.OL3 2 

S0 = (.ILtK- ST 
IF(50 300,20.330 
300 L - 1 1 - 20[L/2I 
[FISIL.KI.GT.STTIGOTO 340 
310 WD K0 3 
GO TO 340 ST
 
320 TITLOOITKKI-IOTO - 2.0 T0
 
3 0SF SGE.SPIGG TO 305 
SP a 











ISTJJ.IPl- OOO02SP2 I 

50 TO 410 

360 IFIJJ.0E.IG TO 415 

370 ORIN) - I 











STlNI STM - STT
00 00 420 

380 MNSI LL 

ST(NI * SP 
SOT - 5TT * SP 
F 0TP0LLI.E.31NDILLI3. 
NSP - 05.J .0llO00 N S P  
NXT NSIJJ.T)- OOO 
0X 

TIIT.LE.NRA) GO TO 385 

NX00 ONT - 600A0 

IN I.GT.IO'




385 IF . I 
390 CONTNUE 
400 C0NTNUE 
NSIJ0.P) 1000065p* MNO999.TNRMAXNXXX1 
Go To 620 
410 CONTINUE 
N NSTA0 I 
415 N= - I 

































































































































1OHOON/LTITTSINSTOREONERRO.NSAX"50AX NR0AX MAX NSTAX5 rFAST0
013 
100E000X 40N0AX.N0E0X0NEo0 ,NXSECT.NUNITO, FA0314 
NUNIT.IXON"1AX- ,IR0 .NO0N ,N0LAS.NTRA0, AS12315 
3 56000 .-0F0AX N.. .,0NC0 .NL0AX NTMAX FAST2316 
4 N0AX .GNoD .MOENTNo0 ,NPDAXNPC NSAX, FAST2317 
5 00O .60.5V0000.0T001L.OOEL.0ODELUMOELV. 
6 NPINT.NUNITSNUBER,ALIOE 
COHOON/INDEXS/INTP,IAZ .(SV .0M0L :0IRHO .00R .IELL 
ILW6 AE ,1E .1SG .6PC ,JS5 .JSX 
2 0000 .0SUV .3A0 .ATW ""a0 .SH : 
3INTG IELF F .0000 .1106 .16 .05IDS 

0 IVOL .0C0 IXCT 0RS0 I0LP 0IV.0 ,D60M 

5 1A1 .IAL 1IN0 :IA .1NS .1VE0 ,1V0L 

6 3506 .35P0 .[000 .I0 . 0 liDE0 iID 

O 3SGS 0 ,050 .005
NEXT .00 .000 IWC 

SIEC .IN0 .0U .TO .00I .0ST 

0 1NRG .NSC ISTP INRp INCP 1FXP IFXS 

I lFT OFXE IFX&- 













































0MENS N NTP(II),A(L1 )XP3), CP3Il ,013,131 FAS2330
 
00 O o -,3 FAS1330
 





o.. FA S T231I
 
L 2" FAP02302 
3AX T0FAT 2303 
Do 20 J-1.3 FAT2344 
C ) ASTY2345 
L K 
0 0. 




IFIIL').I.00)E)J). (j ) )L0A0t00.




IPA[J3).LEP.A0010)J 0)0J *j .00(J(I A;J3[." FAST2350 
':F.IE.;E0AXC0J) 4J 




DO 30 j.1,3 
SQOTIFS) FAST2353 
FAST235 
30 C), C(Jl/FS FAST2355 
RETURW FAST2356 
END FAST2357 
$0B0TCRTAT M9412,02 FAST2308 
C0 0TATEOTATIATI FAST23S9 
" SUBOUFINE ROTATEPF.SPH.CTH.STH,OT) FST2360 
DIMENSION000(3.3)
IO R(oTI.,L=CT*P FST236L FAST236 
RnT(2,0)= -SI FAST2363 
R0T(3,L 0T0*sP FAST2364 
ROT,2) STH'0PH FAST2365 
R0002.23 0TC FST2366 
000)3,2)- STHSP 
R0T0 )10 -000 
FAST2367 
PAST3269 
ROT[2j) 0 P0AST2370 
R0T13,3) C0pH PAS2371 
RETURN FAST32M 
END FAST2373 
IIDFTC COT M4/2,XR7 FAST2314 
CR0TATC0T0T ARIX GIVEN DIRECTION VECTOR FAST2336 
SU0RUINE ROTACICROT 
I ME'S I ON C 3 1 FAS2376FAST2 '?T 
CPH = 0)30 
Sp0 SQRTIAMAX=I0.OtI.0 -p0$02)0 
FST2318 







GO TO 20T FAST2303 
00 0 = 0)1)/SOD FTP2304 





END ' FAST2368 










 Do '0o!1.113 0.  000
= F ST239 







$IFTC TALLYS 004/2XR7 FAST2398
 
C0ETECT0FLUXCALCULATIONS 0M0.J0RAN00 FAST2399
FOR PRGRA  FA0TER0 ANL*966 

S0oUTINE 0ETECTIII JJJ.*AABB CCC FAT2400
 
c OMMON Hil) F ST2401
 
COOMON/OUMDET/I .0 FST .ANG .sv FAST2402
 
COON/LiITS4/NSTOEt0ERRONSAX NAMAX .NMAX 0NBMAX FAST2403
.N0TAX, 

SNEMAX NVAX NXAX .NXEM&X,NEMO0.NXSECT.NULTOO. FST24
 
2 NUNITNI0AX MAX .RE0.N0 ,INELAS.NTRANS: FAST05
 
3 06AX 0000 ,NFMA .00000 .NCAX .NLMAX NTH0. FAST20
 
4 NOAINGM0 .00E0T.N000D .NPONAX,NPDM0NOSMAX. FAST240T
 
5 NVOAX NVDMOD,NPINT0MCDELP.MUDELQ,HODL0tEL. FASTZ400QDELV. 
6 NPRINT.NUNITSNUlBBERKJL0OE FAST2940
 
COOON/(NOEXS/INTP .IAZ .4S0 .01 .0000 .00R ,IELL FAST240
 
TELM ,IAE .,BE SG ,IPC :WSN :'4E. FAST1411
 
2 IXT ISUV IATN .000W .00 000 .000N A442
, 

3 INT FKSPIR 0IIOS FA.T413

V7L COT :'AI 1111 I:IR'iLP :1V1,1.G[ FASTB.14
 
4 01 .0ALM :.04 4N1 .00 .IVL FATZ 0
.A 

SISP .SPE IATD IRSP ISGT 40E .IIDI F ST241
 
I 0SGS 0IT .0XP ISGR tI.S IES I4C FA T241
 
IEC .IND .400 .000I T FAT2621
 
INRG INSC . TP IN0RP 0 IFXP .IMXS F S2409
.0N4P 












STV - CC FAST222 
IP = EXT FAST2426
 






















1FAL 85L 38L .833.01,2.l 3.SSH(1SGT.L3.Ll88P312,G[M.13. 
OMEMS ION W {I I EST 1)!'TGI|),FXTfLZ,LI|,FXP(LZLII,FXE(L2,Ll),
8 318RH88 FAST2438
 
....N8/8DUoET/3 .. FST .AG ,.1T FASTZ440
 
CO8N/OTHERS/RAIUSCT3.ELTA CA8.886A33 AT. A6 1 SL"
.ITC 8T582441 




CO ON/FLUX/8K TALL3.R 8TOTFAST244
 
KN883 .880 .J888 81ER 
I ,T8TALNTOTALE,RHON .SNOR 

CO3N/L1ITS/NSTRENERRORMSPAX 8_8AX ,NRMAX N8. AX .NSIMAX, FAS2445
88 
NEA I ,EAX.8E880. .NXSET.88U38T, FAST24468 .888X8 .8AX 
2 N8NIT.NIMA8I8N80 .NOR0.N008N ,INELAS,TRANS. FAST24
 
3 NNAX ,8880 .8F8AX .88800 .N68A8 .81080 .8NTMAX FAST848
 
4 N8A88 .MG0 . MD8 5 , FAST2449
8O88ENTNOO.HP88AX:N. O 

5 NV3AX,.V8018 31.8PI8DELP0DEL MODE1LU8.OOILI, FAT2450
 







C ANGULAR 8OENTS 
 FAST5244
 
8I3NLAX.LE.OGO 88 28 FST2455
=




P23 = 1.5ANG*AG-0.5IFINLHAX.L2} T20FT25
 FA T245




20 3N331AX.LE.0368 00 3 

to P31 -IFLOAT12L-3)3ANG*P(L-- - 0FLOAT3L-II*P(L-2)I/FLQAT(L 
FAST246
 
IFI.8.83GO 80 31 fA83462
 
T() = TOT/NORM 8AST2463
 
FNT88.8E.8)GO 88 3 FAST2464
 




30 O0 88 KJ3h3JAX FAST267
 
IF38S538.18.. 8GO 10 88 FST2468
 
G5 = FSWKII8EXI-81PKI FAST2469
FAST2470
I F (M*LT.OGC TO 40 

5G = 8HON 88AE3K8SSHK 8 88368858I83I FAST473
 




A58 = 33.8 - T83/SG . FAST284
FAST475
 
G ST - GS -A T 






J .NT 84I 5AST248
FITJ[ -IT:(J.) GST FASTZ7
 
F(J*I IXJ] #GST 
 PAST268
 
F IEIJ,11 - FXE"J*| GST-ES(I| 
 FAST'&8"
8ST GST=X8PK)*GI8 .A I85 I3  82 
FAST2483
HS = AS(HSTI 
3(A8I5885T 0.8 8RR FXPIJI.8)| NTALLY=NTALLY I FAS 284
 
318 10TAT=AL885185 . 
TOTALE'- 0OTAL 8 H5T8ESKI FpST2486 
FXA1,J31 8 FXAIIJ, + GST 8ST2487 
K = 8O8 I I FAST2488 
3FKKGT.1 FXA3KJll FXAKKJ,8I8GST FA T2489 
L 1 - INV0 F AST2 90
FAS1249
KKL = LL 00 I 8P 
IF(INSR GT 0 1 FXA(KKJI) - FXA(K,-[Il + GET FAST2'
9'
493 
1K = 8 KK 
8SRAX





IF(KKK.L. NCT AXI x I,~J,11- FXA(KK.J.1) GST FAST2 95
 
KK[ LL - Nc-
 FAST2Z96
4 7IF(NL AXLE.OIGG TO 60 
o 50 L=ILAX FAS82458
 
I8 = XI 1 L FAST243 
50 FXA(KK*J*ll- FX (KK*,,1 + GST=PILI FAST2 "0
501
 
IF 1.L1.8G 0 8 8 





AST T1 STVATN8 I.8 8A2502
0G. ATNI 





 00 63 L=2,NTMAX FAST2506
FAS32507







KX - KK + I




81FTC ANSRE 4/2.XR? FAST253 
CANSERFLUX PRINTOUTFCR POGRAM FA.TER AST2516 
SUBOUTI8E ANSERINNN FAST2517 
CO8O 8333 FAST2530 
CO/ONL35I[TSINSTORE/,NE8ROR8NSAXNAA .8R80 MBAX NSTAX, FAST59
 
8 8EA8I88AX NXMAX 8NEAX.NE8OD .NXSECTNUNIT0, FAST2520
 
2 88IT8,83881N888X M8RERN 8N .I 5.EAS5NTRANS.
FAST252
 
3 NAX MGAX NFMAX NV O NCAX LAI ,8T8A8 8AST2522
8 * 





6 - 1T LIDE ' FAST2525N8888I 8 8TI81BER 

6888INDE/XS/30N856 .3A2 .ISV ,NTL [RHO .38 * 881 FAST2526 
2E88 I88NPC.880 .3838 . IJSN .JSX , FAS2527 
3 IXR 8 3AT.S ISSH.3 * 2TSU .ATN E0 8FA55
I NTG ,IELF I]FGW IITDS,ZO I1R FAST2129
c  .[IDS .
 
IOL .ICDT .IXGT .IRSI .IALF ,IVKD .[GIm FAST2530
 
5 'AIM t IALI .1A *VEE 161AL FAST2532
*TL0 .10S 

6 SPW .ISPE ,AID ,IRS .15GT .[B0E .1101 FAS2532
 
SKGN , .EXI II,X SG .101 ::10 .1 , FAS¥233
 
IXO .t 0 .. .isi FAST2534
'[R i, 1,iST ­
'IlC'ISIP ...Rp INCP IlFXP IlFXS FAST2535




'L0 NEXT M9OET FAST2538
 











0NS05 60558LPROCESSING A2D 4RINTOUT
$1BFTCANSDII -96/,.Rl 
 OF FASTER FLUXES-4IJRDAN*WANL**FAST725
 





COMMON Nox( II FA T2540
 
" Tll/RElSC/NS lAx,"IMS 
 FAST254q
 




2 LX 1. ,005)8).EN),R8PIL LZ, FAS 2552










1 .8U80 2556 
3 )OU ,OUT8) FAST2551
 
DATA TYPE4H SO6,HURCE.H RE4HGIO6 4H SCA.44TTER, ANG,4HULARFAST558
4 
843 SPA,4HTIAL " FAST2559
 
CXmmON/LI0/TS1NSTRE1,0O .A00AXNR.* .00AX .0N1AX,
ERO05AX FAST2560
 
1 00* 8 A N.M 0N08 NXSECT1NUNIT, FA52561
X ,NX.8 M 

2 NOITXKNAX .N.MAX.NGRDER.NODWNINELAS.NTRANS, FAST2562
 
NOM ,G0AX ,N0060 8 D C1AX ,.LMAX NTAX , FAT25.3
 
4 ONA .006 .8N00010000 .,NP0MAXNPMOD,NSOAX, F0AST02564
 
















DAT1'THISpASS/4H ITE,HRANT/.RIGH 3H I FAS82
 







TLI121 11)AS FST257 
182 = 1FA1 6 00800ST2518 
5IM = 11R2X N5AX FAST2579 
IM6 FAST2501103 0 050*X 
I 5 LIN4 018AX FAST2581 
0MMOD = LM5 NTA FAT258203 60 1=1,5 00512583 
K0FLI[ )I.EC.510)I0) 50 10 6C FAST25S4 
8IN 1811) - I FA T2585 
MAX = LIM)11 FAS02506 
IFII- 21 5.15.20 FAS2587 
5 COTINUE FAS.502 
00 10 JINtMAX F'S12589 
10 1D0J) = IDVJ-I) FAST2536 
Go T0 40 FAST255) 
1I 8 = 0 FAST259 
00 10 -INMAX FAST2593 
K X= I FAST2591 
18 ID0)JI = N0XI) FAS2595 
GO TO 40 FAST2590 
20 M 1/ FAST253 
DO 30 J=1N0,0A FAS2598 
30 .0.... 4 .+ - N FASTZ599 
40 DO 50 J.M1N,0AX FAST2603 
DO 50 1 -12 FAST601 
50 TLr1,J = TYPEIK,1) FAS2602 
60 COTINUE FAST2603 
70 'F 0 NN*NUNIIS FA52604 
IF,.ODELIP.EQ.0IN)TAL = 0I0 FAST2605 
XN = FLOAT1N00L, FAST2606 
X0 I= XN/FLOANT0AL - M0T6L) FAST218 
MTOTAL= TOTAL "FAST26O8
 
1)5 = XN*02 FAST2603 
0, 240 1=1,.0.00 FAST2610 
IOU) = I AST2611 
IOFINOINT.E0.I) ICU - III FASI2612 
IFLABELI41.GE.O01 FA T2613.WRI1EM2.20OC1UN9F 
2800 FORHAT1X.32)IH*),IHFLUXES FOR XETECTOR.14,6H AFTER,16,8HPACKETSFAS26t4 
I, 32(IH)/14X,22HCALCULAED AVERAGE,31240 FLUX EERGY FLFAST26158UMBER 
2U) /IX.2IHpRECISI6N ENERGY-EV.2(12H THIS GROUP, 2H OERVA5TFAST2616 
31VEI,2)12H CUULATIVE FAST2612 
1IE0 = INS - I FAST2618 
0UT1 = o.o FAST229 
0608 . 005026200. 
0. 110 4=18NGMAX FAST2621 
50 00 0=1,6 2FAS622 
0 UTK) - 0.0 FAST2623 
OUT3 - FXTIJ.IIXh FAST2624 
IF(U03.E(.0.OlO TO (O FA T2625 
OUT2 - FOO4/OUT3 FAST2627
 
00 90 K-.,6 FASr2628
 
OOT(0( 0UT{K 'F6-I0T(J( FAST2629
 
90 	0UT(0*2)=OUTK423 * 0UT(0- FAST2630 
FST - (FXS(J.1 - XNMO0T3**2(/.S FAS 263( 
IF(FST.GT.OOQUTI . SOO(FST)/UT3 FAST2632 
100 IF(L00E131).GE.0(6R(TE(42,2O(7J.00T FAST2633
 
2010 FO TIXSM ROUP,I,3H....IPEI(.4.7E2.N( FAST263
4
 
AE0J) = (00T2 - ELF(J.()(/FG(JI FA'T2635
 
8F143 (ELFIJI- 0UT2)/FGOJ( FAST2636
 
FLXIJI C OT3 FAST2637
 
110 ERR(J) GUTl FAST2638
 
IF(NFAX.EQ.0GO TO 170 FAST2639
 
00 (07 J=(,NFOAX8 FAST264O
FASTONNI
 
mOo . AX - I . I 	 FAST642 
IF(ILABEL(31.GE.OIWRTE(02.2020((OU.NPFI,(TS(L.K),LL,3.K0J, 

00 	= O(NO(J37.'F;X( 
AX)FAST203
 
2020 FORATX.24(IH*l.3HNUBER FLUx RESPONSESFOR OETECTORI.6H AFTEFASOT64 
0, I6,8HPACETS.2 I(H*(II2X.24A04 PAST265 
LINES LINES - I FAST266 
00 120 K=1.MO0 FAST2647 
OUSIK]=o~o AST2648FA 629








00 130 O=J,MAX FAST2653 
L L1 1 - FAST2654
 
FST = FLX(K)(AE(KSRSP(KE.33 BE(K)(*SPIK.1,AIl FAST2655 
OUTL : FST FAST266 
OUS(13L "S(L) * FST FAST2657 
FSI = FSTOERRIK) FAST2658 
ENIL) EL ( FST3-2 FAST2659 
(30 EOXLI = S FAST2660X0(1 F T 

IFOLAOELUI(.E.O(I. MTE 0)K,0UT(L,L=I(m( FAST2661
?,20( 0I 














OUSL =o.o FAST2068 
IF(FSTEQ...IGO 70 150 FAST69 
0UTIL)= SQRTIEN(L))/FST FAST2670 
















(20 (F(N((OO.E(.0(0G FAS T268
 10 200 















LINES = LINES - I- FAST2636
 




00 180 06J,03X F0ST609
 
L =L I 
 FAST2690
 









IF[NFNAX.00.)00 TO 230 FAST2695
 
DO 220 K6I(F0 FAST2696
 
00 200 LI.000 FAST2690
 
200 000(13 0.0 F ST2698
 
00 2(0 LIhG(AX FAST269
 
= 0 FASTTO 0
 




- . I 

210 OUT( ] = OUTII + FXAtN.LlI(*(AE(13RSPILKi*BE(LRSPIL10.K)I/XN
FAST203
 













00 250 I-LND. 00 AST2710 
.0 257 J-INGAX FASTZT1I 
250 FOXA(L.A.( - .G FAS1 2712 
(P30.13..NFAINTO T0 900 "PAS02013 
IFINPOINT.EQ.71GO TO 300 FAS T72. 
IF(NPORUN.LT.NP0AX GO TO a70 FAST2715 
300 1FILAEL(-o(.GE.0( ORITEI2.3000 FAST2716 .o 
3000FORAT(X.22{IH31,63HUOARY SEARCHPARAEMTERS,(SURFACE.OSTPROfAST Tt 
C 
C 
I|ABLENEXT REG1N),22(1 )) 

00 340 I0,hRMAX 

00 030 33*00000.0 

1A T. 8[ONHXJ7 

X = 0.




II.T0.OI GO TO 320 

. - ; .1t 

N =Rml100 
89N01K1= $ - 1000*N 
M 0 N11O. 
310 ;ANS(K)- - I*0- tO00012*) 

















































D 000 RlM.9 N-0NI 
















































COMOON0DUPST/N .PDT .XI3) FAST2753
 
COON/LI0ITS/ ST1050 
 0 .NR:IR.00000.050A0. FAST2 
I NEOAX .40000 .50000 ,OOEOR.NEOO .IIOECTNUNID. FAST2055 





S 0N0AX.1000 O0N7..0.0D ,NP0R.0NPMOtNSDMA FAST2758 





COONON/[N4E0/3N0 .0 I1NTL :.00O IXR oIELL *.I130IISV 

IELI .300 IOE .ISG I
.1S. .3300 .3JS1 , 
2301 .1000 .1ATN .300* .3000 ,S,A IIDEN 

3 1430 .IELF IFGO 1T. .10.. .10IDS 








3030 .30L0 .3A0 .30 N .A0E1 ,IVAL
5 300S .1 S40 .3 I0E .3303 , SP0 .WSPE tA0 .
 
S 304S ,NE0T IX.P .3000 I0S :3E :,1C 

8 lG .EC1 .35
e .1 et 

9 1 0IG .INSC ISTP ,INRP 
 P 00 

I FR t.IPXE A 

CALL PSTDU0NX0AX,3,1.H01RS0.0IINPCI.VHIVEEIV







00 1O 1=0 




















































N0N 0 XCOHHEN 

RN1,0,PCI1.I.OEEILIL2,L3VD45,1IALPI5,1I.OOGIIl;IT aSIUN 
, , XTR , N A X
 






0E0AX .4V0X .X'0X .0E000.00000 OXSECT.NUN[TO 
-N2 " UNITX.NIAX..NAX NUROER.400N :INELOSNTOAOS.A 

3 N NA NGAX NFAX NVMOND.0NCMA0 AX N"A * 
X 

N4A0X .P000 .OPENT.NCKOO.NPDMAX:Pl"0.4SO00X. 
5 - N4D0RAX0NVD0N0P ,IN,,GDELFKGDELaOOELUOOELV 






IFINVAX.GT.1)G0 TO 10 
POT = 1.0 
N -11 
G0 TO 40 
FST= 

00 20 N0I.NVAX 








30 PDT 1.ORSIINT 

40 0'50 1=L.3 
































































IFINSG1N - II EV.UC,90 0A 12812 
60 00 70 1=1.3 1.12 13 
70 X(1) = VDII) 0104241 
GO TO IT FRSTO8LS S 
80 X3) = B(31 FAST2816 
O VBII) FAST2817 
GO TO 1oo ASTOTIT , 
90 R = V(L1S0RT4I.I - VB33123 FAST201 





A101 = 0NSTN( 2Il FAT822
 
IF(NPCII:h.GT.IIPDT PTT (II3eT6TG(N F AST28Z
 
It0.0 120 1,3 	 F10224
 
120 x() = x11) . XTR[,hl FAST2825
 










CSPHE4R1IN[T[AlSOURCE VECTOR FROM SPHERE FOR PROGRA FASE1T.R.J0UR$NA0UT2830
 





COTTON VIAI 	 01002833
 
CO4ON/DUSPH/NT POT .S1C .4(3) .CIOI FAST2834 
CORRONPL[EITINSTC0ENERRRTNSAX .NAMAX .NRMAX :IOWA1X.1 FAS0283."A4. 

NXTX .NTE0AXNETO .XTS ONIII. FAST2136
 
2 NUNITXN440I ..NELS,NtRAKS, 

RNEUX 60004A 	 IC.N 
A.44I1 .NOROER.NOORN FAST283T 
0 N0AX .NGMA4X NF PA.X U00 ,NC4 ,NLR .RAX, FAST2838 




6 NPRINT.NU ITSNURER.04K I4E FAST2841
 
COMONPINDEXSIINTP IAZ .4400 .34TL :RHO :1XR lLL * 01012 
H016.IAE .160G ,NPC .IJON * AST2060G40e .s1 X 

2 3XT tSUV .ATN 0AT6 ,IES ISSH IDEN FA 1 846
 
INTG ,ELF IFG1 i.i40 X110V ,IIDR IID3 , 0AST85
 
4 OL .l11T.0TCT IRSI IALP IOE .lGl1 FAST*84
 
I I[NS ,1VCI
5 IAX ,IALI ,[A~L ,XA TVAL , FAST 2:47
 
6 40P .3S0 ,PITD ISP 10SGT .1IE 4ID I FAST124
 
1 4 GS 6014 ,I1P 40I6R TWS ,1es .IIC FAST* 4
 
D IEc ITN ,S i [ I ,}ST , FAST 28 o
 
0 46RG INOC '."ISTP INRP INCP IFX .FXS * FAST2851
 
IoFXT IXFXE tIFXA 	 FAST28,2
 
00 1. 1=1.3 FAST853
 






H I NT FAS2:51 
AAA . SIC F'STz58 
O020 3143 - 040T2859
 
20 .. . FAST2860
0141 C',I 







SBEFTC 0PH4 -4/2,XR7 FT101266
 
COSPHOUINITIAL SURCE VECTOR FR4 SPHE E FOR PROGRAMFASTERT..JRDNFAST2865
 







ItN~so XpVlt TRA(|,TRW(L :.IRH, 	 rAST86






CU84ON/DUMSPH/NST PGT ,ST 13) FASTe27I
.03 "I 

COMION/LIITS/NSTORE,NER01.NSOAX,NAUX .NRA -NU NSTMAX, FAST21
 
64E8 .IV8X N141A MXEMU8,NE00 .NXSECT,NUN[TD, FAST2873
 
2 6UNIT., 0M0AX N tINELAS,NTRANS: FAS0T20?4
 6IA .N .NCROENO 

3 66000 NF- .NVO .NCMAX NL0AX NTMAX * FAS 28 5
VNGAX 4 

4 NOAX NG , 'HO ENTNDO POAX004 0AT2876
.O11,60D0A04 . 







COH8ON/O0HERS/RA|UStXCT31DELTA :DoC[31,ATA ,A1 ,ATC , OAST28OI
 
I 030 .01 .1 ,AS .00 ,JNAXBJ4A6SMN FAST2802
 







DATA PT3.141593/ FAS 286
 
COHIIN/LLSREGILLREG FAST2681 
o0ENSO NCII) FAST2888 
C NEW METHD, SETUP SPHERICAL VOLUME - FAST2889 









FS = 1STA*2- RAOIUS-2 FAST94
 
IF(FST.G0.O.OPHI.IN= Q S)11 T FAST280
 
S1 . "30 US. I FAST896
 
AITX -ATA/43.0- PHI4NI FAST2UO7
 
DO 165 NTRY1,IO FAS 2 9
 
T0TAL = NTTAL -	 AST280
 
= SAMPLEI00INIO0I.0 AT8tD434~00A3t04-PIPI,O.O.AT,THE FAST2900 





0(21 = TNP* N(THE) FAST2003
 
DO 15o 3*4,3 AS 2 04
 
CIl) - o.0 FAST290S
 
OTT) SN P*coOS(T 	 FAST2902
 
00 190 J3I,3 FAST2906ISO CIII C[II 0TJI'RCTTJII $4002501
 
PAH(NIT.STI,0 CTSTNRG.NSCI 
STT = AST2909 
C I"L FAST2908 
F.0 
DO o601=1,1ST $A51910j . N,6 KI 
 FAST gII[FSVIJ.5.U0 TC 0T00 F1ST212
 







100 911 = I FAST217
 
6To = 0.0 FAST2910 
X00T = 0.0 F12919 
STX = 51 $AST2920 
0o 220 I=NTTNS ASI292 
J= 911G $ST2922 
X = Isv } $AST12923 
- 0111J1 $0ST1924 
S R = ATC#Rl4OIJ)*5SH(JZERC FAST295
 









Go 00 210 FAT1930
 
10 GALL A000T,sTX5I* O.OI0Sl),c.,xsI FAS2931 
LLRFG K 0AST2932 
CALL 5ERC{O.I.OIXS.CI F0ST233 
$00 = P000 FAST2934 
CALL ARRO 10.01T* O.5011l1.C.0S, $0002905 
COAIL0SZE00I0.I.0.I0.CI
 
101 = $SORS 
 FAST2937
 F'ST 93'
 TRAiIl- P R*SUV(K}°EXPI-XNpT) 





%;1001II.GT.0.0I* F$5C29399G8 = SGR 2..'ARGIR/STIIl 
001111. S5 FAS294O 
IFSGR.NE.,.)G5 10 390 FAST2941 
001"1 = STIIIOTOOIII FAT2942 
GO 0 200 $0T2943 
190 XMI t EXP-SGRSTI11)/SG 1294TRAMI-I.0 - FA0S
R
200 PTOT = $OT 0 XI1) FAST2945 
210 0.. 1 X1P$ p FST294 
6
220 SIT = SIX -IT1 ) FAST294 
T05= PT *IRA NCINMPI FAST2940 
00 210 1511.951 FA52949 
16I0011 1.GT.00S)50 FAST2950T0 240 

$05 = $05 - 101 1FAST295I 
230 500 001I 01S1il $8012992 
1= NST
 
240 9N NRG FST2953
 
LLRG = ISVINNI FAST2954 
N53r= 0 
IFILLREG.LE.0IGO TO 300 
NST = I FAST2955 
5GR TRB31 FAST2956 
I$10SGR.NE.O.OIGO FAS1295TO 25C 
STIl" ; POSTRAII FAST2950 
P$T = /TA FAST2959I0  II 









STIll - -ALCGIARG/1RAIII/SGR FAST2964
 
760 SIT = 0 $0502965
*TTSTIll 










TI 0.0X6.S.C,yl FAST2970 
OIMENSION M13I.CI.13I FAST291 
Do 1o =1.,3 FAST2972 





 $I0FTCQSTA X m9422.XR $AST2976
 







AX ,NAMAX,N IX :NBMAX "NITMAX, FASTIgB
 
1AX .0 EMA90NX0AN00880,00800
. .6XSECTNUNIT0. F$T2901 
2 NUNITX.0IAX .NAX MN0RDERNDOWN.INELASNTRANS, FAST2982 
3 90880 NG8A NFA0 ,801O3.96m00 .01800.N11A0* $0012903 
4010 .6GNm0 oMMENTNDMOD .NPANPD9OD.SOAX FAST2939 
5 NV0000D,0 .0POIN,0DEL.mOIELQ,0DELU,00ELV. FST298 
6 NPRNT. IALI0E FAST290UNITS.NUPBER 

IComHoN-INDEXS/IN3P
.IE ,1l .39tlPC. ,IJSm ,JSX
1 6Al .11V,I .ITL,NG I 35 3RLL * FAS72 B8$ 2987 
Z I3 .. UV IA 3 .IAE5l .310SS I30N * FAST2909AI.R 0 
3 8 F IFGW .3iDS .IIDV ,[OR .3305 .- FAST2990 
4 - 30 .30 .318 .3053 .30LP .30140.:1,8 FAS2991P 
5 IAIM10314 IALP..,014 ,LILL .1 .1. .3A 30 * $520, INS ,IVEE [IVAL 'AS99
 
6356 .ISPE .IATD .0SP ISGT4 .130 FAST993
IOE I 

I ISGS .I8P e8S C
0NEXT 6ISGR IES FAST2994
 
INEC IND .1 .IV .[W .IN I .ST FAST2995
 
I ING ,INSC .ISTP .INTP .INP ,IFP .IFXS FA ST2996
 
t IF .IFA g7
,IFE FASTM 
00008 = MT.5.IIIISDI,14IINPCI,TITOEUI.TIDIOSTTUMINN.O.C,8I TOSI12NNM
 






SELECTIONOF INITIAL CIRECTION VECTORFOR FASTER*T.JGRDANFAST3003
 











COM0NPOTTHERS/RA ICI3I,0T8 .t43, FOSIDOO
00USXCNIDLTA  .ATB 

AT0 141 B 14T ,OS JIN .J.-A F AS73010
 
7 KIN K8AX .JOAR .NZRO FAS30I 
COM14N/LLSREG/LLREG FAST3012 
N = ISV(NNI FAST3013 
N LREG FASTIOI4 
PDA I.0 FASIOI5 
.T Io ]=N.5 FAST3016 
J = NPCIIN8 FAST3001 
10 POT= PT'SApLEIOEEIII.MI.EEjTNItVUDIINIA.LP(IIN)I.VB(II FAS7301
 
T13l 90V51 FAST3019 
SP. = SQRTII. - CI3I*2T FASI30Z 
DIII=I PHCU.IUTII4 FAS3T210 
012 = SPHTSINIDT4)) FAST3020 
IFINSGIN)GT.0OTT TO 30 FAST1023
" 

TO 20 1=1h FAST3O2N 
00 CIII = T(ll FAST3005 
GU O 90 FAST3062 
30 UT =1,3 FAST302TA0 
40 Z1I XI - XIRIINI PAS3028 
-00= NSG(N) I FAST3029 
AE = 0.o FAS3030 
00 so i=1.0AX FAST300I 
SO ORE = ARE 0 I.2 FAST3032 
RE SORTINF") FAS83033 
IFIHAX.E.31G TO 60 FAST303 
CPH = 1.0 FAST1035 
SPM = 0.0 FAST303" 
GO TO 0 FAS13037 
60 CPH 0I3J/ARE FAST3038 
SP0 = 5Q(81.0 - CpU14'l FAST3039 
ARE Sp08A FAST3040 
70 CTH = 0 /ARE FAST3041 




00 80 I1=13 FAST3D44
 
Ci) - 0.0 FAST304
 
D0 10 J=1.3 FAT3046
 
MO C II CI IIJT(J0I4
I 1AST30 7
 




 $NIFTCUSTARX M94/2.XR7 FAST3051
 








COHM0N/8OUUST/SI ISIS .PSI STC ,NST .PDT FAST3056
 
COOION/LIMITS/NSTRENERRORINSMAXN81AAXNRMAX .NBMAX .NSTMAX, FAS3057
 
1 NTA .8841: .1 M .BDNXSECT.NUNITO.
.NXEAXEN FAST3058
 
2 NUNIT.NIINA ,NTAT .NRDERNOORN ,INELAS.NTRANS, FAST'05N
 









COMMON/INDEXS/INTP:0 If" 0ISV:ITL :.1RH IXR IELL FAST3064
 
IEL .100 . 188 INSG .18P0 .IJN . IJSx FAST3065
 
2 IXTR .15UV IATN tA8 .IESB ,ISS4 IDEN FAST3066
 
3 INTG .IELF .IFGW .T0S ,lTD0 .,,.A .18S FAST3D6
 
4 TOOL .108 T 'ALP IGIM
T .SI IV8 FAST068
 
5 - 1A1 :,1I  10ALH S 11,EE ,IVAL FA T3069
 
6 . ISN .100E A 0 DE lO0.TTTO ISP 1Sot .1 FAST 00
 
T ISGS .NRI .IIP ,ISDR ::RS 1IES I.C FAS,307'
 
TEEE .IND 1U .1V .lk INI IST FAST3T72
 
9 INRG INSC ISTP INRP IINCP .IFXP .IFXS FAST3073
 




STZ = VECTORIYY XXX.CP) FAST307
 
STS = STZ .2 FAST3077
 
PSI = -COSINEIP.ZZlS0 FAST308
 









USTAR = POT FAST3083
 
END =-~ FAST3O8R 
SIMFTC USTO1 TNNP2.XA3 FAST306 
CUSIOUMSANON SELECTIONOF SCATTERING POINT FOR PROGRAM FASTERT.JOROANFAST308a 
SUBROUTINEUSTDOUILIL2RHOS tNITLSGTIXNTRATRBSTNRGI FAST3088 I­
DIMENSION"I"1l.N80(Il.0804H1.0T)41180Gt1.L24.184188. 
 'FAST0309
1 . T80111,0M81) PAST300
 





.C83)ATA 8AI8 ATC F
P4003092 
488 .0T JAX 

2 KM( KAX1U6.FA4 ZERO0 T03094
 
1 A .40 .AS .as .JMUN FAS T3093 
.108 
COMMONLIMITS/NS0 8E.,NE40,NS4 .NAMA44 NRA .8BA NI.M., FAS3090
 
NEAX VMAX .NXMAX.NXEMAX.NEMOO01CT.NUNITO, FAST3096
.. 

2 - NUN1804.I840 .14184 .A0X0E8.1O00N ,881LSIRANS FAST3097
 
3 NOMAX 0GMAX .80800 .1=' .NAX FAST3B09
, .N7A0 8MAX NMAX
0 NOMAX.G40 M0.TEhNO1000NNPM4M.NPOMO.140A, FAST3099
 





1P800ELU.EC;O GO TO 89 
 FAST3102
)




















0  5 
 FAST3110
 
DOI . 1.0 PA0T31t1
 
IFo TB.LE.OILTA GC TC 5 
 FAST3112
 




0   ODOZ 	 FAST3115 
DODD t.0o 	 FA0T0116 
00 20 ol,608 
 FAST3111
 
FA0T 3 1 1 9
 






"' 9  
FAST
13 1 2
IF(J.GT.U)SGR = SGR + SGTJBAR.J) 	 131210114= 08(0) S ' S I( jFAST3 P001312012
 
STT ST + SI 
 FA'T3123
 
S0OS STS STT*8(2.0PS # STT) 	 F0ST3124 
S0 aOA 0TDT0 F1ST3125
 















XM8B 0MST # X8T 
 FAST3130







= 1.000 P4T134 
8F1080.LE.OELTA)00 TO 8 
 FAST3135
 
O04 = 4O,581Et84/0T184882 FAST3136
 
0oO. 044 * FAST3137
+. IO44 









4FITRA(N).E.0.0 GO TO 10 FS3142
 
ARG - TRAB/TAA FAST3143
 






XM =TRA(N)4EXP8X4AA - XM88 - I.0/1TRB FAST3146
 
GO 10 81 F ST3147
 
9 18014 ALOG(4ARU/STN FA T3148
 
X81 = 0008.0888- TRAA/T8N FA73149
 
It 8R8iN) TRN 
 FAST3150
 
to80FPXM(N)• •FP1XMN N 










00 40 fl,NST 
 FAT316
 
pFa011 .G. 8 4'G. . 0 FAs1310
 
FA T 3 1 59
 
o 	I0 T PP i +T t NF4 FM - XM(N 	 FAST319 
50 PSM FAST3160 
ARG - FMP FAST3161 
TRAM = TRAN FAST316Z 
IRON TR N:8 	 PAS T3t63
 




XY0 '0 /ATRAN FS3166
 
1[FXZG1.0.0 SP - ALOG(XYZ/TR1N FAT3167
 


















TRA8 = STZ FAST3810
 
S0T = 0.0 
 FASP316
 
POT - 0.0 
 FAST317
 










* SGR, 	 FAITH082t
 
ITFJ.GT.OSGR SGR &SGTIJBAR.J) AS13183 
IFNGT.oT.O)00 O 100 )P)50R.TO.0.0l0010 110 FAST3186P05T3115 
..... . .).. SG.*ANG PAST3IIOS 
Go TO 120 FAS3112 
100 STT -Tt 
TR ".."1 . 
STIN 





TRIN) 0.0 FIST3190. 
)FISGR.TO.I O 00 010QF1,191
TRBINl)= 81'S001ITIOINOII-110R11))FIt * POT 0 TOB[N) PAST3192FAST3193 
XM(NI- TRB TA+A *SGRSTIIi RAS.T309' 
Go TO 129 FAST3195 
1)0 X0{)1 . 0.0 FAST3196 
020FP = PIP . ..... 
IFIFP.GT.O.OGO TO t25 
RAST3]9 
FAST3198 
95 UST 0 PAST3199 
GOTO 195 FAST3200 
125 AAA = EXP(-FMP-
ARG 1.0 - 0AA 
FAST320t 
FAST3202 
VARG - 1.0 - AR00RA0N80118| 





SC .C FAST3207 
DO 140 1-1,NST 
PF(F.O.IX II))GO TO 150 





ST SIC STIS A053210 
140 FMC -PFC TRB) FAT3212 
150 AM 9 NRGI| 











SGP A G*SGP 
FAST3218 
FAS732L9 
O0X = IFMP0AAA/ARG* FAA - 0.0)/A0G FAST3220 
STP = F8/SGP 
STC OTC .STP 
FA5T3221 
F SA 32 2 
G0'TO 1 0 FAS13223 
160 SGA AT-SGP FAST3224 
SGI = 8T*SG' FAST3225 
C - +POO* SGASTC + 5I*TRAII))/SG FAST3226 
A- SGA/SG FAST3227 
PST AQ2 - PS)S FAST3228 
80 = (8Q0*00 PS)I/FST FAST3229 






STO = 8Q - TO FAT3233 
IFISTO.LT.SCISTO 8 IIH FAST3234
 
STP 510 - SIC FAST3235
 
STC = STQ FAr3236
 
ARE = CO- AO*STC FAS 323 7
 
FTC = FRC 0 SIO*(80E - TRT)) FAT3239
 
PST PS. . PSIS*STCI/ARE FAST3240
 




I'7 S~ll) SIP FAST3243
, FA0T3244

POT = ARG'*STC*2/)SGP*VARGII2.56637) 
195 RETURN FAT3245 
IND FAST3246 
$11PTCV01R0 09412,R7 FAST3247 
CV0TA *0AN90 SELETOCTION FOR PR0GRA FASTERT.JOR0ANFAST324801 O10E0TIOIVECTOR 
FUNPTN VSTARCPCCCASSl) FATT3249
 
COOON/LllTS/NST00 OR0O.NSA0 .NAAX ,NRAX .NBRAX 0T8AX, FAT3250
 
1 10AX .N00AX NXAX ,NXEAXNEMO ,NXSECTNUNITO, FAT3251
 
2 NUNIThI0)PO .NPOA 9CR.ER.N..0N FA13252
0 PELAS.NIRANS. 

9 NN0AX 9A0 ) N' AC.AX A9LAX.9"AX * FA03253
X V00 





6 NPPINT,NUNTSINUIIS EROK IOE FAST3256
 






GO To O 
 FAST360
 
10 VSTAR = VSTOUMCP.CC.CASB$S FAST3261
 
G0 TO 20 FAT3262
 






SIBFTCVSTH1 894/20X01 FAST3266 
FUNCTIONOSTOUNOICPCC.CASIS FAST3267 
0ATA P[/3.14593/ FAST268 
D0MENSON CP(3),CC1I3 {3).ROT33.D!31 'AST3269
 




0O to1 ;O,3 FAST3272 
GO 1o J=1.3 RAST3274
 
10 0111 = 01 ROT0IJI*CC(J) RAST3275
 
100 0. T FAT3276 n 
IP1lA.0il .050W1.GY.O.Ol 102 * 01012(21 FAS013277 4701011 

SII . SURTtI.O- 0D3-21 FAST3278 
P0A SAPLEI-I.OI.O.-I.,AS,03I FATN9 
SIJNE-=SQRt.0 - 030*21 FAST3280 
DOA POAADOFLR-IP..-SSNO ETE FASOI 
TH.E TTE .T4 FAST3082 
ol SINEOCOS|THEI FAST3B3 
02 SINRRSINITIE| 




CIII - 0.0 FAST3286 
DO20 J=L.3 FAST3287 
20 CIII = CIII 0 OIJI0001IJI FAST3238 
VSTOOM= DOA FAST328 
RETURN FAST3289 
END"- FAST290 
$IBFTESAMPLR M94/2,XR7 FAST3291 
CSAMPLERANDO SELECTION OF VARIABLE FAST329Z 
FUNCTIONSRMPLEIVMNVMRXVMO.ALPUEEI FAST3293 
IFIOIIU.GT.VNIGOTO 10 FAST3294 
C DELTA FUNCTION (OR ERRORI FAST3295 
POF = L.0 FST3N9N 
VEE VDON FAST329I 
GO TO 30 FAST3Zg8 
10 R RANNOINPBI FAST3299 
IFIALP.NE.O.0IGOTO 20 FAST3300 
C UNIFURMUISTRIBUTION FAMT"ONl 
POFt VU - VMN FAST3302 
VEE' VN R*PDF FATO303 
GO TO 30 FAST304 
C EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION FAS30S 
20 PLT = EXPIALP0IUMD- VNN) ­ 1. FAST3.0O 
PCT EXP ALP VIDO - 001D - 1.00 PLT FAST3302 
PO PLT/PGT FAST3303 
0 -. D FAST330' 
IFIR.GrPMOIT I.T FASTOIIO 
R = 1.0 T!I(R0PT- PLT. FAST331 
VEE VDM TALGRI/ALP FAST3N 2 
POF = PUT/IR*ALPI FAST3313 








0AA N.NNN/U.RI11)/ FAST3320' 
IFII0MCOC.GI.OIGC TO 1 FAST3321R 
O = RANFINNNI TAST3322 
GO TO 20 FAST3323 
[F oEQODIR RANFINNNI FAST3325
 

















































LE6 OCT 002312421637 
LE7 OCT 000000001737 
LO OCT 2OCGOOOOOOUO 
END -
NOUTPU 
